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Preface

To accommodate the ever-increasing demand for mobile data, the wireless industry
is facing with the urgent requirement of growing the capacity of mobile access net-
works by 1; 000 times. The extreme densification of small cells is currently the big
hope to resolve the unprecedent “1000� data challenge” and to provide ubiquitous
network coverage with an optimized grade of service. Small-cell heterogeneous
networks represent a paradigm shift from the traditional centralized macrocell
approach to a more self-organized solution, where small cells are deployed in
conjunction with existing large cells at all possible venues, indoors and outdoors,
and in all types and sizes. However, the coexistence of different types of network
devices with diverse specifications on the same spectrum raises a new set of major
design issues. These critical challenges urgently need to be solved to fully realize
the promised benefits of small-cell solutions.

This SpringerBrief covers two important aspects of the emerging small-cell
wireless heterogeneous networks. First, the architectures of small-cell networks
are reviewed, with specific references to the current wireless network standards.
Second, new adaptive power control and dynamic spectrum access techniques are
discussed to promote a harmonized coexistence of diverse network entities in both
3G and 4G small-cell networks. Analytically devised from optimization and game
theories, these autonomous solutions are shown to effectively manage the severe
intra-tier and cross-tier interferences in small cells. The target audience of this
informative and practical SpringerBrief is researchers and professionals working in
wireless networking and interference management. The content is also valuable for
advanced-level students interested in network communications and radio resource
allocation.

We would like to acknowledge the financial supports from the Natural Sciences
and Engineering Research Council of Canada and the Alexander Graham Bell
Canada Graduate Scholarship.

Finally, we dedicate this work to our families.

Callaghan, NSW, Australia Duy Trong Ngo
Montreal, QC, Canada Tho Le-Ngoc
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Chapter 1
Dense Small-Cell Networks: Motivations
and Issues

1.1 Mobile Data Traffic and Indoor Coverage Challenges

Globally, mobile data traffic has approximately doubled in each of the recent
years and there are strong indications that this unprecedented trend will continue.
According to the 2013 Ericsson Mobility Report, mobile data traffic has already
surpassed voice traffic in 2009, and it is predicted to increase steadily whilst voice
traffic only grows moderately [1]. Figure 1.1 shows that at the annual increase rate
of 50%, the mobile traffic by the end of the year 2019 will be 10 times that of 2013.
Moreover, in 2013 the traffic generated by mobile phones alone has exceeded that
by all mobile PCs, mobile routers and tablets combined. Similarly, the 2013 Cisco
Visual Networking Index (VNI) report has projected that the global mobile data
traffic will go up at a compound annual growth rate (CAGR) of nearly 70% during
the period 2012–2017 [2]. As seen from Fig. 1.2, a 13-time increase is expected
by the end of 2017 with 11:2 exabytes generated per month.

Such an explosive traffic growth is a result of the increase in both the number
of mobile users and the average amount of data information incurred by each
user. This trend is fueled by the widespread adoption of wireless broadband, and
further driven by larger-screen, smarter, faster and video-rich devices. The Cisco
VNI report has also confirmed that video accounts for more than half of the total
mobile data traffic, and by 2017 it will contribute to two-third of the global mobile
data demand [2]. While video traffic is currently the main driver of such growth,
machine-to-machine applications and connected vehicles and homes are expected
to be the key contributors to the tremendous data traffic increase in a near future.

To accommodate the huge demand for mobile data in the coming years, the
wireless industry is now facing with the real challenge of having to increase the
capacity of mobile access networks by 1; 000 times—the “1; 000� challenge” [3].
Supported by all the current trends and future traffic predictions, the massive data
growth can actually overwhelm the networks whose radio resources are limited.

D.T. Ngo and T. Le-Ngoc, Architectures of Small-Cell Networks and Interference
Management, SpringerBriefs in Computer Science, DOI 10.1007/978-3-319-04822-2__1,
© The Author(s) 2014
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2 1 Dense Small-Cell Networks: Motivations and Issues

Fig. 1.1 Global mobile data
traffic during 2011–2019
(Ericsson Mobility Report,
2013)

Fig. 1.2 Global mobile data
traffic growth during
2012–2017 (Cisco VNI
Mobile Forecast, 2013)

The finite radio spectrum is becoming scarcer, whereas technological advances
are reaching their theoretical limits. New innovations are thus urgently required to
tackle the 1; 000� data traffic challenge.

On the other hand, it is estimated that a majority of mobile traffic is originated
and/or consumed from indoor environments. Mobile devices are increasingly used
at home and workplace, even more often than when people are on the move. In any
mobile access networks, buildings present a significant challenge because radio
signals rapidly attenuate as they penetrate through the building walls. Since radio
propagation is affected by the size, height and building materials, the traditional
roof-top macro site approach has proved inefficient in providing adequate net-
work coverage inside large buildings, especially in the dense urban terrain. New
approaches are called for to offer ubiquitous coverage to this large population of
indoor users. Such solutions will also offload a sizeable volume of data traffic from
mobile networks to the indoor fixed networks, as shown in Fig. 1.3 [2], further
contributing to the resolution of the 1; 000� data challenge.

1.2 Extreme Network Densification Solution

To meet the increasing demand for higher throughput and ubiquitous wireless
coverage, several advanced solutions have been proposed in the literature [4, 5].
Allowing for concurrent use of different frequencies, carrier aggregation effectively
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Fig. 1.3 Mobile traffic
offloaded to indoor fixed
networks during 2012–2017
(Cisco VNI Mobile Forecast,
2013)

increases the bandwidth allocated to the UEs. Multiple-antenna solutions are
attractive in that substantial diversity and multiplexing gains are exploited. As well,
multiple cells employing coordinated multipoint (CoMP) techniques can coordinate
their scheduling to serve UEs with unfavorable link conditions. CoMP techniques
have been shown to be particularly useful in mitigating outage at the cell edges [6,7].

While significant technological innovations are urgently needed to successfully
resolve the 1; 000� traffic challenge, advances on improving radio link performance
have fast approaching the theoretical limits. Most likely, acquiring more radio
spectrum and optimizing link efficiency are not sufficient to keep up with the
exponential increase in traffic demand. The next capacity and performance leap
beyond radio link improvements is now highly expected to come from a revolution
in network topology, i.e., the hyper-dense deployment of small cells in conjunction
with the existing large cells, at all possible venues indoors and outdoors, and in all
types and sizes (femtocells, picocells, metrocells, remote radio heads, distributed
antenna systems, etc.). It is strongly believed that the extreme cell densification is
the most promising and scalable solution to meet the 1; 000� data increase [8–12].

1.2.1 Frequency Reuse Principle and Cellular Wireless
Networks

Suppose that we are to provide full radio network coverage over a given geographi-
cal area. If one single transmitter is used, a large transmission power is required for
the signals to reach all potential users in that area. In this case, only one transmission
is allowed on any given radio frequency whilst there are limited radio frequencies
available for transmission. Therefore, the total number of receivers that can be
supported is restricted, making it impractical to serve a vast number of mobile
wireless users.

To overcome such an inefficiency, wireless cellular networks based on the
principle of frequency reuse have been proposed [13, 14]. A typical example of
cellular networks is depicted in Fig. 1.4. Here, the area is divided into multiple
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Fig. 1.4 A cellular wireless communication network

“cells,” each of which has one base station (BS) that serves all the user equipments
(UEs) operating within that cell. The downlink refers to the channel from the BS to
UEs, whereas the uplink is the channel from UEs to the BS. Since the available radio
frequencies are reused at each cell, the total number of supportable users is scaled
with the number of deployed cells. Moreover, a high signal-to-noise ratio and better
network coverage are made possible due to the reduced distance between a BS and
its serviced UEs.

However, in this multicell and multiuser setting, the broadcast nature of the
wireless medium results in the fundamental problem of signal interference. When
several transmitters (i.e., BSs in the downlink and UEs in the uplink) emit their
signals on the same frequency and within the same geographical location, the
receiver (i.e., UEs in the downlink and BSs in the uplink) sensing that frequency
may not be able to distinguish to which transmitter it is listening. Although the
transmit power of a BS is limited to restrict the signal reception to the intended
UEs within its cell, intercell interference still exists especially at the cell edges.
The imperfect cell structure in practical scenarios also contributes to worsening the
signal interference situations.

Fractional frequency reuse scheme can be used, where cells located close to
one another are allotted with different frequency bands so as to avoid dominant
intercell interference (ICI), i.e., cochannel interference. In contrast, cells that are
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sufficiently far from each other may reuse the same band. However, segmenting
frequency reuse suffers from a reduced spectral efficiency. This problem is severe,
given that radio spectrum is a scarce and expensive resource for telecommunication
operators to acquire. To support the ever increasing demand by a huge number of
wireless terminals for a higher quality-of-service (QoS), next-generation wireless
networks are envisioned to employ a universal frequency reuse approach in which
all cells operate on the same radio frequency. While offering potentially the most
efficient spectral utilization, the universal reuse of radio spectrum may degrade
network capacity if the critical issue of ICI is not properly addressed [11, 15].

1.2.2 Small-Cell Heterogeneous Network Deployment

The cellular network structure in Fig. 1.4 is homogeneous in the sense that
the design specifications are similar for all cells (e.g., cell size, BS transmit
power budget, allocated frequency). Generally designed to provide large coverage,
homogeneous cellular networks are not efficient in offering high throughput,
particularly in the very dense urban and indoor environments. Moreover, the current
interference management approaches might not always work well in the low
signal-to-interference-plus-noise ratio (SINR) regimes, in which transmit signals
are substantially attenuated. This is especially true in the residential and office
settings, wherein macrocell signals cannot reach indoor users due to the high level
of isolation caused by building wall structures.

The extreme densification of small cells is recently proposed to realize the
1; 000� increase in network capacity and to provide ubiquitous network coverage.
Also based on the principle of frequency reuse, small cells are deployed within
the footprint area of the existing cells in all sizes and at all possible locations.
As illustrated in Fig. 1.5, the resulting network structure is heterogeneous with
small cells overlapping with the traditional large cells in both space and frequency.
Without loss of generality, we refer to the traditional cells as macrocells and the
small cells as femtocells in the rest of this brief.

Figure 1.6 depicts the coexistence of a macrocell and several femtocells in a
wireless heterogeneous network. Specifically, macrocell user equipments (MUEs)
establish links to their servicing macrocell BSs, while femtocell user equipments
(FUEs) communicate with their respective femtocell BSs. These femtocell BSs
are low-power, miniature wireless access points that are set at homes/offices and
connected to backhaul networks via residential wireline broadband access links,
e.g., digital subscriber lines (DSL), cable broadband connections, or optical fibers.
Typically, the range of a femtocell is less than 50 m and it serves up to a dozen active
users.

The benefits of dense femtocell deployments are summarized as follows
[12, 16–18].
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Fig. 1.5 From homogeneous cellular networks to heterogeneous small-cell networks

MUE
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Internet
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Fig. 1.6 A typical mixed macrocell/femtocell deployment scenario

• Higher capacity: With a large number of small cells, more users can be packed
into a given area on the same radio spectrum, allowing for a greater area spectral
efficiency (i.e., total number of active users per Hz per unit area). The low
transmit power of femtocells and the signal isolation due to penetration losses
provided by walls may also significantly limit the interference from neighboring
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femtocells and macrocells. Often, this results in a higher femtocell capacity gain.
Because macrocell no longer needs to transmit with high power to cover indoor
areas, macrocell capacity grows too.

• Better coverage with lower power consumption: Thanks to the close proximity
between FUEs and their serving femtocell BSs, these devices can lower their
transmit power while still being able to achieve a high SINR. Ubiquitous network
access is enabled with full network coverage even in the regions traditionally
difficult to penetrate due to the shadowing effect. An improved coverage is crucial
in the indoor areas where macrocell signals cannot reach.

• Macrocell offload: Traffic originating from indoor environments can be absorbed
by femtocells via the IP backhauls, instead of being directed to the macrocell.
Macrocell network can thus dedicate radio resources to better service its own
users.

• Cost effectiveness: In the traditional cell-partitioning approach, a large number
of expensive macrocell BSs are typically deployed after an extensive site
survey and network planning process. On the contrary, femtocells can be easily
integrated into an existing cellular network infrastructure. Mainly deployed by
end users in a plug-and-play fashion, small-cell solution requires low capital
expenditures and operating expenses, allowing for a cost-effective and scalable
network evolution.

1.2.3 Technical Challenges in Small Cells

Small-cell heterogeneous networks represent a paradigm shift from the traditional
centralized macrocell approach to a more uncoordinated and autonomous solution.
Given that radio spectrum is limited, cochannel deployment is attractive in these
heterogeneous networks, where FUEs share the same frequency bands with MUEs.
With cochannel deployment, the peak data rates of legacy UEs are not impacted.
Also, low-cost BSs are enabled while the higher-cost carrier aggregation-capable
UEs are not required.

However, the coexistence of different types of network devices with diverse
specifications on the same spectrum raises a new set of critical design issues that are
inherent to heterogeneous networks. If the following technical challenges are not
properly resolved, the benefits promised by femtocell deployments will be voided
[5, 19].

• Interference: The interference situation is more acute and unpredictable in
heterogeneous networks. This is because femtocells are randomly deployed
without the network planning that would normally be undertaken. As femtocell
BSs and FUEs can be moved or switched on/off at any time, the conventional
network optimization turns out to be inefficient. In these cases, the operators
cannot control the number and location of the newly deployed small cells.
The rollout of many unplanned femtocells within the service area of regular
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macrocells also creates new cell boundaries. Accordingly, both MUEs and FUEs
are more likely to suffer from strong ICI, especially those in the cell edges.
In addition to the regular intra-tier interference within macrocells and femtocells,
there are now cross-tier interferences from macrocells to femtocells and vice
versa. The cross-tier interference is hard to control, and its effects can be
particularly severe in many situations. In such cases, not only are the MUEs
badly affected, a poor level of performance is achieved by the FUEs.

• Service heterogeneity: It remains unclear how to deliver an optimized QoS to the
two distinct classes of users with different design specifications. As the spectrum
owner, MUEs assume a higher priority in accessing the radio frequencies, and
demand that their QoS not be degraded in spite of femtocell deployment. This
implies that the cross-tier interference induced by FUEs to the macrocell network
must be strictly controlled [20, 21]. On the other hand, the lower-tier FUEs wish
to optimally configure their transmission parameters so as to exploit the residual
network capacity, beyond what is needed to support the QoS requirements of all
MUEs.

• Limited backhaul: The timely exchange of control and signaling information
among femtocells and macrocells remains a major issue. Indeed, the residential
network infrastructure connecting these cells can only support a limited network
capacity for such a purpose. Since the wireline backhaul may not even belong
to the network operators, it is possible that the communication experiences sig-
nificant delays. The situation will become unacceptable if control and signaling
information must be exchanged in a timely manner.

1.3 Structure of the Brief

This SpringerBrief covers two important aspects of small-cell wireless heteroge-
neous networks. First, we will review the architectures of small-cell networks,
with specific references to the current wireless network standards. Second, we will
present new results on distributed interference management for these emerging
networks. We organize the rest of the brief as follows.

Chapter 2 provides an overview on the small-cell structures currently deployed
in practical networks. We will begin with introducing the challenges and require-
ments of small-cell network architecture design. We will then review the various
architectures available for small cells, with references to the 3GPP and 3GPP2
standards. In each architecture, key functional components and interfaces will be
discussed. Next, the central issue of interference management in small-cell networks
is presented, and the relevant state-of-the-art techniques in the literature for small-
cell networks are also reviewed in detail.

In Chap. 3, we present new algorithms for distributed joint power and admis-
sion control in code-division multiple access (CDMA) based two-tier heteroge-
neous networks. For the upper-tier MUEs, we always maintain some prescribed
minimum SINRs. For the lower-tier FUEs, we explicitly consider two different
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design objectives, namely, throughput-power tradeoff optimization and soft QoS
provisioning. With an effective dynamic pricing scheme combined with admission
control to indirectly manage the cross-tier interference, our proposed schemes
mainly require local information to offer a maximized net utility of individual UEs.

Chapter 4 presents two Pareto-optimal power control algorithms for CDMA-
based two-tier heterogeneous networks. Different from homogeneous network
settings, the inevitable requirement of robustly protecting the QoS of all prioritized
MUEs here lays a major obstacle that hinders the successful application of
any available solutions. Directly targeting at this central issue, we propose the
first algorithm that jointly maximizes the total utilities of both user classes. The
second algorithm is applied to the scenario where only the sum utility of all FUEs
needs to be maximized. We prove that both developed algorithms converge to their
respective global optima, and more importantly, they can be implemented in a
distributive manner at individual links. Effective mechanisms are also available to
flexibly designate the access priority to MUEs and FUEs, as well as to fairly share
radio resources among the UEs.

Chapter 5 proposes a joint subchannel and power allocation algorithm for the
downlink of an orthogonal frequency-division multiple access (OFDMA) based
mixed femtocell/macrocell network deployment. Specifically, the total throughput
of all FUEs is maximized while the network capacity of an existing macrocell is
always protected. We employ an iterative approach in which OFDM subchannels
and BS transmit powers are alternatively assigned and optimized at every step. For
a fixed power allocation, we prove that the optimal policy in each cell is to give
subchannels to the UEs with the highest SINRs on those subchannels. For a given
subchannel assignment, we adopt the successive convex approximation approach
and devise three different power optimization solutions. We show that the joint
subchannel and power allocation algorithm converges to the optimum of the original
problem. While a central processing unit is required to implement the arithmetic-
geometric mean approximation-based solution, each BS locally computes the
optimal allocation for its own cell in the logarithmic and difference-of-two-concave-
functions (D.C.) approximation-based solutions.

Chapter 6 presents joint subchannel assignment and power allocation algorithms
that optimize the performance of an OFDMA-based cognitive femtocell network.
Beside the interference constraints imposed at the macrocell network, we strictly
enforce upper and lower bounds on the total number of subchannels granted to indi-
vidual FUEs. This new requirement is particularly relevant in cognitive femtocell
settings where the spectral activities of MUEs are highly dynamic, leaving a small
opportunity for secondary access. We develop a dual decomposition framework for
two criteria, namely, throughput maximization and power minimization, and devise
distributed solutions. We show that the proposed algorithms achieve the actual
global optimum with an affordable complexity in practical scenarios.
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Chapter 2
Architectures and Interference Management
for Small-Cell Networks

2.1 Requirements and Reference Model for Small-Cell
Network Architectures

The successful deployment of heterogeneous small-cell networks relies upon how
one can integrate small cells into the existing mobile access networks to provide
seamless device-to-core network connectivity. Defined for hierarchical deployments
with network elements installed in secure premises, the existing mobile network
architectures in GSM, UMTS, cdma2000 and LTE standards cannot be trivially
extended to include small cells. In the ad hoc small-cell deployments, it is also
particularly challenging to gain access to the dedicated high-performance links for
interconnection and proprietary management systems, as is the case in the current
architectures. New network structures are therefore needed to support small-cell
integration with the following minimum requirements [1].

• Scalability: Whilst the current mobile networks only allow some few hundreds
of macrocells to connect to the next level of the hierarchy, it is expected that
small cells are massively deployed with many thousands of units per one single
network. This calls for an architecture that can support sufficient scalability
within the same network.

• Transparent integration: Small cells should be easily and transparently integrated
into the existing mobile networks. At the same time, the additional load on the
legacy infrastructure should be kept to the minimum.

• Security: Deployed at end-user premises, small cells typically operate in an
insecure environment. As such, any proposed small-cell network architecture
must guarantee a sufficient level of security for both mobile networks and end
users.

• Limited backhaul capacity: The new network architecture must take into account
the fact that small cells connect with one another via shared broadband IP
links with variable performance. This situation is very different from that in the
existing mobile networks where dedicated interconnection links are available.

D.T. Ngo and T. Le-Ngoc, Architectures of Small-Cell Networks and Interference
Management, SpringerBriefs in Computer Science, DOI 10.1007/978-3-319-04822-2__2,
© The Author(s) 2014
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Fig. 2.1 Femto Forum reference network architecture [1–3]

Since the implementation details of small-cell architectures can vary
considerably, it is important to have a consistent design approach to promote
compatibility. Towards this end, the Femto Forum has provided a reference
architecture for small cells that includes all the network elements and interfaces.
This generic reference is applicable to a vast majority of network architectures and
it can be used to compare alternative approaches. Illustrated in Fig. 2.1, the main
functional components in this reference architecture are described as follows [1–3].

Small-cell access point: At the customer premise, the key component is a low-
power hardware device called small-cell access point (SAP). Mobile users located
inside the premise communicate with the SAP over the radio links, and typically up
to a dozen of which can be supported by one SAP. The SAP connects to the core
network via a broadband access gateway, which can either be a stand-alone device
or be integrated in the SAP. The air interface between the SAP and mobile users can
be single-carrier (e.g., CDMA) or multi-carrier (e.g., OFDMA). The Fl interface
is used by the SAP to control the operating parameters in the broadband access
gateway.

Broadband IP backhaul: As home base stations are equipped with more
powerful processing capabilities, the traditional network protocol has essentially
collapsed. At the same time, the Internet Protocol (IP) rapidly replaces the hier-
archical telecommunications-specific transport protocols. It is proposed that small
cells use flat networks, i.e., Internet-like, as the backhaul to transport data from
home devices to the core network. The reference architecture employs broadband IP
access links (e.g., digital subscriber lines, cables, fiber to the home) as the backhaul.

Small-cell gateway: The direct connectivity between the core network and the
SAP is maintained by the small-cell gateway (SCGW). Together with signaling
protocol and channel conversions, SCGW aggregates and integrates traffic from
a large number of small cells into the existing mobile networks. The SCGW
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also implements security functions that authenticate and secure the connectivity
with remote SAPs over the unsecured public broadband access links. The SCGW
interfaces with the circuit-switch and packet-switch network segments of the mobile
network operators (MNO) via Fb-cs and Fb-ps reference points, respectively.
The SCGW–IMS network connectivity is supported by the Fb-ims interface.

With SCGW, the complexity and dimension of small-cell networks are hidden
from the core network elements. It was earlier proposed that SAPs be kept simple
and that all functions but radio be moved to SCGW. More recent solutions incline to
support a flatter network by distributing much more functionalities to SAPs and
keeping SCGW relatively simple. On the one side, SAPs support the front-end
functions of Radio Network Controller (RNC), interact with end users, support
mobility and perform radio resource management. On the other, SCGW supports
back end RNC function, interfaces with core network and performs signalling
aggregation. This approach allows for self-configured SAPs that support local
services and local network access, enabling more cost-effective scalability.

Small-cell management system: Using Fm interface, the SAP management
system (SAP-MS) can offer service provisioning and fault reporting of SAP devices.
SAP-MS can handle tens of thousands of multi-vendor SAP units. Similarly,
the SCGW management system (SCGW-MS) is expected to manage multiple
SCGW devices via the Fg interface. The functions of SCGW-MS include traffic
management, fault and alarm processing, and signaling protocol setting.

Subscriber database: The customer information such as SAP identity, network
configurations and settings is stored in the subscriber databases. The SCGW
accesses to these databases using the Fs and Fr interfaces.

2.2 Small-Cell Architectures in Wireless Network Standards

2.2.1 3GPP UMTS Small-Cell Architecture

The 3GPP Universal Mobile Telecommunications Systems (UMTS) consist of a
Core Network (CN) and a Universal Terrestrial Radio Access Network (UTRAN).
In particular, the UTRAN has a hierarchical architecture comprising RNCs and
Node Bs, and it is connected to the CN via the Iu interface. As shown in Fig. 2.2,
UMTS architecture is consistent with the generic model given in Fig. 2.1 albeit with
the following modifications [2, 3]:

• Mobile device is now termed user equipment (UE),
• Small-cell access point is called home node B (HNB),
• Small-cell gateway is now HNB gateway (HNB-GW),
• Security gateway function is separated from HNB-GW,
• Fa interface is replaced by Iu-h interface.
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Fig. 2.2 3GPP UMTS small-cell network architecture [2, 3]

Deployed in the customer premise, the HNB is a low-power node that serves only
one cell. The radio communication between the HNB and the UE is established via
the Uu interface. In the core network, the HNB-GW plays the role of an RNC in that
it concentrates multiple HNB connections on one side and connects to the MNO
on the other side. While the connectivity between HNB-GW and HNBs is made
possible with the Iuh interface, the HNB-GW employs Iu-cs and Iu-ps interfaces to
connect with circuit-switch and packet-switch networks, respectively.

At the Iu-h reference point, a security gateway is deployed to protect the core
network against security threats. Note that the security gateway can be implemented
either as a separate physical element or be integrated to the HNB-GW. In this
architecture, a new network element—HNB Management System (HMS)—is used
to discover the HNB-GW, provide configuration data to HNBs, perform location
verification of HNBs, etc.

It is worth noting the UMTS small-cell structure is able to offer architectural
consistency. Since the HNB subsystem appears to core network as an existing
Radio Network Subsystem (RNS), one can substantially reuse the existing network
elements and protocols. At the same time, the HNB subsystem suffers from the
existing limitations of RNS. Since a single HNB-GW can only address up to 65; 535

unique HNBs, handover from the regular macrocell to HNBs is not supported due
to the limited cell addresses. Although hard handover from HNBs to macrocell
is possible as macrocells can be unambiguously identified using the Cell Global
Identification, soft handover from and to an HNB is not yet supported.

2.2.2 3GPP LTE Small-Cell Architecture

Evolved-UTRAN (E-UTRAN) is an evolution of the 3GPP UMTS radio access
technology, where Long Term Evolution (LTE) is the radio interface and Evolved
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Fig. 2.3 3GPP LTE small-cell network architecture [2, 3]

Packet Core (EPC) is defined to accommodate the high-speed LTE access.
The E-UTRAN consists of multiple evolved Node Bs (eNBs), which connect with
one another via the X2 interface to support handover and with the EPC via the
S1 interface for traffic and control purposes. Each eNB connects to the mobility
management entity (MME) via the S1-MME interface and to the Serving Gateway
(S-GW) via the S1-U interface.

Figure 2.3 shows that small cells can be integrated into the LTE structure with
consistency. Compared with the reference model in Fig. 2.1, the following new
definitions are introduced [2, 3]:

• Small-cell access point is now termed Home evolved NodeB (HeNB),
• Small-cell gate way is called HeNB gateway (HeNB GW),
• Security gateway function is separated from HeNB GW,
• Small-cell management system is called HeNB management system (HEMS).

The functions supported by the HeNB are identical to those by the eNB in the
UMTS case [see Fig. 2.2]. Similarly, the procedures that run between the HeNB
and the EPC are the same as between the eNB and the EPC. In this architecture,
the HeNB GW is used to allow the S1 interface between the HeNB and the EPC,
thereby supporting a large number of HeNBs. While the HeNB GW appears to the
MME as an eNB, the former appears to the HeNB as the MME. Therefore, a HeNB
is architecturally indistinguishable from an eNB in EPC. The handover support from
a HeNB to an eNB and vice versa is available, whereas that among the HeNBs is
still under investigation.
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2.2.3 3GPP2 CDMA2000 1x Small-Cell Architecture

The architecture for small-cell CDMA2000 1x deployment is shown in Fig. 2.4
[2, 3]. Different from the UMTS small-cell architecture, here the femto access
point (FAP) includes a SIP user agent (SIP UA) to connect the 1x procedures on
the mobile user side with the core network via a SIP/RTP interface. In this architec-
ture, the femto security gateway (FSGW) maintains secure IP connectivity between
the IMS core network and the FAP. On one side, an IPsec tunnel is established
between the FSGW and the FAP via the Fx3 interface. On the other side, Fx1
interface transports RTP media packets to and from the FSGW, whereas the Fx2
interface implements the SIP signaling control.

The responsibility of the femto management system (FMS) includes configuring
and managing the femtocell components via the newly-defined Fm interface.
The femto AAA server authenticates the FAPs and shares security policy data
with the FSGW. Using Fx4 interface, femto AAA server enables IPsec tunnels
between the FAPs and the FSGW. Finally, the femto application server supports
the interworking functions between the IMS network and the mobile carrier’s MAP
network.

2.2.4 Air Interfaces: CDMA vs. OFDMA

CDMA is used for medium access in UMTS, CDMA2000 and high speed packet
access (HSPA) wireless standards. In a CDMA system, UEs in all cells are allowed
to simultaneously transmit over all available frequency bands (see Fig. 2.5a).
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Fig. 2.5 Radio resource sharing in CDMA and OFDMA. (a) CDMA: All users share the same
frequency at the same time (b) OFDMA: One subchannel is given to at most one user at a time

These transmissions are differentiated by the use of orthogonal codes, i.e., spreading
codes, assigned to individual UEs. At the transmitting side, user’s data signal is
modulated with a spreading code to create a signal of a much larger bandwidth.
At the receiving side, the cross-correlation of the received signal and the user’s
spreading code is calculated. When the resulting cross-correlation reaches its
maximum, the corresponding data signal can be extracted. Since increasing the
number of CDMA users only raises the noise floor in a linear manner, the system
performance gradually degrades for all users. Hence, there is no absolute limit on
the number of users that can be accommodated by the system.

On the other hand, frequency-selective fading is one of the major impairments
of wireless channels, particularly in multipath environments such as indoor and
urban areas. Since the channel responses differ among different frequencies, it
can be challenging to alleviate the distortion that broadband signals experience when
transmitted over such channels. In this situation, orthogonal frequency-division
multiplexing (OFDM) signals are preferred because they are more robust to this
type of fading.

The basic idea of OFDM is to divide the transmitted bitstream into many sub-
streams, to be sent over a large number of closely-spaced orthogonal subchannels.
Each subchannel is represented by one subcarrier, and one substream of data
is transmitted through one subcarrier. Since individual subcarriers are modulated
with a conventional modulation scheme at a much lower symbol rate, each of the
resulting narrowband signals experiences frequency-flat fading. The IEEE Wireless
Interoperability for Microwave Access (WiMAX) standard uses OFDM in the
physical layer, whereas the 3GPP LTE standard employs OFDMA in the downlink
and single-carrier FDMA (SC-FDMA) in the uplink [4]. Different from CDMA
where each UE occupies all the spectrum at all time, a UE in OFDMA systems is
allowed to only use a subgroup of OFDM subchannels, as shown in Fig. 2.5b.
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2.3 Interference Management in Small-Cell Networks

2.3.1 Interference Scenarios

In a small-cell heterogeneous network, the communication of two tiers of users
results the following interference scenarios. The intra-tier interference situation is
similar to what occurs in homogeneous networks, where a macrocell interferes with
other macrocells and a femtocell interferes with other femtocells. However, due to
the significant difference in the transmit power limits, the most severe interference
happens in the cross-tier scenario as illustrated in Fig. 2.6. In Scenario A, a victim
cell-edge MUE is strongly interfered by the downlink transmission of a nearby
femtocell BS. In Scenario B, an MUE located far away from its serving macrocell
BS transmits at a high power in the uplink to compensate the path loss. This
transmission creates strong interference to a nearby victim femtocell BS.

The severity of cross-tier interference also depends on the way that the radio
frequency is allocated. In the orthogonal frequency allocation, distinct sets of
frequencies are assigned to small-cell users (or femtocell users) and regular users
(or macrocell users). Although the cross-tier interference can be completely avoided
in this way, the resulting spectral efficiency is low because the radio spectrum is
not efficiently reused. In the partially shared spectrum allocation option, macrocells
have full access to the overall spectrum while femtocells are permitted to share a
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Fig. 2.6 Strong cross-tier interference in a mixed femtocell/macrocell deployment
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subset of such spectrum. To mitigate the strong cross-tier interference, some radio
channels are specifically reserved to only macrocells in the form of escape frequen-
cies.

The highest degree of freedom is available in the universally shared spectrum
allocation strategy, where both femtocell and macrocell users in all cells are allowed
to utilize the same frequency bands. Potentially offering the most efficient use of
the limited radio resources, this approach is highly promoted for next-generation
wireless networks, and thus it will be assumed throughout this brief. However, the
increased cross-tier interference in this case calls for more sophisticated schemes to
mitigate the adverse effects of interference, thus fully realizing the potential gains
of universal frequency reuse.

It is noteworthy that while CDMA systems provide resistance to narrowband
interference, this property does not occur with broadband interference such as
signals from other users. These signals remain as broadband interference even
after the despreading process. With a unity spectral reuse factor where all UEs
(either within the same cells or from different cells) share the same frequencies,
interference is a critical problem in small-cell networks that is based on CDMA.
With OFDMA being the air interface, intracell interference among UEs within the
same cell can be suppressed. This is due to the assumption of exclusive subchannel
assignment, i.e., one subchannel is used by at most one UE at a particular time (see
Fig. 2.5b). However, aggressive frequency reuse allows a common spectrum to be
shared among the UEs belonging to different cells. While interference averaging
helps reduce the effect of interference in CDMA, it does not happen in OFDMA
systems. Here, one interfering transmitter is enough to completely jam a given
subchannel. It therefore remains challenging to effectively manage the ICI in
OFDMA-based small-cell networks.

The successful rollout of small-cell wireless networks depends upon how
the interference challenges are addressed. Optimized for the carefully-planned
homogeneous networks, conventional approaches prove inefficient in managing the
random and severe interference in small-cell scenarios. The stringent requirement of
protecting macrocell performance imposes a new set of design constraints that may
as well invalidate any available solutions. Moreover, the limited capacity for control
and signaling also renders centralized mechanisms, which require the exchange of
global network information, impractical in many situations.

2.3.2 Power Control for CDMA-Based Wireless Networks

2.3.2.1 Conventional Wireless Homogeneous Networks

Consider a CDMA-based multicell wireless homogeneous network. Let pi � 0 be
the transmit power of user i and �i be the power of the additive white Gaussian noise
(AWGN). Denote the channel gain from the transmitter of user i to its receiver as
hi;i , and that from the transmitter of user j to the receiver of user i ¤ j as hi;j .
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Fig. 2.7 Interference scenarios in a multicell homogeneous network. (a) Downlink (b) Uplink

Note that the “transmitter of user i” in the downlink is the BS that serves UE i ,
whereas in the uplink it is UE i . The received SINR of user i can be written as:

�i D hi;i piX

j ¤i

hi;j pj C �i

: (2.1)

As can be seen from (2.1), a large unwanted signal power
P

j ¤i hi;j pj may
significantly decrease the SINR of user i , thereby degrading the quality of radio
communication. Figure 2.7 illustrates two typical interference scenarios. In the
downlink, UE 1 in cell 1 receives not only the intended signal from its serving BS
1 but also interfering signals from BSs 2 and 3. In the uplink, the signal transmitted
by UE 1 to its BS 1 is interfered by those from UEs 2 and 3 in the two adjacent cells.

Power control has been proven to be very effective in dealing with interference
in CDMA-based wireless networks. The most popular power control solution is
probably the Foschini-Miljanic’s algorithm [5], which enables users to eventually
achieve their fixed target SINRs by iteratively adapting their transmit power
according to:

pi Œt C 1� D �i
min

L�i Œt �
pi Œt �: (2.2)

Here, �min
i is the target SINR of user i , whereas pi Œt � is the transmit power and L�i Œt �

is the measured SINR at the receiver of user i at time t .
It it worth noting that the simple algorithm in (2.2) can be implemented

distributively by individual users, without requiring any form of network cooper-
ation. As long as the target SINRs are feasible, (2.2) converges to a Pareto-optimal
solution at a minimal aggregate transmit power

P
i pi . However, there is one major
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drawback in the Foschini-Miljanic’s algorithm. If there exists an infeasible SINR
target, the transmit power computed according to (2.2) will eventually diverge to
infinity as each user i always attempts to meet its own required SINR at any cost.
To deal with infeasible SINR targets, admission control algorithms are introduced
in [6, 7].

The works in [8–11] investigate several other power control schemes from a
game-theoretical point of view. The solutions devised from noncooperative games
are appealing since they can be implemented in a decentralized fashion. In these
games, individual users selfishly optimize their own performance, regardless of the
actions of other users. Denote the utility (or payoff) function of user i as Ui .pi ; p�i /,
where p�i is the power vector of all the users except i . The objective of each user i

in the power-control game can be formally expressed as:

max
pi �0

Ui .pi ; p�i /: (2.3)

Depending on the type of utility function Ui .�/, a number of games can be formu-
lated whose solutions to the individual problem (2.3) exhibit different convergence
properties. In most cases and under certain conditions, the underlying games settle
at a Nash equilibrium (NE) p� D Œp�

i �, a stable and predictable state at which no
user has any incentive to unilaterally change its transmit power level, i.e.,

Ui .p
�
i ; p��i / � Ui .pi ; p��i /; 8pi � 0; 8i: (2.4)

Although the achieved NE gives a stable operating point, it is by no means
guaranteed to be Pareto-efficient. To improve the efficiency of the equilibrium
solutions, various pricing schemes are developed in [12, 13]. A pricing mechanism
can implicitly enforce the cooperation among users while, at the same time,
maintaining the noncooperative nature of the games. With pricing, the total utility
of user i is:

Utot;i .pi ; p�i / D Ui .pi ; p�i / � Ci .pi ; p�i /; (2.5)

where Ci .�/ denotes the cost imposed to user i . In each problem maxpi �0 Utot;i ,
various choices of utility and cost functions are available. Typically, the resulting
solution is some modified version of the SINR balancing algorithm (2.2).

By selecting proper utilities and a linear cost Ci .pi ; p�i / D ai pi , [14, 15] show
that noncooperative games with pricing can substantially enhance the NE if small
deviations from the target SINRs are allowed. For instance, with Ui .�i / D �.�i �
�min

i /2 the transmit power can be updated according to [15]:

pi Œt C 1� D
�

�min
i

L�i Œt �
pi Œt � � ai

p2
i Œt �

L�2
i Œt �

�C
; (2.6)

where .�/C D max.�; 0/. Numerical results show that the enhanced Nash solution of
[15] converges even faster than the SINR balancing algorithm in (2.2).
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Still, it is unclear how far the Nash solutions given by [14, 15] are to the global
optima of the power control problems. Using a different pricing scheme that is
linearly proportional to SINR, i.e., Ci .�i / D ai �i , [16] proves that the outcome of
a noncooperative power control game in single-cell systems is a unique and Pareto-
efficient NE. By setting dynamic prices for individual users and assuming noise-like
ICI, various design goals can be met. In multicell communications where transmit
powers of all users need to be jointly optimized across all cells, ICI cannot be simply
treated as noise. The solutions by [16] are thus limited to single-cell scenarios.

Different from [5] where feasible SINR targets must be given a priori, [17]
considers a decentralized joint optimization of SINR assignment and power allo-
cation that is Pareto-optimal for multicell systems. It is argued that a fixed SINR
assignment is not suitable for data-service networks, where target SINRs should
instead be flexibly adjusted to the extent that the system capacity can still support.
A high SINR is translated into better throughput and reliability, whereas a low
SINR implies reduced data rates. In [17], a feasible SINR region is characterized
in terms of the loads at BSs and the potential interference from UEs. With a
re-parametrization via left Perron-Frobenius eigenvectors and a locally computable
ascent direction, distributed Pareto-optimal solutions are derived for the uplink case.

2.3.2.2 Small-Cell Heterogeneous Networks

The results in [17] apply to homogeneous networks, in which there exist no
differentiated classes of users with distinct access priority and design specifications.
However, it is unclear how the proposed solutions account for the complicated
coupling and strong interdependency among users in multi-tier heterogeneous
networks. In such cases, the choices of target SINRs available to the lower-tier
FUEs are much more limited. Also, strict QoS guarantees need to be enforced for
the prioritized MUEs, and radio resources have to be dedicated to meet the demands
of these users.

In the context of heterogeneous small-cell networks, [18–21] study various
beamforming techniques to mitigate the undue cross-tier interference. Joint
admission control and power management has also been examined in [22] for
cognitive-CDMA networks. To protect the existing MUEs while enabling a scalable
femtocell deployment, [23] proposes an uplink power control scheme for FUEs.
Using open-loop and closed-loop techniques, this scheme adjusts the maximum
transmit power as a function of the cross-tier interference level. Based on the actual
interference at the macrocell BS, the proposed scheme can suppress the cross-tier
interference. However, the devised solution is neither distributed nor Pareto-optimal.

For CDMA-based wireless heterogeneous networks, power control games are
formulated and analyzed by [24, 25]. In particular, [25] considers the interference
scenario depicted in Fig. 2.8, where pi denotes the transmit power of the BS that
serves UE i . Denoted as UE 0, the MUE is required to solve the following problem:

max
0�p0�P max

U0.p0; �0jp�0/ D �.�0 � �min
0 /2: (2.7)
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It is worth noting that the choice of utility function in (2.7) does not always
guarantee the minimum SINR required by the MUE. Rather, only a “soft” SINR
is provided. On the other hand, FUE i is to solve the following individual problem:

max
0�pi �P max

Ui .pi ; �i jp�i / D R.�i ; �min
i / C Nbi

C.pi /

Ii .p�i /
; (2.8)

with reward function R.�/ D 1 � exp
��Nai .�i � �min

i /
�

and penalty function
C.�/ D �h0;i pi . Here, Ii .�/ is the interference power at the receiver of user i ,
and Nai ; Nbi are constants. Note that because C.�/ depends on the actual cross-tier
interference h0;i , explicit information about the cross-channel gains is required in
the proposed algorithm. Due to the random fluctuations caused by shadowing and
short-term fading effects, it can be quite challenging to estimate these channel values
in practice.

2.3.3 Joint Subchannel-Power Allocation in OFDMA Networks

2.3.3.1 Conventional Wireless Homogeneous Networks

Compared to CDMA, OFDMA—the multiuser version of OFDM—provides three
dimensions of diversity, i.e., time, frequency and users, for a more efficient
allocation of radio resources. As there are multiple subchannels available in
OFDMA, the resource optimization in this case faces another major technical
difficulty, i.e., the subchannel assignment that allots radio frequencies to different
UEs in multiple cells. To solve this combinatorial problem alone, direct search
methods usually require a prohibitive computational complexity. Radio resource
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management for OFDMA-based networks relies upon efficient solutions that jointly
optimize and assign powers and OFDM subchannels. Upon dividing the available
spectrum into multiple subchannels, the SINR of UE k in cell m on subchannel n is
expressed as:

�
.n/

m;k D h
.n/

m;kp
.n/
m

X

s¤m

h
.n/

s;kp.n/
s C �

.n/

k

; (2.9)

where p
.n/
m is the transmit power of BS m on subchannel n, h

.n/

m;k the channel gain

from BS m to UE k on subchannel n, and �
.n/

k the power of AWGN at the receiver
of UE k on subchannel n.

Using noncooperative game theory, [26] solves the competition for radio
resources in a multicell OFDMA-based network. Assuming that the interference
from other UEs is fixed, the solution to the pure noncooperative game for individual
UEs is of an iterative waterfilling type. In this case, it may happen that some
undesirable NE with low performance is obtained or, even worse, there exists no
NE at all. Moreover, if the cochannel interference is severe on some subchannels,
the NE may not be optimal for the entire system. Motivated by this observation,
[26] introduces the concept of a “virtual referee.” By mandatorily changing of the
game rules whenever needed, this referee can help improve the outcome of the
formulated game. For example, it may reduce the transmit power of the UEs whose
channel conditions are unfavorable. Those generating significant interference to
other UEs may as well be prohibited from using certain subchannels. In doing so,
the remaining cochannel UEs can share the corresponding subchannels in a more
effective manner.

The study in [27] considers the problem of joint power allocation and subchannel
assignment in the downlink of a multicell OFDMA network. Contrary to [26],
the players in the formulated noncooperative game are the BSs, not the UEs. The
players are responsible for allotting subchannels to the UEs within their cells, and
deciding how much power to be distributed over those subchannels. Denote by
p D Œp

.n/
m �m;n � 0 the network power vector that contains the transmit powers

p
.n/
m for all BSs m and all subchannels n. Also denote by �m D Œ�

.n/

m;k�k;n the channel

assignment matrix of BS m, where �
.n/

m;k D 1 if subchannel n is assigned to UE k in

cell m and �
.n/

m;k D 0 otherwise. The utility function of BS m is defined as:

Um.p; �m/ D
X

k

X

n

�
.n/

m;k log

0

BBB@1C p
.n/
m h

.n/

m;kX

s¤m

p.n/
s h

.n/

s;kC�
.n/

k

1

CCCA�am

X

n

p.n/
m ; (2.10)
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where am > 0 is the price per unit of power. Given a network power vector p, it is
shown that BS m assigns subchannel n to UE k� if

k� D k.m; n/ D arg max
k

log

0

BBB@1 C p
.n/
m h

.n/

m;kX

s¤m

p.n/
s h

.n/

s;k C �
.n/

k

1

CCCA : (2.11)

Certainly, �
.n/

m;k�.p/ D 1 in this case.
Once a fixed optimal subchannel assignment ��

m is found, the optimal power
allocation is derived as:

p.n/
m D

0

BBB@
1

am C �m

�

X

s¤m

p.n/
s h

.n/

s;k� C �
.n/

k�

h
.n/

m;k�

1

CCCA

C

; (2.12)

where �m

�P
n p

.n/
m � P max

�
D 0 with �m � 0 being the Lagrange multi-

plier for the maximum total power constraint P max at BS m. The allocations
in (2.11) and (2.12) are performed iteratively until an equilibrium is finally reached.
As proven in [27], such an iterative algorithm is guaranteed to converge to a unique
NE under certain conditions. Usually, the stable operating points provided by the
game-theoretical solutions do not globally maximize the network sum rates.

Different from [28–35] where the radio resources are allocated in a heuristic
manner, [36] takes an optimization approach to solve the following problem of
coordinated scheduling and power allocation in multicell OFDMA-based networks:

max
pI kDŒk.m;n/�m;n

X

m

X

n

wk.m;n/r
.n/

m;k.m;n/ (2.13)

s.t.
X

n

p.n/ � Pmax:

Here, weight wk.m;n/ � 0 accounts for the priority of UE k.m; n/, p.n/ � 0
is the transmit power vector of all UEs on subchannel n, and r

.n/

m;k.m;n/ D
log

�
1 C �

.n/

m;k.m;n/.p
.n//
�

is the corresponding throughput. The first proposed

scheme—a multicarrier extension of the SCALE algorithm [37]—is proven to
converge to a solution that satisfies the necessary optimality conditions of the
nonconvex combinatorial problem (2.13). Using Lagrangian duality, the second
scheme provides an optimal solution if the number of OFDM subchannels is very
large [38, 39]. The third scheme is an improved iterative waterfilling algorithm,
adapted to this multicell scenario. It is noted that all the solutions developed in
[36] depend on a central unit to collect and process the complete channel state
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information. To alleviate the high complexity required by such solutions, [40]
proposes a distributed low-complexity scheme based on the concept of a “reference
user” to solve (2.13).

Considering the downlink of an OFDMA network, [41] addresses the problem of
maximizing the weighted sum of the minimal UE rates of coordinated cells. In this
case, the objective in (2.13) is modified as:

X

Nm
w Nm min

k2K Nm

X

n

r
.n/

Nm;k; (2.14)

where w Nm � 0 denotes the weight assigned to the smallest UE rate of cell Nm,
and K Nm the set of all UEs belonging to cell Nm. Similar to [27], the centralized
algorithm proposed by [41] alternatively optimizes the subchannel assignment and
power allocation so that (2.14) keeps increasing until convergence. At each iteration,
the allotment of subchannels is updated by resolving a mixed integer linear program
for each cell. The optimal allocation of powers is found by a duality-based numerical
algorithm. However, if a minimum rate constraint is strictly imposed to guarantee
the QoS of some certain UE, the solutions in [36, 40, 41] are no longer applicable.

2.3.3.2 Small-Cell Heterogeneous Networks and Cognitive Femtocells

A joint subchannel and binary power allocation algorithm is developed in [42],
where only one transmitter is allowed to send signals on each subchannel. Based
on Lagrangian dual relaxation, [43,44] propose various joint subchannel and power
allocation schemes for OFDMA femtocells. It is assumed that the intra-tier inter-
femtocell interference is negligible, whereas the cross-tier interference from the
macrocell to femtocells is a constant. While these assumptions remarkably simplify
the analysis, they are often not the case in practice. Moreover, network optimization
for the existing macrocell is not considered at all in [43, 44].

In [45], the joint allocation of radio resource blocks and transmit powers is
investigated for the downlink of OFDMA-based femtocells. The formulated exact-
potential game is shown to always converge to an NE when the best-response
adaptive strategy is applied [46]. Also taking a game-theoretical approach, [47]
models macrocell BSs and femtocell BSs as the leaders and followers in a
Stackelberg game [46]. In the hierarchical competition, a Stackelberg equilibrium,
whose performance is better than that of an NE, is proven to exist under some
mild conditions. As previously discussed, there is an ultimate need to protect
the preferential MUEs in a mixed macrocell/femtocell network. This critical issue,
however, has not been adequately addressed in [45, 47].

On the other hand, it has been confirmed that much of the licensed radio spectrum
remains idle at any given time and location [48]. Spectrum utilization can thus be
significantly improved by allowing (unlicensed) secondary users (SUs) to access
spectrum holes unoccupied by (licensed) primary users (PUs). Cognitive radio
[49–51] is promoted as an efficient technology to exploit the existence of spectrum
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portions unoccupied by PUs. While PUs still have a priority access to the radio
spectrum, SUs are permitted to have a restricted access, subject to a constrained
degradation on the PUs’ QoS.

Spectrum pooling is an opportunistic access approach that enables public access
to the already licensed frequency bands [52,53]. The basic idea is to merge spectral
ranges from different spectrum owners into a common pool, from which SUs may
temporarily rent spectral resources during the idle periods of PUs. Here, the licensed
system does not change while SUs access unused radio resources. In spectrum-
pooling radio systems, OFDM is recognized as a highly promising candidate for SU
transmission. This is mainly because of its flexibility in dynamically allocating the
unused frequencies among SUs, and its ability to monitor PU spectral activities at no
extra cost. However, OFDM transmission may cause mutual interference between
PUs and SUs, due to the non-orthogonality of the respective signals [54, 55].

Several recent works propose that cognitive radio (CR) be used in heterogeneous
small-cell networks, in that cognitive FUEs are allowed to opportunistically access
the radio spectrum licensed to MUEs [56–58]. The roles of MUEs and FUEs in
macrocell/femtocell settings correspond to those of PUs and SUs in CR networks,
respectively. The existing results on radio resource management for OFDM-based
CR networks can thus be applicable to two-tier cognitive femtocell networks.

In [59], an optimal power allocation scheme is devised to maximize the downlink
capacity of a single SU, while guaranteeing that the interference induced to the PU is
below a specified threshold. Similarly, [60] aims to maximize the CR link capacity,
taking into account the availability of OFDM subchannels and the total interference
limits at PUs. Extending the results in [59, 60] to multiuser scenarios, [61] aims
at maximizing the discrete sum rate of a secondary network, constrained on the
interference imposed to PU frequency bands. Subject to the per-subchannel power
constraints (due to PU interference limits), [62] proposes a partitioned iterative
water-filling algorithm that enhances the capacity of an OFDM CR system.

Zhang and Leung [63] attempts to solve the problem of resource allocation in
multiuser OFDM-based CR systems. The main objective of [63] is to provide a
satisfactory QoS to both real-time and non-real-time applications, despite the rapid
variations in the available resources caused by the PUs’ activities. In [64], the
issue of downlink channel assignment and power control for FDMA-based cognitive
networks has also been addressed, where BSs make opportunistic spectrum access
to serve fixed-location UEs within their cells. Suboptimal schemes are derived to
maximize the total number of supportable UEs, while guaranteeing the minimum
SINR requirements of SUs and protecting the PUs.

To deal with the combinatorial OFDM subchannel assignment problem, the
Lagrangian dual framework in [38] has proven to be especially useful. Considering
networks with the coexistence of multiple primary and secondary links through
OFDMA-based air-interface, [65] utilizes such an optimization framework to
develop centralized and distributed algorithms. The design goal of [65] is to
improve the total achievable sum rate of secondary networks, subject to interference
constraints specified at PUs’ receivers. Also based on Lagrangian duality, [66]
studies the coexistence and optimization of a multicell CR network overlaid with
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a multicell primary network. The weighted sum rate of SUs over multiple cells is
maximized in this case. For the downlink of a spectrum underlay OFDMA-based CR
network, [67] proposes a joint subchannel-power allocation scheme that maximizes
the CR network capacity. Here, the ICI among different CR cells is also controlled.
With Lagrangian duality, the primal problem is decomposed into multiple dual
subproblems, each of which is solved by an efficient algorithm. For Lagrangian
dual framework to apply, the “frequency-sharing” condition must be strictly satisfied
[38, 68].
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Chapter 3
Distributed Interference Management
in Heterogeneous CDMA Small-Cell Networks

This chapter presents joint power and admission control algorithms for two-tier
CDMA-based heterogeneous networks [1, 2]. The fundamental difference between
the setting considered here and that in traditional CDMA wireless networks
is the differentiated classes of users with distinct access priorities and design
requirements. The prioritized MUEs demand that their QoS requirements are always
maintained in the first place, whereas the lower-tier FUEs attempt to optimize
their performance by exploiting the remaining system resources. Specifically, two
practical scenarios are investigated: (1) FUEs desire to balance their achieved
throughput with the corresponding power expenditure, and (2) FUEs demand
certain “soft” QoS requirements, expressed in terms of minimum attained SINRs.
In lightly-loaded networks, an effective mechanism is also proposed that helps
to better utilize the network capacity and improve the performance of MUEs.
Convergence properties of the proposed algorithms are rigorously analyzed and
potential extensions are presented to further emphasize the attractiveness of the
developed solutions.

It is noteworthy that, whilst closest in spirit with [3], the work presented here
distinguishes itself in at least two key aspects. Firstly, to represent the net utility of
FUEs, [3] uses a penalty function that depends on the actual cross-tier interference,
and hence requiring explicit information about the cross-channel gains. On the
contrary, this work proposes an effective dynamic pricing scheme combined with
admission control to indirectly manage the cross-tier interference. Together with
their distributive nature, the developed schemes are more tractable in view of
practical implementation under the limited backhaul network capacity available for
femtocells. Secondly, the choice of utility function for MUEs in [3] does not always
guarantee that the minimum required SINRs are achieved for these prioritized users.
By selecting a sigmoid function to represent the macrocell utility, the devised joint
power and admission control algorithms are capable of robustly protecting the
performance of all active MUEs.

D.T. Ngo and T. Le-Ngoc, Architectures of Small-Cell Networks and Interference
Management, SpringerBriefs in Computer Science, DOI 10.1007/978-3-319-04822-2__3,
© The Author(s) 2014
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3.1 System Model and Assumptions

We consider a two-tier wireless network with power-controlled UEs. Specifically,
we investigate the scenario where a macrocell serving M MUEs is underlaid with
Mf femtocells. Although we assume CDMA for multiple access, the results
obtained in this chapter are applicable to single-carrier wireless systems in general.
Assume that femtocell i has Ki FUEs and define K D PMf

iD1 Ki as the total number
of FUEs in the network. Further assume that the association of FUEs with their
closest femtocell BSs is fixed during the runtime of the power and admission control
processes. Denote the set of MUEs and FUEs by Lm and Lf , respectively. The set
of all UEs is then L D Lm [ Lf . An example of such a network is illustrated in
Fig. 3.1.

The results obtained in this work are applicable to both downlink and uplink
scenarios. By “the transmitter of UE i” we refer to the BS that serves wireless
terminal i 2 L in the downlink case, whereas in the uplink case it is the
wireless terminal i . We consider a snapshot model where the channel gains remain
unchanged during the runtime of the power and admission control algorithms. Let
pi be the transmit power of UE i and �i the power of additive white Gaussian noise
measured in the spectrum bandwidth at the receiving end of UE i 2 L . Denote
the channel gain from the transmitter of UE i to its receiver by h0

i;i , and that from
the transmitter of UE j to the receiver of UE i ¤ j by hi;j . The received SINR of
UE i 2 L is:

�i D Gh0
i;i piX

j ¤i

hi;j pj C �i

; (3.1)

where G is the system processing gain.

Fig. 3.1 Example of a
two-tier CDMA wireless
heterogeneous network (Tier
1: a macrocell; Tier 2: several
femtocells)
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Note that the first term in the denominator of (3.1) includes both intra-cell and
cross-tier interferences, i.e., aggregated interference from all MUEs and FUEs
except the considered UE i (which can be either an MUE or an FUE). In the
downlink case, the channel gain hi;j reduces to h0

i;i for the intra-cell interference,
while hi;j is termed the cross-channel gain for the cross-tier interference. For
notational convenience, let hi;i D Gh0

i;i where the processing gain G is absorbed
into the channel gain h0

i;i . The received SINR of UE i 2 L can then be expressed as:

�i D hi;i piX

j ¤i

hi;j pj C �i

: (3.2)

In cellular wireless networks such as IS-95, WCDMA and LTE networks, regardless
of traffic types, a minimum SINR is required at the receiver for a minimum data
rate to be supported. While the maintenance of such minimum SINR targets is
well-justified for voice users to achieve a certain desired bit error rate (BER), it
is also applicable to data users, especially those with delay-sensitive applications.
In our modeling framework, different SINR thresholds are assigned to different UEs,
depending on their access priority and application requirements. Given a desired
threshold �min

i , we assume that the prioritized MUE i 2 Lm requires that:

�i � �min
i : (3.3)

On the other hand, each FUE i 2 Lf , which is of a lower access priority, is assumed
to suppress transmission whenever its attained SINR falls below a predefined
threshold �

i
. The rationale behind this assumption is that a negligible level of SINR

would not help anything at all, but only create unnecessary interference to other
UEs. Therefore, we require that an active FUE i 2 Lf must have that:

�i � �
i
: (3.4)

We employ a utility function Ui .�i / and a cost function Ci .pi / to represent the
degree of satisfaction of UE i 2 L to the service quality and the cost incurred when
performing such a service, respectively. Ui .�i / takes larger values with preferred
services, while a high cost Ci .pi / can be used to control the selfish behaviors of
user i . It is the interest of UE i 2 L to maximize its own net utility defined as:

Utot;i D Ui .�i / � Ci .pi /: (3.5)

In fact, (3.5) is a standard way to define the payoff function for network entities (i.e.,
wireless UEs and BSs). Given the transmit power of other UEs, the net utility can
be maximized by power adaptation dynamically performed at individual links.
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Assume that Ui .�i / is strictly concave in �i whereas C.pi / is convex in pi .
The necessary condition for the optimality of (3.5) can be obtained by taking the
derivative of Utot;i , which is also strictly concave in pi , and equating to zero as
follows.

dUtot;i

dpi

D dUi

d�i

d�i

dpi

� dCi

dpi

D 0: (3.6)

Denote the derivatives of Ui .�i / and Ci .pi / as U
0

i .�i / and C
0

i .pi /, respectively.

Upon noting that
d�i

dpi

D hi;i

Ii

D �i

pi

, we have that:

U
0

i .�i / D pi

�i

C
0

i .pi / D Ii

hi;i

C
0

i .pi /; (3.7)

where Ii D P
j ¤i hi;j pj C �i is the total noise and interference power at the

receiving side of UE i 2 L . From (3.7), the optimal target SINR can be derived as:

O�i D f �1
i

�
Ii

hi;i

C
0

i .pi /

�
; (3.8)

with fi .�i / D U
0

i .�i / in the concave part of Ui .�i / where a local maximum is
possible. Based on O�i in (3.8), the following iterative power-update rule can be
applied [4]:

pi Œt C 1� D O�i Œt �
Ii Œt �

hi;i

D O�i Œt �

�i Œt �
pi Œt �; (3.9)

where �i Œt � is the actual SINR of UE i at iteration t . In fact, (3.9) represents a more
general power-control rule compared with the following well-known update [5, 6]:

pi Œt C 1� D �min
i

�i Œt �
pi Œt �: (3.10)

Specifically, the minimum required SINR �min
i on the right-hand side of (3.10) is

replaced by the adaptive SINR threshold O�i Œt � in (3.8).
In what follows, we will show how to choose functions Ui .�i / and Ci .pi /,

together with their operating parameters, to design efficient distributed power and
admission control algorithms for both MUEs and FUEs. The key aspect that makes
the existing algorithms (such as those presented in [7, 8]) unsuitable for our current
purpose is that the minimum SINRs of the prioritized MUEs should be maintained at
all times. As a direct consequence, FUEs must have their transmit powers properly
controlled or, if needed, may even be removed for the sake of protecting MUEs.
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3.2 Distributed Joint Power and Admission Control
Algorithms

3.2.1 QoS Guarantee for MUEs

In the design of their power control scheme, [4] recommends the use of a sigmoid
utility function and a linear cost function. For our problem at hand, by employing
similar utility and cost functions for the MUEs and via properly tuning their control
parameters, we can develop an efficient power control algorithm that is capable of
maintaining the minimum SINR requirements for these UEs. Specifically, we select
the following utility and cost functions for MUE i 2 Lm:

Ui .�i / D 1

1 C expŒ�bi .�i � ci /�
; (3.11)

Ci .pi / D a
.m/
i pi : (3.12)

Here, bi > 0 and ci , respectively, control the steepness and the center of the sigmoid
function, whereas a

.m/
i is the pricing coefficient.

Function Ui .�i / in (3.11) naturally captures the value of the service provided to
UE i . By noting that Ui .0/ � 0 (as we can made ebi ci very large), Ui .1/ D 1,
and that Ui .�i / is increasing with respect to �i , it is clear that UE i is increasingly
satisfied as the quality of the offered service, expressed in terms of the achieved
SINR �i , improves. On the other hand, transmit power is a valuable system resource.
The linear cost in (3.12) is chosen to reflect the expenses of power consumption to
UE i , while allowing the simplicity of subsequent analysis. As will be shown later,
the use of dynamic values of a

.m/
i may significantly affect the resulting equilibrium

of the developed algorithms.
Importantly, the choice of sigmoid function enables the design of efficient

schemes that guarantee the minimum SINRs imposed by MUEs. With (3.11)
and (3.12), (3.7) becomes:

U
0

i .�i / D fi .�i / D a
.m/
i Ii

hi;i

: (3.13)

From this relationship, it is straightforward to see that the optimal SINR target is:

O�i D f �1
i

 
a

.m/
i Ii

hi;i

!
: (3.14)

Since fi .�/ is defined in the concave part of Ui .�i /, its inverse function f �1
i .�/ is a

one-to-one mapping. Using (3.11), an analytical form of (3.14) is obtained as [4]:

O�i D ci � 1

bi

ln

2

64
bi hi;i

2a
.m/
i Ii

� 1 �
vuut
 

1 � bi hi;i

2a
.m/
i Ii

!2

� 1

3

75 : (3.15)
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Fig. 3.2 Utility and cost
functions for MUE i with
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In Fig. 3.2, we plot both utility and cost functions versus SINR �i . As the cost

function in (3.12) is Ci .�i / D
�
a

.m/
i Ii =hi;i

�
�i , its slope with respect to �i is

C 0
i .�i / D a

.m/
i Ii =hi;i . Because Ii � �i , C 0

i .�i / has a minimum value of z
i

D
a

.m/
i �i =hi;i , which is the slope of line 2 in Fig. 3.2. On the other hand, line 1 that

goes through the origin and is tangent to the utility curve Ui .�i / at �i;u takes the
form:

Ui .�i;u/ D U
0

i .�i;u/ �i;u: (3.16)

For a nonnegative total utility, Ci .�i / must be below line 1, which means that
C 0

i .�i / 	 Nzi D U
0

i .�i;u/.
Since O�i is the solution of U 0

i .�i / D C 0
i .�i /, it is the point where U 0

i .�i / and
C 0

i .�i / intersect. As shown in Fig. 3.3, any C 0
i .�i / in the interval Œz

i
; Nzi � will have

two intersections with U 0
i .�i /. However, we only take the intersection on the right

side as the solution O�i because this side corresponds to the concave part of Ui .�i /.
The intersection on the left side actually gives the minimum total utility, and thus is
ignored. It is clear from Fig. 3.3 that O�i � �i;u. Therefore, by setting:

�i;u D �min
i ; (3.17)

we can ensure that any active MUE (i.e., whose transmit power is strictly positive)
will attain its minimum SINR target.

Note that U
0

i .�/ becomes very steep with a sufficiently large bi . In such cases,
Fig. 3.3 shows that the resulting O�i of MUE i will be very close to its SINR
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threshold �min
i . Also, if the minimum required SINRs of all MUEs are feasible,

we can activate all MUEs by setting a
.m/
i sufficiently small. Specifically, given Ii

MUE i 2 Lm is active if C 0
i .�i / < U 0

i .�min
i /, i.e., a

.m/
i < hi;i U

0
i .�min

i /=Ii .
Some manipulations of (3.16) and (3.17) give [4]:

ci D �min
i � ln.bi �

min
i � 1/

bi

: (3.18)

By substituting this value of ci to (3.15), we finally arrive at:

O�i D �min
i � ln.bi �

min
i � 1/

bi

� 1

bi

ln

2

64
bi hi;i

2a
.m/
i Ii

� 1 �
vuut
 

1 � bi hi;i

2a
.m/
i Ii

!2

� 1

3

75 :

(3.19)

3.2.2 Dynamic Pricing, Power Adaptation and Admission
Control for FUEs

Given MUEs’ QoS requirements already supported, the specific choice of utility
and cost functions for FUEs allows us to achieve several practical design objectives,
through which certain UE satisfaction metrics can be attained. If FUEs also wish to
maintain their respective QoS requirements, the operation of these UEs may cause
network congestion, hence badly affecting the performance of MUEs. In such cases,
FUEs should be penalized by appropriately regulating their operating parameters.
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3.2.2.1 Balancing Achieved Throughput and Power Expenditure for FUEs

We choose a utility function that represents the Shannon capacity for FUEs, i.e.,
Ui .�i / D B ln .1 C �i / where B denotes the system bandwidth, and a linear cost
function C.pi / D a

.f /
i pi with pricing coefficient a

.f /
i . The net utility of FUE i is:

Utot;i D B ln .1 C �i / � a
.f /
i pi ; 8i 2 Lf : (3.20)

Such choices of functions are especially relevant when FUEs have to tradeoff
between achieving the highest possible data rates and expending as little power as
necessary. Applying the result in (3.7) to these utility and cost functions gives:

B

1 C �i

D a
.f /
i Ii

hi;i

: (3.21)

From (3.21) and upon noting that Utot;i is strictly concave in pi , the value of pi � 0

that globally maximizes Utot;i can be derived as:

p�
i D

 
B

a
.f /
i

� Ii

hi;i

!C
: (3.22)

We present in Algorithm 3.1 a joint power and admission control scheme for
interference management in both macrocell and femtocell networks. This algorithm
lends itself to a distributed implementation with only local information required.
In every iteration, each UE i 2 L simply needs to estimate (1) its received
interference power Ii Œt �, and (2) its own channel gain hi;i to update its transmit
power. When there exists an active MUE i with its “soft” SINR target O�i Œt � dropping
below the prescribed SINR target �min

i , we gradually increase pricing coefficients

a
.f /
j of all the active FUEs [see Step 7]. It is apparent from (3.22) that such an

increase in a
.f /
j results in a reduction in the transmit power of FUE j , through which

the FUE that creates undue cross-tier interference can be effectively penalized.
Notably, this pricing mechanism is realized without acquiring the knowledge of
cross-channel gains, unlike the one proposed by [3].

The procedure of updating the pricing coefficients described in Step 7 of
Algorithm 3.1 impacts both the convergence speed of the algorithm and the number
of active FUEs at equilibrium. A higher initial pricing a

.f /
j and/or a larger scaling

factor k
.f /
j > 1 will shorten the convergence time, albeit at the cost of being able

to support a fewer number of active FUEs at the equilibrium point. Therefore,
careful selections of k

.f /
j and a

.f /
j to reflect the relative amount of interference

that FUE j 2 Lf induces to other UEs may lead to better network performance.

In particular, it is sensible to set large values of k
.f /
j and a

.f /
j for FUE j who creates
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Algorithm 3.1 Joint power and admission control for macrocell QoS guarantee and
femtocell throughput-power tradeoff
1: Set pi WD 0; 8i 2 L , initialize the set of active FUEs L A

f WD Lf , and set t WD 1.
2: Each MUE i 2 Lm measures hi;i and Ii Œt �, and calculates O�i Œt � by (3.19).
3: if O�i Œt � � �min

i then

4: MUE i 2 Lm updates its power as pi Œt C 1� WD Ii Œt � O�i Œt �

hi;i

.

5: else if O�i Œt � < �min
i and

ˇ̌
ˇL A

f

ˇ̌
ˇ > 0 then

6: MUE i 2 Lm updates its power as pi Œt C 1� WD Ii Œt ��
min
i

hi;i

.

7: Each FUE j 2 L A
f updates its pricing coefficient: a

.f /
j WD k

.f /
j a

.f /
j , where k

.f /
j > 1 are

predetermined scaling factors.
8: end if
9: Each FUE j 2 L A

f measures hj;j and Ij Œt �, calculates Opj as:

Opj WD B

a
.f /
j

� Ij Œt �

hj;j

:

10: FUE j 2 L A
f updates its power: pj Œt C 1� WD Opj .

11: if
Opj hj;j

Ij Œt �
< �

j
then

12: If t D nT .f / then, with a small probability N̨ , FUE j 2 Af sets pj Œt C 1� WD 0 and
removes itself from the set of active FUEs: L A

f WD L A
f n fj g.

13: end if
14: Any femtocell BS with no associated active FUE informs the macrocell through a dedicated

signaling channel.
15: Set t WD t C 1, go to Step 2 and repeat until convergence.

excessive interference. Eventually, these “bad” UEs will at least see their transmit
power reduced at equilibrium. In networks with a high load level1, they can even be
removed, through which the built-up network congestion is relieved.

It is desirable not to remove the FUEs prematurely. Therefore, in Step 12 of
Algorithm 3.1 if a certain FUE j has its SINR falling below the minimum threshold
required for useful communication �

j
, we remove it with probability N̨ (where 0 <

N̨ < 1) at most once in every T .f / iterations. A small value of N̨ will prevent an
unnecessary elimination of too many FUEs, albeit at the expense of prolonging the
convergence time. The same effect can also be expected for large values of T .f /.

1In this study, the network load is defined to be “low” if N� D �
�
diag.Œ�min

m I �min
f �/H

	
< 1, where

�.�/ denotes the matrix spectral radius, H D Œhi;j �i;j is the channel gain matrix, and �min
m and �min

f

are the vectors of minimum SINRs required by MUEs and FUEs, respectively. When N� � 1, not
all minimum SINRs can be supported with finite transmit powers [9]. Therefore, the network load
level is either “medium” or “high” depending on the specific value of N�, and admission control
is needed to remove some FUEs. If N� tends to be much larger than 1, the network becomes very
congested where it is even difficult to support the minimum SINR �min

m of the MUEs alone.
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Theorem 3.1. The proposed Algorithm 3.1 converges to an equilibrium solution if
xf �1

i .x/ is an increasing function, 8i 2 Lm, and the following condition

.MA C KA � 1/ Nr < 1 (3.23)

holds, where fi .�/ D U
0

i .�/ in the concave part of Ui .�i /; MA D ˇ̌
L A

m

ˇ̌ 	 M and

KA D
ˇ̌
ˇL A

f

ˇ̌
ˇ 	 K denote the cardinality of the sets of active MUEs and FUEs,

respectively; and Nr is defined as:

Nr D max
i2Lf ;j 2L nfig

hi;j

hi;i

D max
i2Lf ;j 2L nfig

hi;j

Gh
0

i;i

: (3.24)

Moreover, for UEs achieving nonzero powers at the equilibrium, it is true that

p�
i D I �

i

hi;i

f �1
i

 
a

.m/
i I �

i

hi;i

!
; i 2 L A

m; (3.25)

p�
i D B

a
.f /
i

� I �
i

hi;i

; i 2 L A
f ; (3.26)

where I �
i D P

j ¤i hi;j p�
j C �i . Further, all active MUEs i 2 L A

m have their SINR
��

i satisfying ��
i � �min

i .

Proof. The proof can be found in [2]. ut

3.2.2.2 Soft QoS Provisioning for FUEs

In this scenario, we assume that FUE i 2 Lf also requires a minimum SINR �min
i to

maintain the quality of its communication. Note that �min
i here is different from �

i

defined in (3.4 ), with �min
i typically greater than �

i
in practice. While a higher SINR

at the receiving end of any femto links implies more reliability and better services,
this usually requires more transmit power, which in turn leads to a higher cross-
interference induced to the macrocell. Such an observation motivates us to consider
the following net utility for FUE i [10]:

Utot;i D � ��i � �min
i

	2 � a
.f /
i pi ; 8i 2 Lf : (3.27)

Although maximizing Ui .�i / D � ��i � �min
i

	2
in (3.27) enforces the SINR �i of

FUE i to be as close as possible to the SINR target �min
i , the resulting ��

i at the
equilibrium may actually be less than �min

i . Nevertheless, it is shown in [10] that
by allowing a small deviation from the target SINR, a significant reduction in the
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transmit power (and hence, the resulting interference) can be achieved. Given its
lower access priority, this type of soft QoS provisioning is acceptable by FUE i .
On the other hand, cost function Ci .pi / D a

.f /
i pi penalizes the expenditure of

transmit power, which potentially creates undue interference to the macrocell as
well as other FUEs. Here, a

.f /
i is the pricing coefficient of such penalization.

Now, applying the result in (3.7) to these particular utility and cost functions
yields:

�i D �min
i � a

.f /
i Ii

2hi;i

: (3.28)

Ui .�i / is a concave function in pi , and so is Utot;i ; 8i 2 Lf . The power value that
globally maximizes Utot;i can thus be computed as:

p�
i D

 
Ii �

min
i

hi;i

� a
.f /
i I 2

i

2h2
i;i

!C
: (3.29)

Again, by setting the pricing coefficient a
.f /
i to be sufficiently large, we can

effectively shut off FUE i . Based upon the power update rule in (3.29), a joint
power adaptation and admission control algorithm can be developed that is capable
of providing soft QoS for FUEs. This algorithm is referred to as Algorithm 3.2 in
the sequel. The steps in Algorithm 3.2 are identical to those in Algorithm 3.1, except
for Step 9 where Opj is instead calculated as:

Opj D Ij Œt ��min
j

hj;j

� a
.f /
j I 2

j Œt �

2h2
j;j

; 8j 2 Af : (3.30)

Theorem 3.2. Assuming that xf �1
i .x/ is an increasing function, 8i 2 Lm, the

proposed Algorithm 3.2 converges to an equilibrium, at which point we have that:

p�
i D I �

i

hi;i

f �1
i

 
a

.m/
i I �

i

hi;i

!
; i 2 L A

m (3.31)

p�
i D I �

i �min
i

hi;i

� a
.f /
i .I �

i /2

2h2
i;i

; i 2 L A
f : (3.32)

Moreover, all active MUEs i 2 Lm have their SINR ��
i satisfying ��

i � �min
i .

Proof. The proof can be found in [2]. ut
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3.3 Practical Implementation Issues and Further Extensions

3.3.1 Communication Overhead of Proposed Algorithms

The two algorithms developed in this work only require a limited amount of
signaling to be exchanged among the femtocells and macrocell. In either algorithm,
the power updates of both MUEs and FUEs can be executed in a completely
distributed manner, based on the information available at local links. On one
hand, the receiver of each UE i (i.e., either the BS or the UE terminal depending
on the uplink or downlink transmission, respectively) can estimate h0

i;i by, for
instance, exploiting the pilot channel. On the other hand, this receiver can also
measure the total received power, and then subtract its own received power to obtain
the aggregated interference Ii , i.e., Ii D P

j 2L hi;j pj �h0
i;i pi , assuming that noise

can be ignored in interference-limited CDMA links. The receiver of UE i then sends
both values of h0

i;i and Ii to its transmitter for the update of transmit power in each
iteration.

In Step 7 of Algorithms 3.1 and 3.2, FUEs are requested to increase their pricing
coefficients when certain MUEs perceive network congestion. It is realistic to
assume that each MUE may only experience significant interference from the FUEs
within its immediate neighborhood. To protect MUEs in the downlink case, it would
therefore be sufficient that only the macrocell receivers with low SINRs request their
neighboring FUEs to increase their pricing coefficients. In the case of open access,
a hand-off procedure should be established between UEs and macrocell/femtocell
BSs, with a control channel dedicated for this purpose. Here, the “warning” message
that asks for an increase in the FUEs’ prices can be incorporated into the hand-
off message when undue cross-tier interference is sensed by the victim MUEs.
The other type of communication overhead includes the notification made by the
femtocell BS that serves no FUEs to the macrocell in Step 14 of Algorithms 3.1
and 3.2. This may take the form of a simple flag message, to be sent over the
available wired backhaul network or be broadcast wirelessly.

3.3.2 Improving Efficiency of Equilibrium Solutions

The equilibrium solutions achieved by the developed algorithms correspond to the
Nash equilibria of the underlying non-cooperative games [11]. In such states, no
UE has any incentive to unilaterally change its transmit power level. However,
Nash equilibrium in general does not guarantee to be either globally efficient or
optimal. We discuss here a mechanism to improve the efficiency of this equilibrium,
particularly when the system is in lightly-loaded condition. Specifically, we attempt
to make the SINRs of active MUEs greater than their required SINRs. In wireless
environments, this result implies more service reliability and more robustness
against fading for MUEs.
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From (3.13), the following relationship at the equilibrium is obtained for an
active MUE i :

fi .�
�
i / D a

.m/
i I �

i

hi;i

; (3.33)

where a typical shape of function fi .�/ has already been illustrated in Fig. 3.3. It
is observed that a higher SINR ��

i can be realized for a given a
.m/
i I �

i =hi;i if fi .�/
becomes flatter. This corresponds to choosing smaller values of bi , where recall that
bi is the parameter controlling the steepness of Ui .�i /. Ultimately, it is possible that
the SINRs of MUEs are enhanced by reducing bi whenever possible. As we also
need large bi ’s for xf �1

i .x/ to be increasing, the values of bi should be updated less
frequently compared with the update of power itself.

Towards this end, the following procedure can be employed to improve the
attained SINRs of active MUEs: we choose in advance a particular interval Tb to
periodically update bi ; 8i 2 Lm. At the beginning of each interval Tb , MUE i 2 Lm

multiplies bi by a factor kb < 1 if its servicing macrocell BS has not been informed
about any empty femtocell during the previous interval. The latter situation happens
if the network load is low, which also means that most of the FUEs converge to their
desired equilibrium without being removed.

3.4 Illustrative Results

The network setting and UE placement in our numerical examples are illustrated in
Fig. 3.4, where MUEs and FUEs are randomly deployed inside circles of radii of
500 m and 100 m, respectively. For the ease of reference, the simulation parameters
are summarized in Table 3.1. Downlink transmission is considered in all the
simulations. We also assume that the number of FUEs serviced by any femtocell BS
is identical. The specific numbers of MUEs and FUEs generated in each example
are displayed under the plots. The results presented in each figure correspond to
one particular network realization, chosen with the intention to demonstrate certain
features of the developed algorithms. The channel gain from the transmitter of UE j

to the receiver of UE i is calculated as d
�ˇ
i;j , where di;j is their geographical distance

and ˇ the pathloss exponent. The same initial pricing coefficient a
.f /
i D a.f / and

scaling parameter k
.f /
i D k.f / are used for all FUEs. Their values, together with

SINR targets �min
i , can be found underneath every plot. In each figure, a single curve

corresponds to one specific UE.
In Fig. 3.5a, b, we show the evolutions of powers and SINRs under Algorithm

3.1. As can be seen, Algorithm 3.1 converges to an equilibrium with the
target SINRs being attained for all the MUEs. It is also clear from these
figures that the convergence time of Algorithm 3.1 is relatively short, slightly
larger than 10 iterations in this case. On the other hand, Fig. 3.5c illustrates
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Fig. 3.4 Network topology and user placement in the numerical examples

Table 3.1 Simulation
parameters

Parameter Value

Path-loss exponent, ˇ 3

Processing gain, G 100

Noise power, �i D � (in W) 8i 2 L 10�10

System bandwidth, B (in Hz) 106

�
i

2

a
.m/
i D ai ; 8i 2 Lm 1

bi 1
Removal probability, N̨ 0.1
T .f / 10
Tb 20
kb 0.5

the operation of Algorithm 3.1 when the network becomes congested with
�
�
diag.Œ�min

m I �min
f �/H

	 D 1:1. This algorithm initially converges to an equilibrium
in which the SINR requirement of one FUE cannot be satisfied, i.e., its final SINR
drops below the threshold � D 2. Then, the admission control mechanism integrated
in Algorithm 3.1 is engaged to effectively remove this UE, resulting in a noticeable
growth in SINRs of several other FUEs [see iteration 20 and beyond]. It is also
evident here that the removal of FUEs does not affect the transmit powers and
SINRs of MUEs. This result verifies the efficiency and robustness of Algorithm 3.1
in protecting the macrocell performance.
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Fig. 3.5 Performance of Algorithm 3.1 with M D 10; K D 20; �min
i D 8 .i 2 Lm/; a.f / D 109

and k.f / D 1:1. (a) Power evolution. (b) SINR evolution. (c) SINR evolution with FUE removal

In Fig. 3.6a–c, we display the evolutions of SINRs for all UEs under Algorithm
3.2 when the network load level is low, medium, and high, respectively. In all the
scenarios, it is confirmed that Algorithm 3.2 actually converges with the SINR
requirements of all MUEs being met at the equilibrium. When the network becomes
more congested, the convergence speed appears to be slower. Specifically, Fig. 3.6a
shows that when the network load is low (i.e., �

�
diag.Œ�min

m I �min
f �/H

	 D 0:9),
the achieved SINRs of FUEs are slightly below their corresponding requirements
while the performance of all MUEs is well protected. This is a desirable feature
as a “soft” QoS for the lower-tier FUEs can only be supported to the extent that
network load allows. When network congestion starts building up, Algorithm 3.2
smoothly reduces the SINRs of FUEs so that MUEs can eventually reach their
desired SINR targets. This feature can best be observed in Fig. 3.6b, where we
set �

�
diag.Œ�min

m I �min
f �/H

	 D 1:1. Finally, when the network gets so congested

(i.e., �
�
diag.Œ�min

m I �min
f �/H

	 D 1:18) that the SINRs of certain FUEs fall below
the minimum required threshold � D 2, admission control is executed to remove
such UEs. This operation is depicted in Fig. 3.6c, where the FUE that achieves the
smallest SINR value is eliminated from the network.
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Figure 3.7 illustrates how the technique presented in Sect. 3.3.2 can help improve
the achieved SINRs of MUEs in Algorithm 3.1. Recall that such a mechanism,
which involves scaling down the values of bi over time, may only be activated
when the network load level is low. To obtain the results presented in this figure,
we have decreased all bi ’s by a factor kb D 0:5 once in every Tb D 20 iterations.
These updates are carried on until one FUE settles its SINR below the specified
SINR threshold � D 2. Furthermore, Tb is set to be sufficiently large so that the
algorithm converges to a new equilibrium. As shown in Fig. 3.7, by scaling down
bi , we can enhance the attained SINRs of all MUEs at the cost of degrading the
SINRs of FUEs.
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Chapter 4
Distributed Pareto-Optimal Power Control
for Utility Maximization in Heterogeneous
CDMA Small-Cell Networks

Chapter 3 has presented joint power and admission control schemes for distributed
interference management in two-tier networks [1, 2]. It has been shown that the
underlying games settle at some NE, at which point no UE has any incentive to
unilaterally change its power level. Although an NE gives a steady operating point,
it is generally not guaranteed to be Pareto-efficient. To improve the efficiency of NE
solutions, a number of pricing schemes are adopted in [3–8]. Under the proposed
load-spillage framework, [9] devises distributed Pareto-optimal solutions to jointly
optimize SINRs and powers. Note that all of these studies assume homogeneous
networks, where there exist no differentiated classes of users with distinct access
priorities and diverse QoS requirements.

On the contrary, it is imperative to protect the ongoing operation of the
preferential MUEs at all times in a two-tier heterogeneous network. This critical
requirement poses a major challenge that hinders the successful application of
any available solutions. Specifically, the choices of target SINRs available to the
lower-tier FUEs in this case are much more limited, further complicating the Pareto-
optimal boundary of the feasible SINR region. As a direct consequence, locating a
particular SINR point on such a boundary to optimize certain system-wide design
criteria is by no means a trivial task.

Directly targeting such a central issue, this chapter attempts to develop
interference management solutions wherein (i) all UEs attain their respective
SINRs that are always optimal in the Pareto sense, and (ii) macrocell and
femtocell networks have their utilities globally maximized [10–12]. To handle
the above-mentioned QoS requirements of the prioritized MUEs, the Joint Utility
Maximization with macrocell Quality-of-Service guarantee (JUM-QoS) algorithm
is first proposed that maximizes the total utility of both macrocell and femtocell
networks. In particular, the minimum SINRs prescribed by MUEs are effectively
enforced with the use of a log-barrier penalty function. After this key step,
the Pareto-optimal boundary of the strongly-coupled feasible SINR region is
characterized, and the load-spillage framework [9] is specifically adapted to find the

D.T. Ngo and T. Le-Ngoc, Architectures of Small-Cell Networks and Interference
Management, SpringerBriefs in Computer Science, DOI 10.1007/978-3-319-04822-2__4,
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SINR that approximately maximizes the sum utility. Finally, the global optimum
of the original problem is attained by properly tuning the penalty parameter in the
proposed penalty approach.

In the specific case where MUEs only need to be assured with some prede-
fined minimum SINRs, the Femtocell Utility Maximization with Macrocell SINR
Balancing (FUM-MSB) algorithm is devised. Upon observing the structure of the
objective function and the monotonicity of SINR, the Pareto-optimal SINR bound-
ary is confined to a much smaller space. Only then the load-spillage parametrization
is applied to FUEs, whereas the loads of all MUEs are updated according to a
newly developed iterative procedure. Still operating on the Pareto-optimal SINR
frontier and retaining the global optimality, this algorithm outperforms the general
counterpart JUM-QoS in several important aspects, including scalability, computa-
tional complexity, convergence behavior, and stability around the optimum.

It is noteworthy that the proposed JUM-QoS algorithm can also control the access
priority of both the macrocell and femtocells by granting a proper weight to each
class of users. In the two developed algorithms, the adopted ˛-fair utility function
can always be regulated to give different degrees of fairness in allocating radio
resources to individual UEs. Moreover, the devised schemes can be locally executed,
incurring little signaling and information exchange. This feature is particularly
attractive in view of practical implementation under the limited backhaul network
capacity available for femtocells.

4.1 System Model and Problem Formulation

Consider the uplink of a two-tier wireless network, in which M MUEs establish
communication with its servicing macrocell BS while K FUEs also transmit to
their respective femtocell BSs. Although we assume that all MUEs and FUEs share
the same radio frequency bands by CDMA, the results obtained in this chapter
are applicable to single-carrier wireless systems in general. Also assume that the
association of a certain FUE with its own femtocell BS is fixed during the runtime
of the underlying power control. Without loss of generality, denote the set of MUEs
and FUEs by Lm WD f1; : : : ; M g and Lf WD fM C 1; : : : ; M C Kg, respectively.
The set of all UEs is then L WD Lm [ Lf , whose cardinality is jL j D M C K.
An example of the system under investigation is illustrated in Fig. 4.1. It is assumed
here that time scale of network topology changes is very small compared to that
of power adaptation. In addition, data transmission time scale is far shorter than
that of the underlying optimization process, which allows any short-term statistical
variations to be averaged out (see, e.g., [13]).

Denote by �i the serving BS of UE i 2 L (which is either an MUE or an FUE).
For brevity, the path between UE i and its servicing BS �i shall be referred to as
link i . Also, let Nhk;j be the absolute channel gain from UE j to BS k, and define
its corresponding normalization as hk;j WD Nhk;j = Nh�j ;j . To represent the normalized
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Fig. 4.1 Example of a
heterogeneous CDMA-based
wireless network

channel gain from UE j to the serving BS �i of UE i , we define an .M C K/ �
.M C K/ channel matrix H with its .i; j /-th entry being:

Hi;j WD
8
<

:

0; if i D j;

1; if �i D �j ; i ¤ j;

h�i ;j ; if �i ¤ �j :

(4.1)

Suppose that UE j transmits to its serving BS �j , and let p.j / be the received
power at �j . Since Nh�j ;j is the channel gain from j to �j , it is clear that j must
have transmitted at a power level p.j /= Nh�j ;j . At any BS k, this signal appears with
a power Nhk;j

�
p.j /= Nh�j ;j

	 D hk;j p.j /. The total interference plus noise at BS �i that
serves UE i 2 L on link i can be expressed as:

q.i/ WD
MCKX

j D1

Hi;j p.j / C �.i/; (4.2)

where �.i/ is the noise power at the receiving end of link i . Throughout this chapter,
we make a reasonable assumption that � D �

�.1/; : : : ; � .MCK/
�T ¤ 0. In a vector-

matrix form, (4.2) can also be written as:

q D Hp C � : (4.3)

Let N�.i/ WD Gp.i/=q.i/ denote the SINR at link i 2 L , where G is the system
processing gain. For notational convenience, we define the normalized SINR at link
i as �.i/ WD N�.i/=G. It is then easy to see that:

p D D.�/q; (4.4)
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where D.�/ WD diag
�
�.1/; : : : ; � .MCK/

	
. By substituting (4.4) to (4.3) and after

some simple algebra, we yield [9]:

q D HD.�/q C � ; (4.5)

p D D.�/Hp C D.�/� : (4.6)

Since we do not consider totally isolated groups of links that are not interacting
with each other, it is practical to assume that both non-negative matrices HD.�/

and D.�/H are primitive, i.e., they are irreducible and have only one eigenvalue of
maximum modulus [14, Definition 8.5.0].

The goal of this work is to devise jointly optimal power allocation p and
SINR assignment � solutions for the two types of users (i.e., MUEs and FUEs)
with different service priorities and QoS requirements. The prioritized MUEs with
higher access rights demand that their ongoing services be, at least, unaffected
regardless of any femtocell deployment. Therefore, a set of minimum SINRs �min D
Œ� .1/ min; : : : ; � .M/ min�T prescribed by the MUEs must always be maintained:

�.i/ � �.i/ min; 8i 2 Lm; (4.7)

where �.i/ min is the normalized target SINR corresponding to the actual SINR
N�.i/ min D G�.i/ min required by MUE i . Note that a general QoS �min can
be translated to different specific requirements. For instance, a higher value of
�.i/ min means that a higher throughput, a lower BER, and a shorter time delay are
guaranteed for MUE i .

Our design objective is to maximize the sum utility of all UEs. Typically an
increasing function, utility Ui .�

.i// represents the value that UE i 2 L , who
is assigned with SINR �.i/, contributes to the overall network. The higher the
SINR, the greater the contribution. Depending on the type of utility functions,
fairness, an important system-wide objective, can also be achieved. Proportional
fairness and max-min fairness are among the most common metrics used in
practice to characterize how competing users share system resources. The ˛-fair
function proposed by [15] provides a useful means to enforce these two types of
fairness, in that it generalizes proportional fairness and includes arbitrarily close
approximations of max-min fairness. Specifically, we consider the following utility
for UE i 2 L :

Ui .�
.i// WD



log.�.i//; if ˛ D 1

.1 � ˛/�1.�.i//1�˛; if ˛ � 0 and ˛ ¤ 1:
(4.8)

Here, ˛ D 1 corresponds to proportional fairness whereas ˛ ! 1 gives max-min
fairness.

Let �.X/ denote the spectral radius of the matrix X, i.e., the maximum modulus
eigenvalue of X. Given the channel matrix H, the specific value of � .HD.�//

indicates whether a certain SINR � is supportable. In particular, it is required that
� .HD.�// < 1 for the existence of a feasible power vector p 
 0 [16]. In the limit
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that � .HD.�// D 1, an infinite amount of transmit power is needed to attain � .
For � .HD.�// > 1, the network can be regarded so congested that only removing
certain UEs and/or lowering the SINR targets can help relieve such congestion.
Considering a practical non-congested network with attainable target SINRs, we
insist that � .HD.�// 	 N� where 0 	 N� < 1, for the existence of a feasible solution
with 0 < p.i/ < 1; 8i 2 L .

Given N� 2 Œ0; 1/, we are interested in the following problem:

max
�2RMCK

C
; p2RMCK

C

wm

X

i2Lm

Ui .�
.i// C wf

X

i2Lf

Ui .�
.i//

s.t. � .HD.�// 	 N�; (4.9)

�.i/ � �.i/ min; 8i 2 Lm

where wm � 0 and wf � 0 designate the importance toward the macrocell and
femtocell network, respectively. Note that a larger value of N� corresponds to a larger
feasible set, and in turn a potentially higher utility. Therefore, it is desirable to
choose N� to be as close to 1 as possible while ensuring that � be supportable.

Problem (4.9) is not convex because the set
˚
� 2 R

MCK
C j � .HD.�// 	 N��

is not convex. However, if we let � WD log � then its equivalence
˚
� 2

R
MCK j �

�
HD.e� /

�
	 N�� is actually a convex set [17, Theorem 1]. Through

such a change of variable and upon denoting � .i/ min WD log.�.i/ min/, the following
equivalent problem of (4.9) is considered instead:

max
� 2RMCK; p2RMCK

C

wm

X

i2Lm

Ui .�
.i// C wf

X

i2Lf

Ui .�
.i//

s.t. �
�

HD.e� /
�

	 N�; (4.10)

� .i/ � � .i/ min; 8i 2 Lm:

In this case, the utility function becomes:

Ui .�
.i// D

(
� .i/; if ˛ D 1

.1 � ˛/�1e.1�˛/� .i/
; if ˛ � 0 and ˛ ¤ 1;

(4.11)

which is increasing, twice-differentiable and concave with respect to � .i/. Prob-
lem (4.10) is a convex optimization program. However, due to the complicated
coupling in the feasible region, centralized algorithms are typically needed to
resolve (4.10). Given the nature of two-tier networks where central coordination
and processing is usually inaccessible, we aim at developing optimal solutions that
can be distributively implemented by individual UEs.
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4.2 Distributed Power Control for Joint Utility Maximization
with Macrocell QoS Protection

4.2.1 Pareto-Optimal SINR Boundary and Approximate
Solution via Log-Barrier Penalty Method

We approach problem (4.10) by finding the Pareto-optimal boundary1 of the
feasible SINR region, followed by adapting power to achieve such SINRs. It is
therefore imperative to characterize that boundary, through which the coupling can
be revealed, allowing for the realization of any distributed mechanisms.

Proposition 4.1. The Pareto-optimal SINRs for problem (4.10) lie on the following
boundary:

@G N� WD ˚
� 2 R

MCK s.t. �
�

HD.e� /
�

D N� and � .i/ � � .i/ min; 8i 2 Lm

�
:

(4.12)

Proof. The proof can be found in [12]. ut
Proposition 4.1 indicates that the search space for Pareto-optimal SINR

assignments of (4.10) is RMCK , confined within the surface @G N� specified by N� and
� .i/ min; 8i 2 Lm. Consider a simple 3-UE network, Fig. 4.2 illustrates the Pareto-
optimal SINR boundaries in both homogeneous and heterogeneous scenarios.

Γmin

Γ(3)

Γ(2)

Γ(1)

Γ*JUM-QoS

Γ*FUM-MSB

A

B

C

D

E

Γ*homo
Fig. 4.2 Pareto-optimal
SINR boundary of a network
consisting of 1 MUE (i.e., UE
1 with � .1/ � � min) and 2
FUEs (i.e., UEs 2 and 3)

1A feasible SINR � is called Pareto-optimal if it is impossible to increase the SINR of any one
link without simultaneously reducing the SINR of some other link.
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As can be seen from this example, the optimal SINRs in the heterogeneous case
are limited to the smaller region ABC of the surface ADE that contains all possible
Pareto-optimal SINRs in the homogeneous case. Locating a particular SINR point
on the boundary ABC (i.e., @G N�) that maximizes the objective of (4.10) is not trivial.
The solution in [9], originally developed for homogeneous networks, is not directly
applicable here. It might happen that the SINR point given by [9] lies strictly within
the surface BCDE, i.e., outside @G N�. In this situation, the successful application of
the load-spillage approach relies heavily upon how the critical QoS requirements
� .i/ � � .i/ min; 8i 2 Lm are managed.

We propose to represent these QoS constraints by the following function:

I�.� .i// WD



0; if � .i/ � � .i/ min

1; otherwise;
(4.13)

for all i 2 Lm. Problem (4.10) thus becomes:

max
� 2RMCK ; p2R

MCK
C

wm

X

i2Lm

Ui .�
.i//Cwf

X

i2Lf

Ui .�
.i//�

X

i2Lm

I�.� .i// (4.14)

s.t. �
�

HD.e� /
�

	 N�:

Because of (4.13), the objective function in (4.14) is however not differentiable.
Therefore, we approximate I�.� .i// by:

OI�.� .i// WD

 � 1

a
log

�
� .i/ � � .i/ min

	
; if � .i/ > � .i/ min

1; otherwise;
(4.15)

where a > 0 is the “penalty factor” used to control the accuracy of the above approx-
imation. Specifically, the approximation becomes more accurate as a increases.
OI�.� .i// is convex, non-increasing and differentiable, which also implies the
concavity of the objective function in (4.14). Let N̊ .� / WD �Pi2Lm

log.� .i/ �
� .i/ min/, whose domain is f� 2 R

MCK j � .i/ > � .i/ min; 8i 2 Lmg. The following
problem, which approximates (4.14), can then be considered:

max
� 2RMCK; p2RMCK

C

a

2

4wm

X

i2Lm

Ui .�
.i// C wf

X

i2Lf

Ui .�
.i//

3

5 � N̊ .� /

s.t. �
�

HD.e� /
�

	 N�: (4.16)

With the proposed penalty function N̊ .� /, macrocell SINR constraints are
effectively eliminated from the constraint set. This leaves the Pareto-optimal SINR

surface be simply
˚
� 2 R

MCK j �
�

HD.e� /
�

D N��. To distributively realize all

points on that surface, we can now make use of the load-spillage framework [9] and
parameterize � through a new variable s 
 0 such that sT HD.e� / D N� sT . If we
let v WD HT s, then the resulting SINR
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� .i/ D log
� N� s.i/=v.i/

	
; 8i 2 L (4.17)

is Pareto-optimal. Since vT D.e� /H D N�vT , it is also clear that v is the left
eigenvector of D.e� /H with an associated eigenvalue N�. Here, s can be interpreted
as the “load” on the network to support an SINR � , whereas v the “spillage,” i.e.,
the potential interference due to � . More specifically, v.i/ D P

j Hj;i s
.j / represents

the effect of interference induced by link i to all other links, weighted by the load
s.j / of each link. Responsible for the spillage v.i/ to achieve a given SINR � .i/, link
i loads the network with s.i/ D v.i/e� .i/

= N�, i.e., it is less tolerant by a factor of s.i/

to the interference incurred by other links [9].
By fixing N� 2 Œ0; 1/ and upon applying the above parametrization, (4.14) can

be solved via an equivalent problem in the variable s. The resolution of this new
problem can be accomplished by updating s, taking into account the penalty factor
a and � min, as:

s.i/Œt C 1� WD s.i/Œt � C ı 	s.i/Œt C 1�; 8i 2 L (4.18)

where ı > 0 is a scalar step size, and the search directions for each type of UEs are
determined according to:

	s.i/Œt C 1� WD wmU
0

i .� .i//

N�q.i/
C 1

a N�q.i/.� .i/ � � .i/ min/
� s.i/Œt �; i 2 Lm

(4.19)

	s.i/Œt C 1� WD wf U
0

i .� .i//

N�q.i/
� s.i/Œt �; i 2 Lf : (4.20)

By similar arguments used in [9, Theorems 3 & 4], it can be shown that:

r NU T 	s D .@ NU =@� /T .@� =@s/	s > 0; 8s 
 0; (4.21)

where NU .s/ denotes the objective function of (4.16). This means that (4.19) and
(4.20) actually represents an ascent search direction of NU .s/.

In the log-barrier penalty method, it is important to ensure that the conditions
� .i/ > � .i/ min be always satisfied for all i 2 Lm after every update step. Otherwise,
the resulting � would lie outside the domain of N̊ .� /, making the objective
function of (4.16) unbounded from below. To this end, as long as � .i/ 	 � .i/ min

for any i 2 Lm, we propose to scale the step size ı in (4.18) as ı WD bı where
0 < b < 1.

Proposition 4.2. As N� ! 1, the update of s in (4.18) allows the global optimum of
the approximate problem (4.16) to be found.

Proof. The proof can be found in [12]. ut
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Algorithm 4.1 Proposed JUM-QoS algorithm
Require: sŒ1� � 0 satisfying (4.24)–(4.25); �.i/ min > 0; 8i 2 Lm; N� 2 Œ0; 1/I a > 0I k > 1I ı >

0I 0 < b < 1I 
 > 0; pŒ0� � 0.
1: while M=a � 
 do
2: Set ts WD 1.
3: repeat
4: UE i 2 L computes v.i/Œts � by (4.23) and SINR target � .i/Œts � D log

� N�s.i/Œts �=v.i/Œts �
	
.

5: Set tp WD 0.
6: UE i 2 L measures the actual SINR L�.i/Œts �, and updates its power according to the

Foschini-Miljanic’s algorithm [18] until p.i/ converges:

p.i/Œtp C 1� WD p.i/Œtp�
e� .i/

L�.i/Œts �
: (4.22)

7: UE i 2 L measures interference q.i/Œts �, and finds 	s.i/Œts � according to (4.19)–(4.20).
8: Scale ı WD b ı until the resulting SINR target is strictly greater than �.i/ min; 8i 2 Lm.
9: UE i 2 L updates s.i/Œts C 1� WD s.i/Œts � C ı	s.i/Œts �.

10: Set ts WD ts C 1.
11: until sŒts � converges to s�

12: Set sŒ1� WD s�, and update a WD k a.
13: end while

4.2.2 Distributed Algorithm for Globally Maximized
Joint Utility

We present in Algorithm 4.1 the Joint Utility Maximization with macrocell Quality-
of-Service guarantee (JUM-QoS) algorithm to solve problem (4.10). Recall that
resolving (4.16) only gives an approximate solution to problem (4.14), and in
turn (4.10). Once problem (4.16) has been resolved, control parameter a needs to
be regulated accordingly to improve the accuracy of approximation. Specifically,
there are two levels of execution in Algorithm 4.1—the outer loop to update a,
and the inner loop to find an optimal solution to the approximate problem (4.16).
The resulting s of the current inner loop will be used in the next iteration of the
outer loop.

Importantly enough, the proposed solution can be distributively implemented at
each individual link with limited information being exchanged, either by means of
broadcasting or over the available backhaul networks (e.g., DSL links). By assuming
that channel gains between the downlink and the uplink are identical, and upon
noticing that:

v.i/ D
X

j 2L

Hj;i s
.j / D

X

j ¤i; �j D�i

s.j / C
X

l¤�i

hl;i

X

j; �j Dl

s.j /; (4.23)

the value of v.i/ in Step 4 of Algorithm 4.1 can be computed and managed solely by
UE i 2 L . Specifically, we require each BS l to broadcast the quantity

P
j; �j Dl s.j /

at a constant power. This permits UE i to also measure all the link gains hl;i D hi;l

required for the calculation of
P

l¤�i
hl;i

P
j; �j Dl s.j /.
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In Step 8 of Algorithm 4.1, to check the feasibility of the resulting target SINR
Q� .i/ D log

� N� Qs.i/=Qv.i/
	

associated with the search direction 	s.i/, each UE i 2 L

computes Qs.i/ WD s.i/Œts�Cı	s.i/Œts�, and subsequently Qv.i/ as a function of Qs [similar
to (4.23)]. With channel gains hl;i D hi;l already known, the computation of Qv.i/

only requires Qs.i/ to be exchanged, e.g., over backhaul links. It should also be noted
that we need to initialize Algorithm 4.1 with a strictly feasible solution to ensure that
� .i/ > � .i/ min; 8i 2 Lm. Since � .i/ D log

� N� s.i/=v.i/
	

and v.i/ D P
i2L Hj;i s

.j /,
this requirement corresponds to solving the following set of linear inequalities:

N�s.i/ �
X

j 2L nfig
e� .i/ min

Hj;i s
.j / > 0; 8i 2 Lm (4.24)

s.i/ > 0; 8i 2 Lf : (4.25)

Theorem 4.1. As N� ! 1, the proposed JUM-QoS algorithm in Algorithm 4.1
converges to the global optimum of (4.10).

Proof. The proof can be found in [12]. ut

4.3 Distributed Power Control for Femtocell Utility
Maximization and Macrocell SINR Balancing

JUM-QoS algorithm proposed in Algorithm 4.1 is applicable to a general scenario
with the utilities of both macrocell and femtocell networks jointly optimized.
In this case, it is noticed that the search space for Pareto-optimal SINRs always
spans the whole M C K dimensions. Consider a scenario in which MUEs do not
require to maximize any utility, but rather only their predefined minimum SINRs
be protected. A typical example is a macrocell network that mainly serves voice
users coexisting with a data-serviced femtocell network. Specifically, this instance
of problem corresponds to having wm D 0 in the formulation (4.10). For notational
convenience and without the loss of generality, let wf D 1. Then, problem (4.10) is
reduced to:

max
� 2RMCK; p2RMCK

C

X

i2Lf

Ui .�
.i//

s.t. �
�

HD.e� /
�

	 N�; (4.26)

� .i/ � � .i/ min; 8i 2 Lm:

Upon observing the structure of the objective function in (4.26) and the
monotonicity of SINR, it is shown in the sequel that the Pareto-optimal boundary of
the feasible SINR region is confined to a smaller dimension. This property indeed
gives rise to an algorithm that is more efficient than the general JUM-QoS solution.
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4.3.1 Distributed Pareto-Optimal SINR Assignment

Let � min
m WD � min, and perform the following matrix and vector partitions:

p D
h
pT

m; pT
f

iT I q D
h
qT

m; qT
f

iT I � D
h
� T

m; � T
f

iT I � D
h
� T

m; � T
f

iT

; and

H D
�

H11 H12

H21 H22


, where qm; pm; � m 2 R

MC ; � m 2 R
M I qf ; pf ; � f 2 R

KC; � f 2
R

K I H11 2 R
M�MC ; H12 2 R

M�KC ; H21 2 R
K�MC , and H22 2 R

K�KC .

Proposition 4.3. The optimal solution of (4.26) lies on the following boundary:

@F N� WD ˚
� D �

� mI � f

� I � m 2 R
M ; � f 2 R

K

s.t. �
�

HD.e� /
�

D N� and � m D � min
m

�
: (4.27)

Proof. The proof can be found in [12]. ut
Proposition 4.3 implies that the search space for Pareto-optimal SINRs in this

case is reduced to simply R
K . An example of the above-derived boundary @F N� is

illustrated in Fig. 4.2, where the Pareto-optimal SINRs of a three-UE network lie
within the curve connecting two points B and C. To unveil the complicated coupling

between � m and � f in the relation �
�

HD.e� /
�

D N�, the following result is now

in order.

Proposition 4.4. Suppose that we are operating on @F N� and that �
�

H11D.e�
min
m /
�

< N�. Then, �
�

HD.e� /
�

D �
�

FD.e� f /
�

holds, where F is a positive matrix

defined as:

F WD H21D.e�
min
m /

�
N�IM � H11D.e�

min
m /

�1

H12 C H22: (4.28)

Proof. The proof can be found in [12]. ut
Assumption �

�
H11D.e�

min
m /
�

< N� in Proposition 4.4 can be justified by first not-

ing that channel matrix H is reduced to simply H11 if there is no femtocell deployed,
and then applying the condition for the existence of a feasible power vector
pm D Œp.1/; : : : ; p.M/�T 
 0 in that case [16]. Essentially, Propositions 4.3 and 4.4
characterize the following Pareto-optimal SINR boundary of problem (4.26):

@F N� WD ˚
� D �

� mI � f

� I � m 2 R
M ; � f 2 R

K

s.t. �
�

FD.e� f /
�

D N� and � m D � min
m

�
: (4.29)

For every point on @F N�, it is impossible to increase the SINR of any one femto link
without simultaneously reducing the SINR of some other femto links.
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The finding of F in Proposition 4.4 also reveals that the performance of FUEs
depends not only on the structure of the femtocell network (as reflected in H22),
but also on the interaction between themselves with MUEs (as represented by H21

and H12). Moreover, the existence of F is conditional upon the particular values

of H11 and � min
m , i.e., �

�
H11D.e�

min
m /
�

< N�. It is somewhat an expected result

because MUEs have an absolutely higher priority in accessing radio resources. Such
a condition also confirms that FUEs can attain their Pareto-optimal SINRs only if
the performance of MUEs is, at least, unaffected.

The fact that matrix F is positive is critical, since it paves the way to adapt
the load-spillage parametrization [9] to find all points on @F N�. Nevertheless, it
is important to point out here that thanks to Propositions 4.3 and 4.4, one has
to only deal with matrix F in a K-dimensional space instead of the original
.M C K/ � .M C K/ channel matrix H. Also note that F does not need to be
primitive in the following result, unlike the strict condition on completely connected
(i.e., primitive) matrices specifically required by [9].

Proposition 4.5. For a fixed � min
m , an SINR vector � D �

� mI � f

�
lies on the

boundary @F N� defined in (4.29) if and only if there exist sf 
 0 in R
K and N� 2 Œ0; 1/

such that:

� m D � min
m ; (4.30)

sT
f FD.e� f / D N�sT

f : (4.31)

Proof. The proof can be found in [12]. ut
Using Proposition 4.5, we can now parameterize all � f ’s on the boundary @F N�

as follows. If we let:

vf WD FT sf ; (4.32)

then (4.31) becomes vT
f D.e� f / D N�sT

f . From which,

�
.i/

f D log
�

N� s
.i/

f =v.i/

f

�
I i D 1; : : : ; K: (4.33)

After right-multiplying (4.31) by F and using (4.32), it is clear that vT
f D.e� f /F D

N�vT
f , i.e., vf is a left eigenvector associated with eigenvalue N� of D.e� f /F.

Furthermore, it is shown that N� D �
�

D.e� f /F
�

D �
�

FD.e� f /
�

[14, Theorem

1.3.20].
Once s

.i/

f is known, the computation of �
.i/

f in (4.33) requires v.i/

f to be found
by (4.32). However, as F involves a matrix inverse operation [see (4.28)], it is not
yet straightforward to find v.i/

f distributively. Using (4.28), we rewrite (4.32) as:
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vT
f D sT

f H21D.e�
min
m /

�
N�IM � H11D.e�

min
m /

�1

H12 C sT
f H22; (4.34)

and define sm 2 R
MC as

sT
m WD sT

f H21D.e�
min
m /

�
N�IM � H11D.e�

min
m /

�1

: (4.35)

Proposition 4.6. Given an initialization sT
mŒ0� 
 0, sT

m can be realized by the
following update:

sT
mŒt C 1� D 1

N� sT
mŒt �H11D.e�

min
m / C 1

N� sT
f H21D.e�

min
m /: (4.36)

Proof. The proof can be found in [12]. ut
Notice that the i -th component of smŒt C 1� in (4.36) is actually:

s.i/
m Œt C 1� D e�

min.i/
m

N�

2

4
MX

j D1

H
.j;i/
11 s.j /

m Œt � C
KX

j D1

H
.j;i/
21 s

.j /

f

3

5 ; i D 1; : : : ; M:

(4.37)

From (4.1) and upon recalling the partition of H, (4.37) is indeed:

s.i/
m Œt C 1� D e�

min.i/
m

N�

2

4
X

j 2Lmnfig
s.j /

m Œt � C
X

j 2Lf

h�j ;i s
.j �K/

f

3

5

D e�
min.i/

m

N�

2

4
X

j 2Lmnfig
s.j /

m Œt � C
X

l¤�

hl;i

X

j;�j Dl

s
.j �K/

f

3

5 ; i D 1; : : : ; M:

(4.38)

Clearly, s
.i/
m Œt C 1� consists of an internal component

P
j 2Lmnfig s

.j /
m Œt � due to other

MUEs, and an external component
P

l¤� hl;i

P
j; �j Dl s

.j �K/

f due to all FUEs (with
� denoting the macrocell BS).

With sf 
 0 known and once sm 
 0 has been determined, vf can be readily
computed. From (4.34) and (4.35), vT

f D sT
mH12 C sT

f H22. Then, its component can
be found according to:

v.i/

f D h�;i

X

j 2Lm

s.j /
m C

X

j ¤i;�j D�i

s
.j /

f C
X

l¤�i

hl;i

X

j;�j Dl

s
.j /

f ; i D 1; : : : ; K: (4.39)
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It is worth commenting on that the first term of (4.39) amounts to the effects from
all MUEs, whereas the second term from the FUEs within the same femtocell, and
the third term from the FUEs in all other femtocells.

4.3.2 Distributed Algorithm for Femtocell Utility Maximization
and Macrocell SINR Balancing

The above parametrization � f D � f .sf ; � min
m ; N�/ allows us to find all points

on F N�. By fixing N� 2 Œ0; 1/ and upon applying that parametrization, (4.26) can
be solved via an equivalent optimization problem, albeit in the new variable sf .
The latter involves finding a direction of sf that leads � f and p to the optimum of

the original problem. With a scalar step size ıf > 0, we propose to update s
.i/

f as:

s
.i/

f Œt C 1� WD s
.i/

f Œt � C ıf 	s
.i/

f Œt C 1�; (4.40)

	s
.i/

f Œt C 1� WD U
0

i

�
�

.i/

f

�
=. N�q

.i/

f / � s
.i/

f Œt �; (4.41)

for i D 1; : : : ; K. Upon recalling that sf is a left eigenvector associated with

eigenvalue N� of FD.e� f /, it can be proven that the update of sf in (4.40)
and (4.41) actually represents an ascent direction for U.sf / WD P

i2Lf
Ui .�

.i//

[9, Appendix D]. We also note that the update of MUE load s
.i/
m in (4.38) is totally

different from that of FUE load s
.i/

f in (4.40).
We present in Algorithm 4.2 the Femtocell Utility Maximization with Macrocell

SINR Balancing (FUM-MSB) algorithm. Again, it is assumed that channel gains
between the downlink and the uplink are identical. Here, s

.i/
m Œt C 1� in Step 4 of

Algorithm 4.2 is computed and managed by MUE i 2 Lm. Specifically, each
femtocell BS l is required to broadcast

P
j; �j Dl s

.j /

f at a constant power. This allows
MUE i to also measure all channel gains hl;i D hi;l required for the calculation
of
P

l¤�i
hl;i

P
j; �j Dl s

.j /

f . On the other hand, macrocell BS communicates the

quantity
P

j 2Lm
s

.j /
m Œt � to all MUEs, which then permits MUE i to easily compute

P
j 2Lmnfig s

.j /
m Œt � D P

j 2Lm
s

.j /
m Œt � � s

.i/
m Œt �. Finally, MUE i reports the resulting

s
.i/
m Œt C 1� back to macrocell BS for the computation of sm in the next iteration.

Note that each femtocell BS l only needs to broadcast
P

j; �j Dl s
.j /

f once. As well,
P

j 2Lm
s

.j /
m Œt � and s

.i/
m Œt C 1� can be exchanged locally between macrocell BS and

MUE i over the control channel of link i .
The computation of v.j /

f in Step 7 of Algorithm 4.2 can also be done by
FUE j . Once sm has been determined (i.e., its update (4.38) has converged),
macrocell BS broadcasts the quantity

P
i2Lm

s
.i/
m , again at a constant power.

Recall that all summations
P

i; �i Dl s
.i/

f have already been received at FUE j from
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Algorithm 4.2 Proposed FUM-MSB algorithm
Require: �min

m � 0; N� 2 Œ0; 1/, and ıf > 0.
1: Initialize: pmŒ0� � 0; pf Œ0� � 0; sf Œ0� � 0; tm WD 1; tf WD 1.
2: Set arbitrary smŒ0� � 0.
3: repeat
4: MUE i computes s

.i/
m Œtm� by (4.38).

5: Set tm WD tm C 1.
6: until sm converges
7: FUE j computes v.j /

f by (4.39) and SINR target �
.j /

f by (4.33).
8: Set tp WD 0.
9: MUE i measures the actual SINR L�.i/, and updates its power by Foschini-Miljanic’s algorithm

[18], i.e., p
.i/
m Œtp C 1� WD p

.i/
m Œtp��

.i/ min
m = L�.i/ until p

.i/
m converges.

10: FUE j measures the actual SINR L�.j /, and updates its power as p
.j /

f Œtp C 1� WD
p

.j /

f Œtp�e
�

.j /

f = L�.j / until p
.j /

f converges.

11: FUE j measures interference q
.j /

f .

12: FUE j updates s
.j /

f Œtf C 1� according to (4.40)–(4.41).
13: Set tm WD 1; tf WD tf C 1, go back to Step 2 and repeat until sf converges.

all femtocell BSs l (including the one that serves FUE j ). Together with the
assumption of symmetric downlink-uplink channel gains, v.j /

f can thus be computed

according to (4.39). As well, the update of s
.j /

f in Step 12 of Algorithm 4.2 can
be accomplished in a completely distributed manner by FUE j with only local
information required. Over its own control channel, FUE j then reports the new
value of s

.j /

f to its servicing femtocell BS �j , to be used in the next iteration.

Theorem 4.2. For a sufficiently small ıf > 0 and as N� ! 1, the proposed
FUM-MSB algorithm in Algorithm 4.2 converges to the globally optimal solution
of (4.26).

Proof. The proof can be found in [12]. ut

4.3.3 Advantages of FUM-MSB Algorithm

Although both proposed schemes can be used to solve the same problem (4.26),
FUM-MSB algorithm [see Algorithm 4.2] outperforms JUM-QoS algorithm [see
Algorithm 4.1] in this specific case. Compared with JUM-QoS, FUM-MSB solu-
tion converges more quickly to the optimal points. This is because the latter
operates independently of the total number of MUEs M , and its search space
for Pareto-optimal SINR is simply confined to R

K . In practical networks with a
large number of MUEs, FUM-MSB algorithm is thus more scalable. Moreover,
this solution offers a substantial reduction in computational complexity. Recall that
JUM-QoS algorithm is based on the update of penalty factor a in another time scale,
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and hence its performance can be sensitive to the actual values of a. On the contrary,
penalty method is not needed at all in FUM-MSB scheme. Further, this specific
algorithm does not search for a feasible starting point [similar to that in (4.24) and
(4.25)], which involves some message exchange among all macro and femto BSs.
Given that only limited backhaul network capacity is available for femtocells, this
kind of message passing can be a performance bottleneck in certain scenarios. Note
also that the scaling of step size ı in Step 8 of JUM-QoS algorithm might lead to
the ripple effect around the optimum, as one tries to push � into the strict interior
of the feasible set. This instability issue does not happen to FUM-MSB solution.

4.4 Illustrative Results

We present numerical results to illustrate the performance of the two proposed
algorithms—JUM-QoS in Algorithm 4.1 and FUM-MSB in Algorithm 4.2.
The network setting and user placement in our examples are shown in Fig. 4.3,
where MUEs and FUEs are randomly deployed inside circles of radii of 500 m and
50 m, respectively. In particular, we assume there are M D 10 MUEs, whereas
K D 20 FUEs are divided equally among 4 femtocells (i.e., 5 FUEs per femtocell).
The uplink case is considered in all simulations. The absolute channel gain from
UE j to BS �i is calculated according to:
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Fig. 4.3 Network setup for the numerical examples
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Nh�i ;j D
(

d
�ˇ

�i ;j
; if �j D �i ;

d
�ˇ

�i ;j

ı
.10N�=10/; if �j ¤ �i ;

(4.42)

where d�i ;j is their corresponding geographical distance, pathloss exponent ˇ D 3

is used, and N� D 10 dB is chosen to represent the extra cross-cell signal loss due to
penetration through walls (as FUEs are typically deployed indoors).

For simplicity, we consider unit bandwidth. The throughput, normalized over
the total bandwidth, is thus expressed in terms of bps/Hz. Gaussian noise power
is taken as �.i/ D 10�6; 8i 2 L . Normalized minimum SINRs �min

m D
Œ� .1/ min; : : : ; � .M/ min�T , are assumed equal for all MUEs, i.e., �.i/ min D �min; 8i 2
Lm, chosen such that �

�
HD.Œ�min

m I 0K�/
	 	 N� < 1. Because all the results obtained

in the previous sections are applied to the normalized SINR �.i/; 8i 2 L , the
actual attained SINR in the numerical examples must be recovered according to
N�.i/ D G�.i/; 8i 2 L , where G is the processing gain. While it is possible to select
other values of G, we choose G D 32 for this particular network realization so that
the actual minimum SINR N�min D G�min is within a practical range (i.e., from 5 dB
to almost 8:5 dB). Unless stated otherwise, 3-fair utility function is used, i.e., ˛ D 3

in (4.11). We set the error tolerance for the convergence of the proposed schemes
and Foschini-Miljanic’s algorithm as 
 D 10�4 and 
p D 10�10, respectively. For
JUM-QoS algorithm, a D 2; k D 2; ı D 0:1; b D 0:8 are assumed, whereas for
FUM-MSB algorithm ıf D 0:1.

Figure 4.4 demonstrates the convergence of JUM-QoS algorithm for wm D
wf D 0:5. At each stage of the proposed log-barrier penalization (which corre-
sponds to a given value of a), the algorithm quickly converges in some tens of
iterations, and an improvement in the total throughput is observed. After several
updates of a, the final convergence is realized. As N� tends to 1, the total sum rates
of all MUEs and FUEs increase. This is because the feasible SINR region becomes
larger as N� grows, meaning that more capacity is available. Note also that JUM-QoS
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Table 4.1 Performance of JUM-QoS algorithm (Algorithm 4.1) with N� D 0:99

N�min (dB) 6 7 8 8.4 8.45 8.475

�
�
HD

�
Œ�min

m ; 0K�
		

0.5598 0.7048 0.8873 0.9729 0.9842 0.9898
maxf N�mg (dB) 8.4331 8.4331 8.4331 8.4895 8.4688 8.4754
minf N�mg (dB) 8.3637 8.3637 8.3637 8.4000 8.4500 8.4750
Total rMUE (bps/Hz) 29.8930 29.8930 29.8930 29.8955 30.0110 30.0702
Total rFUE (bps/Hz) 80.7477 80.7477 80.7477 80.5960 74.7508 37.5895
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(Algorithm 4.1)

is expected to approach the global optimum in the limit N� ! 1 [see Proposition 4.2
and Theorem 4.1].

On the other hand, the results presented in Table 4.1 can be interpreted as follows.
Without any MUEs’ prescribed minimum SINR N�min

m , the optimal SINR assignment
for all MUEs that maximizes the joint utilities of both macrocell and femtocells can
be denoted as L��

m, whose entries range from 8:3637 to 8:4331 dB. As such, including
any SINR N�min

m � L��
m in the constraint set does not change this final solution. While

different network configurations correspond to different specific values of L��
m, this

solution L��
m will no longer be feasible for any constraint N�min

m 
 L��
m. Remarkably,

the proposed JUM-QoS algorithm always guarantees that the resulting SINRs of
all MUEs are actually greater than N�min

m in that case, as evidenced in the last three
columns of Table 4.1. Furthermore, it is noteworthy that a small variation in N�min

m

in this range of SINR may significantly reduce the remaining network capacity
available for FUEs. From Table 4.1, as the prioritized MUEs demand for a slight
increase of 0:025 dB in N�min

m , the total throughput of all femtocells is decreased by
half, dropping from almost 75 bps/Hz to about 37:5 bps/Hz.

To flexibly share the radio resources among MUEs and FUEs, the general
JUM-QoSalgorithm can designate the importance toward either macrocell or fem-
tocell network by varying the values of wm and wf . In Fig. 4.5, the achieved
throughput of both networks is displayed for wm D 0 W 0:1 W 1 and wf D 1 � wm.
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Clearly, by changing from wm D 1 to wm D 0, i.e., MUEs only require to
have their minimum QoS maintained rather than their utility solely optimized, the
throughput improvement in the femtocell network is ninefold the amount of rate loss
in the macrocell. Such a pronounced gain can be explained by the fact that FUEs are
located in close proximity to their corresponding BSs, and thus are able to achieve
potentially much higher data rates compared to MUEs.

To compare its performance with that of the specific FUM-MSB algorithm, we
set wm D 0; wf D 1 in the general JUM-QoS algorithm. With N� D 0:99 and
N�min

m D 8:4 dB, this general algorithm takes almost 105 iterations to reach the
final optimal solution [see Fig. 4.6a]. The main reason for such a long converging
time is that it takes the log-barrier penalty method quite a lot of efforts to push
the MUEs’ SINRs to be very close to the boundary of the feasible SINR region,
i.e., to achieve N�min

m . Even so, since JUM-QoS algorithm operates strictly inside the
feasible region, macrocell SINR targets can never get exactly equal to 8:4 dB. On
the contrary, FUM-MSB algorithm settles very quickly to the global optimum in
as few as 10 iterations [see Fig. 4.6b], with the exact SINR 8:4 dB obtained for all
MUEs. The latter fact also explains why the total femtocell throughput given by this
algorithm is somewhat greater than that by the JUM-QoS counterpart. Moreover,
computational results suggest that FUM-MSB algorithm does not experience any
ripple effect that occurs to JUM-QoS scheme around the optimum point.

The issue of fairly utilizing the available radio resources can be effectively
resolved by regulating ˛ in the utility function. Figure 4.7 shows the minimum
and maximum throughput among all the femtocells, given by FUM-MSB solution
for different values of ˛. Apparently, as ˛ increases, the FUE whose data rate
is the highest (likely due to its advantageous link conditions)sees a decline in its
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throughput, whereas the FUE with the lowest throughput has its data rate gradually
enhanced. For a sufficiently large value of ˛, the FUEs’ minimum throughput is
expected to reach a plateau, meaning that max-min fairness is realized at that point.
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Chapter 5
Joint Power and Subchannel Allocation
in Heterogeneous OFDMA Small-Cell Networks

Compared to the orthogonal deployment, cochannel deployment is more attractive
in heterogeneous network settings as it can offer a much higher spectral efficiency
[1–3]. Chapters 3 and 4 have presented power control algorithms for cochannel
interference management in CDMA-based heterogeneous networks [4–8]. On the
other hand, because of its flexibility in allocating the radio spectrum, OFDMA has
been used as the air-interface technology in LTE femtocells, i.e., home evolved Node
Bs (HeNBs) [9,10]. With OFDMA, intracell interference is eliminated thanks to the
exclusive channel assignment, in which a subchannel is allotted to at most one UE
in each cell at any given time.

Nonetheless, cochannel deployment implies that an OFDM subchannel can be
shared by UEs from different cells, giving rise to the intercell interference (ICI).
Furthermore, there is another source of technical difficulty here—the subchannel
assignment problem which involves the allocation of radio frequencies to different
UEs in multiple cells. To directly solve this combinatorial problem, approaches
with an exponential complexity are required. Therefore, the successful development
of any resource allocation scheme for OFDMA-based heterogeneous small-cell
networks relies upon how one can effectively overcome such a difficult problem.

This chapter provides a new formulation for the downlink subchannel and power
allocation problem in an OFDMA-based small-cell network, where the network
capacity of the prioritized macrocell is protected regardless of any femtocell
deployment [11, 12]. Because the data rate function is highly nonconvex in this
multiuser multicell setting, it is especially challenging to manage the ICI due to
radio spectrum being shared among UEs from different cells. Such a critical issue
is further complicated by the aforementioned nontrivial task of assigning multiple
OFDM subchannels to individual UEs in each cell so as to maximize the total
femtocell throughput. Moreover, the strict requirement of satisfying a minimum data
rate constraint for the macrocell at all times presents another dimension of difficulty
in finding an optimal solution for resource allocation.

Towards solving this multi-dimensional problem, an iterative algorithm is devel-
oped that alternatively assigns OFDM subchannels to UEs and allocates transmit

D.T. Ngo and T. Le-Ngoc, Architectures of Small-Cell Networks and Interference
Management, SpringerBriefs in Computer Science, DOI 10.1007/978-3-319-04822-2__5,
© The Author(s) 2014
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power to BSs. For each subchannel assignment subproblem, the optimal strategy is
that every cell gives subchannels to the serviced UEs with the highest corresponding
SINRs. For the power allocation subproblems, the successive convex approximation
(SCA) approach [13] is employed, in which the original highly nonconvex problem
is transformed into a series of relaxed convex programs. With the arithmetic-
geometric mean (AGM) approximation, a sequence of geometric programs [14]
is solved after condensing a posynomial into a monomial. In the logarithmic
approximation, upon lower-bounding the highly nonconcave rate function by a
concave function [15], one has to simply deal with standard concave maximization
problems. In the difference-of-two-concave-functions (D.C.) approximation, the
data rate is represented as a difference of two concave functions [16, 17] and a set
of improved feasible solutions is then generated.

The SCA approach has been applied to various scenarios, e.g., single-carrier
systems [18,19], digital subscriber lines (DSL) [15], and multi-carrier homogeneous
networks [20]. However, the network setting considered here is very different, mak-
ing the existing solutions not directly applicable. Specifically, the SCA approach is
adapted to systematically address the critical issue of interference in dense small-
cell OFDMA-based heterogeneous networks with diverse user QoS constraints.
It is established that all three power optimization policies based on the SCA
approach eventually converge to optimal transmit power solutions for any given
subchannel allotment. Also shown is that the overall joint subchannel and power
allocation algorithm is convergent while ensuring that the macrocell sum rate is
always above a prescribed value. For the AGM approximation, it is proposed that
the network optimization is performed by a central processing unit, e.g., at an
operation, administration and management (OAM) server. For the logarithmic and
D.C. approximations, distributed implementations of the proposed algorithm are
provided, wherein individual BSs compute the optimal OFDM subchannel and
power allocation for their own servicing cells.

5.1 System Model and Problem Formulation

We consider the downlink of a two-tier wireless network, in which Mf newly
deployed femtocells share the available radio spectrum with one existing macrocell.
We assume that each cell is serviced by one BS and denote the set of all BSs as
M D f0; 1; 2; : : : ; Mf g. For simplicity, cell m means the cell served by BS m.
Without loss of generality, the macrocell BS is indexed by 0 and femtocell BSs by
1; 2; : : : ; Mf . If we denote the set of all UEs associated with BS m 2 M as Km,
then the number of UEs in cell m is Km D jKmj. The total number of UEs in the
entire network is thus K D P

m2M Km. We also make the reasonable assumption
that the association of a certain UE with its own BS is fixed during the runtime
of the underlying network optimization process. A typical example of the two-tier
wireless network under investigation is illustrated in Fig. 5.1.
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Fig. 5.1 Example of a
two-tier OFDMA wireless
heterogeneous network

Denote the set of all accessible frequencies as N , which consists of jN j D N

OFDM subchannels. With OFDMA, we enforce an exclusive channel assignment
in each cell, i.e., a particular OFDM subchannel can be used by at most one UE
in that cell at a given time. To achieve a higher spectral efficiency, any UE—be it
an MUE or an FUE—from different cells is allowed to share the same subchannel
via cochannel deployment. In this paper, we assume that the time scale of network
topology change is very small compared to that of power adaptation and subchannel
allocation. The time scale of data transmission is assumed to be much shorter than
that of the underlying optimization, allowing for any short-term statistical variations
to be averaged out.

Let h
.n/

m;k be the channel gain from BS m 2 M to UE k on subchannel

n 2 N , and p
.n/
m the transmit power of m 2 M on n 2 N . Denote

p.n/ D Œp
.n/
0 ; p

.n/
1 ; : : : ; p

.n/
Mf

�T , pm D Œp
.1/
m ; p

.2/
m ; : : : ; p

.N /
m �T , and p D

vecŒp0; p1; � � � ; pMf
�. The received SINR at UE k 2 Km on subchannel n 2 N is

expressed as:

�
.n/

m;k.p.n// D h
.n/

m;kp
.n/
m

P
j 2M nfmg h

.n/

j;kp
.n/
j C �

.n/

k

; (5.1)

where �
.n/

k is the noise power at the receiver of UE k on n. Recall that there is
no intracell interference within each cell due to the assumption of OFDMA. The
instantaneous data rate attained by UE k 2 Km on subchannel n can then be
written as:

r
.n/

m;k.p.n// D ln
�
1 C �

.n/

m;k.p.n//
�

: (5.2)

Denote the subchannel assignment by a binary variable �
.n/

m;k , where �
.n/

m;k D 1 if

n 2 N is assigned to k 2 Km and �
.n/

m;k D 0 otherwise. For notational convenience,
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let us also denote �m;k D Œ�
.1/

m;k; �
.2/

m;k; : : : ; �
.N /

m;k�T , �m D vec
�
�m;1; �m;2; : : : ; �m;Km

	
,

and � D vec
�
�0; �1; : : : ; �M

	
. Then, the total throughput attained by UE k 2 Km

can be computed as:

rm;k.�m;k; p/ D
X

n2N

�
.n/

m;kr
.n/

m;k.p.n//: (5.3)

This paper aims to devise an optimal joint subchannel assignment and power
allocation algorithm for both MUEs and FUEs. In a heterogeneous network setting,
it is essential to provide differentiated QoS so that each class of UEs can achieve
its own design objective. Here, the lower-tier femtocells target at maximizing their
total throughput, whereas the prioritized macrocell specifically demands that their
existing network capacity not be reduced regardless of any femtocell deployment.
The radio resource management problem can thus be formulated as follows.

max
p;�

X

m2M nf0g

X

k2Km

X

n2N

�
.n/

m;kr
.n/

m;k.p.n// (5.4a)

s.t.
X

k2K0

X

n2N

�
.n/

0;kr
.n/

0;k .p.n// � Rmin; (5.4b)

X

k2Km

�
.n/

m;k D 1; 8m 2 M ; 8n 2 N (5.4c)

�
.n/

m;k 2 f0; 1g; 8n 2 N ; 8m 2 M ; 8k 2 Km (5.4d)
X

n2N

p.n/
m 	 P max

m ; 8m 2 M (5.4e)

0 	 p.n/
m 	 P .n/;mask

m ; 8m 2 M ; 8n 2 N : (5.4f)

In the above formulation, (5.4a) represents the total throughput of all femtocells,
whereas (5.4b) imposes the protection of the minimum required macrocell’s sum
rate Rmin. Constraints (5.4c) and (5.4d) enforce the OFDMA assumption in each
cell m. Transmit powers are constrained by both total power limits given in (5.4e)
and spectral masks in (5.4f). To solve (5.4), any direct search method would involve
an exhaustive search of all possible subchannel assignment �’s, followed by finding
the optimal power allocation p for each of these assignments. It is apparent that
such an approach incurs an exponential complexity in N —the number of OFDM
subchannels, which can be large in practice. Moreover, the non-convexity of the
rate function in (5.2) implies that jointly optimizing all transmit powers is in itself a
challenging problem, even for a fixed subchannel allotment.

Note that our formulation in (5.4) does not include any instantaneous QoS
constraints for individual MUEs and FUEs due to the following reasons. When
the channel condition of a certain UE is bad, supporting its instantaneous QoS
(expressed in terms of a minimum SINR or data rate) can be infeasible, even if
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we dedicate a very high transmit power and/or a very large bandwidth to that UE.
Furthermore, doing so only creates unnecessary interference to other UEs, while
taking away the chances for these UEs to access the limited radio resources. From
the system design point of view, it would be sensible to have UEs with unfavorable
channel conditions deferring their transmissions and let those with good channels
use the resources. This objective can be achieved by maximizing the femtocell total
throughput with a macrocell sum rate constraint, as described in (5.4). Because the
channel condition of a UE fluctuates over a long period of time, on average each UE
can get a fair share of the radio resources, and hence an acceptable average QoS.

Nevertheless, the instantaneous fairness can be provided by imposing individual
instantaneous rate constraints. However, it remains unclear whether problem (5.4)
with this new set of constraints can be solved, i.e., an open problem for future
investigation. Another way to achieve such fairness is to associate each individual
rate rm;k .m 2 M ; k 2 Km/ with a weight wm;k � 0. Here, a larger value of
wm;k means a higher priority given to UE k, and wm;k can be adjusted over time
to maintain proportional fairness among the UEs [21]. It is worth noting that a
weighted sum-rate constraint, however, makes the subchannel assignment task a
challenging one, let alone the power allocation part. While problem (5.4) with
a weighted sum-rate constraint for the femtocells is generally difficult and remains
unsolved yet, in the specific case of equal weights, i.e., wm;k D 1; 8m 2 M ; k 2
Km, such a constraint is actually (5.4b).

5.2 An Iterative Approach to Joint Power and Subchannel
Allocation

Towards resolving problem (5.4), we apply the following iterative approach which
deals with power allocation and subchannel assignment separately [20, 22, 23]:

�Œ0� ! pŒ0�„ ƒ‚ …
Initialization

! � � � ! �Œt � 1� ! pŒt � 1�„ ƒ‚ …
Iteration t�1

! �Œt � ! pŒt �„ ƒ‚ …
Iteration t

! � � � ! �opt ! popt

„ ƒ‚ …
Optimal Solution

: (5.5)

Specifically, we start by computing a feasible solution .�Œ0�; pŒ0�/. At the beginning
of each iteration t , we find the optimal subchannel assignment �Œt � for a given
power pŒt � 1� from the last iteration. Then with the fixed �Œt �, we find the
optimal power allocation pŒt �. We repeat the process in all subsequent iterations
until no further improvement is made. With this iterative approach, we only have to
handle two separate subproblems, one at a time—(1) the combinatorial subchannel
assignment, and (2) the highly nonconvex power allocation. Since the number
of variables is reduced by (almost) half in each optimization subproblem, more
tractable solutions to the original problem (5.4) can be developed.
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5.2.1 Feasibility and Initial Feasible Allocation

To find a feasible solution (�; p/ for problem (5.4), the difficulty lies in how one
meets the macrocell sum-rate constraint (5.4b). If Rmin is greater than the maximum
throughput achievable by the macrocell, it is obvious that (5.4) is infeasible.
To determine the highest attainable macrocell throughput R�, we assume that all
femtocell BSs do not transmit (i.e., pm D 0; 8m 2 M nf0g), and that each OFDM
subchannel is assigned to the MUE with the highest SINR on that subchannel.
With these assumptions, the following optimization problem is considered for the
macrocell.

max
p0

X

n2N

ln

 
1 C h

.n/

0;k�.0;n/
p

.n/
0

�
.n/

k�.0;n/

!
(5.6)

s.t.
X

n2N

p
.n/
0 	 P max

0 ;

0 	 p
.n/
0 	 P

.n/;mask
0 ; 8n 2 N ;

where k�.0; n/ D arg maxk2K0 h
.n/

0;kp
.n/
0 =�

.n/

k ; 8n 2 N . Since (5.6) is convex, its

optimal solution p�
0 D Œp

.1/�
0 ; p

.2/�
0 ; : : : ; p

.N /�
0 �T can be derived as

p
.n/�
0 D

"
1

˛
� �

.n/

k�.n/

h
.n/

0;k�.n/

#P
.n/;mask
0

0

; 8n 2 N (5.7)

where Œx�ba represents the Euclidean projection of x on Œa; b�, and ˛ > 0 is chosen
such that

P
n2N p

.n/�
0 D P max

0 . Note that the corresponding optimal value R� DP
n2N r

.n/

0;k�.n/
.p

.n/�
0 / is the maximum sum rate achievable by all MUEs.

Proposition 5.1. When the optimal solution of (5.4) is found, (5.4b) is met with
equality.

Proof. The proof can be found in [12]. ut
With a fixed Rmin, the snapshot model that we consider in this paper allows the

instantaneous rate R� to be used in determining the feasibility of problem (5.4).
If R� < Rmin, problem (5.4) is infeasible. If R� D Rmin, there is no capacity
remaining for FUEs to use; and thus, the optimal solution of (5.4) is simply
popt D vec.p�

0 ; 0N ; � � � ; 0N /, which gives R�. If R� > Rmin, we take pŒ0� D
vec.p�

0 ; 0N ; � � � ; 0N / as a feasible initial power vector. In this last case, the initial
subchannel assignment �Œ0� is established as follows:

• In the macrocell, each subchannel is assigned to the MUE with the highest
channel-to-noise ratio on that subchannel.

• In all femtocells, any subchannel assignment is valid because the transmit powers
are zero.
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5.2.2 Optimal Subchannel Assignment for Fixed Power
Allocation

Given a feasible power pŒt � 1�, we attempt to find the optimal subchannel
assignment �Œt � at iteration t . Denote by k.m; n/ the UE who is given subchannel
n 2 N in cell m 2 M . Problem (5.4) is now simplified to:

max
�

X

m2M nf0g

X

k2Km

X

n2N

�
.n/

m;kr
.n/

m;k.p.n/Œt � 1�/ (5.8)

s.t.
X

k2K0

X

n2N

�
.n/

0;kr
.n/

0;k .p.n/Œt � 1�/ � Rmin;

X

k2Km

�
.n/

m;k D 1; 8m 2 M ; 8n 2 N

�
.n/

m;k 2 f0; 1g; 8n 2 N ; 8m 2 M ; 8k 2 Km:

Proposition 5.2. When the optimal solution of (5.8) is found, each subchannel is
assigned to the MUE that offers the highest data rate (i.e., the highest SINR) on that
subchannel.

Proof. The proof can be found in [12]. ut
It now remains to find an optimal subchannel assignment for all FUEs. The useful

result in Proposition 5.2 helps to avoid an exhaustive search that would normally be
required to solve (5.8). To see this, notice that

r
.n/

0;k.0;n/Œt � .p
.n/Œt � 1�/ � r

.n/

0;k.0;n/Œt�1� .p
.n/Œt � 1�/; (5.9)

since k.0; n/Œt � D arg maxk2K0 r
.n/

0;k .p.n/Œt � 1�/. Therefore,

X

n2N

r
.n/

0;k.0;n/Œt � .p
.n/Œt � 1�/ �

X

n2N

r
.n/

0;k.0;n/Œt�1� .p
.n/Œt � 1�/ � Rmin; (5.10)

i.e., the first constraint in (5.8) [or (5.4b)] is already satisfied. The subchannel
assignment of FUEs can then be decomposed into Mf problems, each for one
femtocell m 2 M nf0g as follows:

max
�

.n/

m;k2f0;1g

X

k2Km

X

n2N

�
.n/

m;kr
.n/

m;k.p.n/Œt � 1�/ (5.11)

s.t.
X

k2Km

�
.n/

m;k D 1; 8n 2 N :
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Such decomposition is possible because pŒt � 1� is fixed and the subchannel
assignment �

.n/

m;k of UE k 2 Km does not affect other BSs m0 2 M nfmg. The
solution of (5.11) is to give each subchannel to the FUE that offers the highest data
rate on that subchannel.

In summary, the optimal subchannel assignment for any cell m 2 M at iteration
t is that

�
.n/

m;kŒt � D �
.n/�
m;k D

(
1; if k D arg max

k2Km

r
.n/

m;k.p.n/Œt � 1�/

0; otherwise.
(5.12)

5.2.3 Optimal Power Allocation for Fixed Subchannel
Assignment

Suppose that the optimal subchannel assignment �Œt � has already been determined
at iteration t . From (5.4), the problem of finding the optimal power allocation pŒt �

for �Œt � is reduced to:

max
p

X

m2M nf0g

X

n2N

r
.n/

m;k.m;n/.p
.n// (5.13)

s.t.
X

n2N

r
.n/

0;k.0;n/.p
.n// � Rmin;

X

n2N

p.n/
m 	 P max

m ; 8m 2 M

0 	 p.n/
m 	 P .n/;mask

m ; 8m 2 M ; 8n 2 N :

Apparently, problem (5.13) is not convex because the rate function in (5.2) is
(highly) nonconcave. To overcome such a major difficulty, we adopt the following
SCA approach [13] and find the optimal power allocation in another time scale tp .

1. Initialize with a feasible point pŒ0� and set tp WD 1.
2. Form the tpth convex subproblem (Prob-tp) by approximating the nonconcave

objective function and constraints of (5.13) with some concave function around
the previous point pŒtp � 1�.

3. Solve convex subproblem (Prob-tp) to obtain optimal solution pŒtp�.
4. Update the approximation parameters in Step 2 for the next iteration.
5. Increase tp WD tp C 1, go back to Step 2 and iterate until pŒtp� converges.

In what follows, we will propose three power optimization solutions, each of
which corresponds to a different way of approximation and update in Steps 2 and
4 of the above described SCA approach. In each solution, the convergence of the
power allocation process will also be analytically proven.
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5.2.3.1 Arithmetic-Geometric Mean Approximation

It can be shown that problem (5.13) is equivalent to:

min
p

Y

m2M nf0g

Y

n2N

X

j 2M nfmg
h

.n/

j;k.m;n/p
.n/
j C �

.n/

k.m;n/

X

j 2M

h
.n/

j;k.m;n/p
.n/
j C �

.n/

k.m;n/

(5.14)

s.t.
Y

n2N

X

j 2M nf0g
h

.n/

j;k.0;n/p
.n/
j C �

.n/

k.0;n/

X

j 2M

h
.n/

j;k.0;n/p
.n/
j C �

.n/

k.0;n/

	 e�Rmin ;

X

n2N

p.n/
m 	 P max

m ; 8m 2 M

0 	 p.n/
m 	 P .n/;mask

m ; 8m 2 M ; 8n 2 N :

If we define

u.n/
j .p

.n/
j / WD h

.n/

j;k.m;n/p
.n/
j C �

.n/

k.m;n/; (5.15)

then y
.n/
m .p.n// WD P

j 2M nfmg u.n/
j .p

.n/
j / and v.n/

m .p.n// WD P
j 2M u.n/

j .p
.n/
j / are

two posynomials1. Because y
.n/
m .p.n//=v.n/

m .p.n// is a ratio of a posynomial to
another posynomial, it is not necessarily a posynomial, leaving problem (5.14) still
intractable.

The AGM inequality states that

X

j 2M

�
.n/
j u.n/

j �
Y

j 2M

h
u.n/

j

i�
.n/
j

; (5.16)

where u.n/ D Œu.n/
0 ; u.n/

1 ; : : : ; u.n/
Mf

�T 
 0; �.n/ D Œ�
.n/
0 ; �

.n/
1 ; : : : ; �

.n/
Mf

�T � 0 and

1T �.n/ D 1. With (5.16), we approximate the posynomial v.n/
m .p.n// by a monomial

v.n/
m .p.n// as:

v.n/
m .p.n// � v.n/

m .p.n// D
Y

j 2M

 
u.n/

j .p
.n/
j /

�
.n/
j

!�
.n/
j

; (5.17)

1A monomial Oq.x/ is defined as Oq.x/ D cx
Oa1

1 x
Oa2

2 : : : x Oan
n , where c > 0, x D Œx1; x2; : : : ; xn�T 2

R
n
CC

, and Oa D Œ Oa1; Oa2; : : : ; Oan�T 2 R
n. A posynomial is a (nonnegative) sum of monomials [14].
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8m 2 M , where �
.n/
j D u.n/

j .p
.n/
j /=v.n/

m .p.n//. According to [18, Lemma 1],

v.n/
m .p.n// is indeed the best local monomial approximation to v.n/

m .p.n// near p.n/

in the sense of the first-order Taylor approximation.
With (5.17), y

.n/
m .p.n//=v.n/

m .p.n// is approximated by y
.n/
m .p.n//=v.n/

m .p.n//. The
latter is a posynomial because it is the ratio of a posynomial to a monomial.
Furthermore, since the product of posynomials is a posynomial, the following
approximate subproblem (Prob-tp) of (5.13) belongs to the class of geometric
programs:

min
p

Y

m2M nf0g

Y

n2N

X

j 2M nfmg
h

.n/

j;k.m;n/p
.n/
j C �

.n/

k.m;n/

v.n/
m .p.n//

(5.18)

s.t.
Y

n2N

X

j 2M nf0g
h

.n/

j;k.0;n/p
.n/
j C �

.n/

k.0;n/

v.n/
m .p.n//

	 e�Rmin ;

X

n2N

p.n/
m 	 P max

m ; 8m 2 M

0 	 p.n/
m 	 P .n/;mask

m ; 8m 2 M ; 8n 2 N :

A geometric program like (5.18) can easily be transformed into a convex problem
via a logarithmic change of variables [14, p. 162]. To update the approximation
parameters ready for the next iteration tp C 1 in Step 4 of the SCA approach,
the current optimal solution pŒtp� will be used in (5.17). It is worth noting that
as we minimize a lower bound of the objective function (5.13), the accuracy
of such an approximation is improved in each iteration upon solving convex
subproblem (5.18).

Proposition 5.3. With AGM approximation (5.17), the SCA approach converges to
a locally optimal solution that satisfies the Karush-Kuhn-Tucker (KKT) conditions
of the original problem (5.13).

Proof. The proof can be found in [12]. ut

5.2.3.2 Logarithmic Approximation

Instead of directly dealing with the highly nonconcave rate function r
.n/

m;k.m;n/.p
.n//

in (5.13), we resort to the following lower bound [15]:

ln
�
1 C z.n/

m

	 � ˛.n/
m ln z.n/

m C ˇ.n/
m ; (5.19)
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which is tight at z.n/
m D Nz.n/

m � 0 when

˛.n/
m D Nz.n/

m

1 C Nz.n/
m

; (5.20a)

ˇ.n/
m D ln.1 C Nz.n/

m / � Nz.n/
m

1 C Nz.n/
m

ln
�Nz.n/

m

	
: (5.20b)

Applying approximation (5.19) to r
.n/

m;k.m;n/.p
.n// D ln

�
1 C �

.n/

m;k.m;n/.p
.n//
�

and

utilizing the change of variable Op D ln.p/, we arrive at the following approximate
subproblem (Prob-tp):

max
Op

X

m2M nf0g
rm.e Op; ˛m; ˇm/ (5.21)

s.t. r0.e Op; ˛0; ˇ0/ � Rmin;

X

n2N

e Op.n/
m 	 P max

m ; 8m 2 M ;

0 	 e Op.n/
m 	 P .n/;mask

m ; 8m 2 M ; 8n 2 N ;

where rm.e Op; ˛m; ˇm/ WD P
n2N ˛

.n/
m ln

�
�

.n/

m;k.m;n/.e
Op.n/

/
�

C ˇ
.n/
m is a lower bound

of r
.n/

m;k.m;n/.p
.n//, and ˛m D Œ˛

.1/
m ; ˛

.2/
m ; � � � ; ˛

.N /
m �T , ˇm D Œˇ

.1/
m ; ˇ

.2/
m ; � � � ; ˇ

.N /
m �T .

Using the fact that the log-sum-exp function is convex [14, p. 72], it is easy to see
that (5.21) is a standard concave maximization problem. In (5.21), note that we only
maximize a lower bound of the total femtocell throughput, i.e., of the objective
function of (5.13). To eventually solve the original problem (5.13), we tighten the
bound in (5.19) by iteratively updating ˛

.n/
m and ˇ

.n/
m as follows. At iteration tp D 0,

we initialize ˛
.n/
m D 1 and ˇ

.n/
m D 0. At any subsequent iteration tp > 0, we update

them according to (5.20) with Nz.n/
m D �

.n/

m;k.m;n/.p
.n/Œtp�/, where p.n/Œtp� is the optimal

solution of (5.21). These updated values of ˛
.n/
m and ˇ

.n/
m will be used in the next

iteration tp C 1, as described in Step 4 of the SCA approach.

Proposition 5.4. With logarithmic approximation (5.19), the SCA approach gen-
erates a sequence of improved feasible solutions, which will finally converge to a
locally optimal solution p� of (5.13).

Proof. The proof can be found in [12]. ut
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5.2.3.3 Difference-of-Two-Concave-Functions (D.C.) Approximation

In this case, we first express the rate function (5.2) in a D.C. form as:

X

n2N

r
.n/

m;k.m;n/.p
.n// WD fm.p/ � gm.p/; (5.22)

where fm.p/ and gm.p/ are the two concave functions defined as follows:

fm.p/ WD
X

n2N

ln

0

@
X

j 2M

h
.n/

j;k.m;n/p
.n/
j C �

.n/

k.m;n/

1

A ; (5.23)

gm.p/ WD
X

n2N

ln

0

@
X

j 2M nfmg
h

.n/

j;k.m;n/p
.n/
j C �

.n/

k.m;n/

1

A ; (5.24)

for any BS m 2 M .
Then, we employ the following approximation [19]:

gm.p/ � gm.pŒtp � 1�/ C rgT
m.pŒtp � 1�/

�
p � pŒtp � 1�

	
(5.25)

for a fixed pŒtp � 1� from iteration tp � 1 � 0. Here, rgm.p/ is a vector of length
.Mf C 1/N with its entry defined as

rgm.p/.Nj Cn/ WD

8
ˆ̂̂
<

ˆ̂̂
:

0; if j D m;

h
.n/

j;k.m;n/X

s2M nfmg
h

.n/

s;k.m;n/p
.n/
s C �

.n/

k.m;n/

; if j 2 M nfmg; (5.26)

for n 2 N . From (5.22)–(5.25), it is clear that

X

n2N

r
.n/

m;k.m;n/.p
.n// � fm.p/ � gm.pŒtp � 1�/ (5.27)

� rgT
m.pŒtp � 1�/

�
p � pŒtp � 1�

	
;

the right-hand side of which is actually a concave function with respect to p.
The approximation in (5.27) allows us to recast (5.13) into a sequence of convex

optimization subproblems as follows [17]. Starting from a feasible pŒ0�, the optimal
solution pŒtp� at iteration tp > 0 is determined upon solving the following convex
program (Prob-tp):
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max
p

X

m2M nf0g
fm.p/ � gm.pŒtp � 1�/ � rgT

m.pŒtp � 1�/
�
p � pŒtp � 1�

	
(5.28)

s.t. f0.p/ � g0.pŒtp � 1�/ � rgT
0 .pŒtp � 1�/

�
p � pŒtp � 1�

	 � Rmin;
X

n2N

p.n/
m 	 P max

m ; 8m 2 M

0 	 p.n/
m 	 P .n/;mask

m ; 8m 2 M ; 8n 2 N :

where pŒtp � 1� has already been found from the last iteration tp � 1. The value of
pŒtp� will then be used in the approximation (5.25) to find the optimal solution of
problem (Prob-.tp C 1/) in the next iteration tp C 1.

Proposition 5.5. With D.C. approximation (5.27), the SCA approach generates a
sequence of improved feasible solutions, which will finally converge to a locally
optimal solution p� of (5.13).

Proof. The proof can be found in [12]. ut

5.3 Proposed Joint Power and Subchannel Allocation
Algorithms with Macrocell Total Throughput Protection

We summarize in Algorithm 5.1 the proposed iterative algorithm that jointly
allocates subchannels and powers in an OFDMA-based mixed macrocell/femtocell
network. Specifically, the algorithm starts with finding a feasible allocation, using
the result derived in Sect. 5.2.1. Given a fixed power allocation pŒt � 1�, the optimal
subchannel assignment �Œt � at iteration t > 0 is determined upon applying the
solution in Sect. 5.2.2. Then, for a fixed �Œt �, the optimal power allocation pŒt � is
found by any of the three SCA approach-based schemes described in Sect. 5.2.3
(i.e., AGM, logarithmic, and D.C. approximations). The process repeats until p and
� converge.

Algorithm 5.1 Proposed Iterative Subchannel and Power Allocation
1: Initialize: t WD 1

2: Compute pŒ0� D vec.p�

0 ; 0N ; � � � ; 0N / according to (5.7).
3: repeat {To solve (5.4)}
4: For a fixed pŒt � 1�, find optimal subchannel assignment �Œt � using (5.12).
5: For a fixed �Œt �, find optimal power allocation pŒt � by solving (5.13) with the SCA approach,

i.e., solving a series of subproblems (Prob-tp) in (5.18) [by AGM approximation], or
in (5.21) [by logarithmic approximation], or in (5.28) [by D.C. approximation].

6: Set t WD t C 1.
7: until Convergence of p and �
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Proposition 5.6. For a feasible problem (5.4), Algorithm 5.1 will converge to give
a local maximum of (5.4).

Proof. The proof can be found in [12]. ut
Note that for a fixed subchannel assignment �Œt �, the performance gap from the

locally optimal pŒt � found by the proposed SCA approach to the actual globally
optimal p�Œt � is unknown. Because these two power allocation solutions can be
different, their corresponding subchannel assignments �Œt C 1� and ��Œt C 1� in the
next iteration t C 1 can also be different; and so are their corresponding final joint
subchannel and power allocation solutions. While one may believe that the iterative
method (5.5) with a globally optimal power allocation would outperform that with
any local power optimization, the proof of such is unavailable. What can be proven
is that these joint solutions both give some local maxima of (5.4). Nevertheless, it
should be mentioned that the SCA approach often empirically achieves the globally
optimal power allocation [15, 18, 19].

In Algorithm 5.1, it is important to note that the initial allocation (5.7) can be
performed at the macrocell BS. As well, the subchannel assignment (5.12) can
be locally executed at each BS m 2 M . Algorithm 5.1 can thus be implemented
centrally or distributively, depending on how the SCA-based solution to the power
allocation problem (5.13) [and, in turn, subproblem (Prob-tp) in (5.18), (5.21),
and (5.28)] is realized.

5.3.1 Centralized SCA-based Power Allocation with AGM
Approximation

From the discussion in Sect. 5.2.3.1, we present in Algorithm 5.2 a power allocation
scheme based on the SCA approach with the AGM approximation to solve (5.13).
In Algorithm 5.2, there are two key steps: (1) Compute the lower-bound monomial

v
.n/Œtp �
m .p.n// [see (5.17)] at iteration tp , and (2) Solve a geometric (i.e. convex)

program [see subproblem (Prob-tp) in (5.18)] by an interior-point method. To com-

plete these steps, one must know all the terms u.n/
j .p

.n/
j Œtp � 1�/ and �

.n/
j Œtp� in

v
.n/Œtp �
m .p.n// and rely on a centralized convex solver. To implement Algorithm 5.2, a

central processing unit is most likely needed to collect all the network information
(e.g., h

.n/

j;k.m;n/ and �
.n/

k.m;n/) and perform the power optimization.
Placed at an OAM server in the core network, such a processing unit is

capable of collecting information about both macrocell and femtocells, executing
the optimization task, and disseminating the computed solutions to all BSs under
its management. The exchange of network information and control signals can be
made possible via the residential broadband access links, e.g., DSL, to which all
femtocell BSs are connected.
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Algorithm 5.2 Centralized SCA-based Power Allocation with Arithmetic-
Geometric Mean Approximation
1: Initialize: tp WD 1.
2: repeat {To solve (5.13)}
3: Compute each term u.n/

j .p
.n/
j Œtp � 1�/; 8j 2 M ; 8n 2 N in (5.15).

4: Compute each coefficient

�
.n/
j Œtp� D u.n/

j .p
.n/
j Œtp � 1�/

X

j 2M

u.n/
j .p

.n/
j Œtp � 1�/

; 8j 2 M ; 8n 2 N :

5: Compute monomial

v
.n/Œtp �
m .p.n// D Y

j 2M

 
u.n/

j .p
.n/
j Œtp � 1�/

�
.n/
j Œtp�

!�
.n/
j Œtp �

:

6: With v
.n/Œtp �
m .p.n//, solve (convex) geometric program (5.18), e.g., by an interior-point

method, for an optimal power pŒtp�.
7: Set tp WD tp C 1.
8: until Convergence of p

5.3.2 Distributed SCA-based Power Allocation
with Logarithmic Approximation

In femtocell networks with limited backhaul capacity and without a central pro-
cessing unit (e.g., when macrocell and femtocells belong to different service
providers), it can be more desirable to distributively implement the resource
allocation solutions. Utilizing Lagrangian duality, we will show that the SCA-based
power allocation based on logarithmic and D.C. approximations can be performed
by individual BSs with limited information exchange.

Let � � 0 and ' D Œ'm�m2M � 0 be the Lagrangian multipliers of subproblem
(Prob-tp) in (5.21). The Lagrangian of (5.21) is defined as:

L . Op; �; '/ WD
X

m2M nf0g
rm.e Op; ˛m; ˇm/ C �

�
r0.e Op; ˛0; ˇ0/ � Rmin

�

�
X

m2M

'm

 
X

n2N

e Op.n/
m � P max

m

!
; (5.29)

where ˛m; ˇm; 8m 2 M are fixed constants. The dual function of which is then
given by:

D.�; '/ WD max
Op

L . Op; �; '/: (5.30)
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Upon solving the stationary condition @L . Op; �; '/=@ Op.n/
m D 0 [24] and

transforming the result back to the p-space, the following fixed-point equation
can be derived which maximizes (5.30):

p.n/
m D

2

666664

N�m˛
.n/
m

X

s2M nfmg

N�s˛
.n/
s

I
.n/

k.s;n/.p
.n/�s /

h
.n/

m;k.s;n/ C 'm

3

777775

P
.n/;mask
m

0

(5.31)

where we define

N�Ns WD



�; if Ns D 0;

1; if Ns 2 M nf0g; (5.32)

I
.n/

k.s;n/.p
.n/�s / WD

X

s02M nfsg
h

.n/

s0;k.s;n/
p

.n/

s0 C �
.n/

k.s;n/: (5.33)

Once an optimal power allocation is found by (5.31), solution of the dual problem
min�>0;'�0D.�; '/ can be determined by a subgradient method as follows.

�Œts C 1� D
h
�Œts� C ı� .Rmin � r0.p; ˛0; ˇ0//

iC
; (5.34)

'mŒts C 1� D
"

'mŒts� C ı'

 
X

n2N

p.n/
m � P max

m

!#C
; (5.35)

8m 2 M , where Œ��C D max.�; 0/ and ı�; ı' > 0 are step sizes.
Combining the preceding derivations with the results in Sect. 5.2.3.2, we present

in Algorithm 5.3 a distributed SCA-based power allocation scheme to solve (5.13).
Specifically, the inner loop is to compute an optimal power management policy for
a given value of ˛ and ˇ, i.e., to resolve subproblem (Prob-tp) in (5.21). Note that

it is not necessary to fully optimize p
.n/
m before updating Lagrangian multipliers �

and '. In practice, we only need a single iteration of (5.31). On the other hand, the
outer loop is to update ˛ and ˇ; and thus, tightening the bound in (5.19). As can
be seen, each step of Algorithm 5.3 can be executed by an individual BS m 2 M
with:

1. Interference terms I
.n/

k.m;n/.p
.n/�mŒts�/ locally measured and fed back by its own

UEs k.m; n/ 2 Km.
2. Scaled inverse interference terms J

.n/

k.s;n/.p
.n/�s Œts�/ broadcast by other BSs s 2

M nfmg, where we define
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Algorithm 5.3 Distributed SCA-based Power Allocation with Logarithmic
Approximation
1: Initialize: tp WD 0 and ts WD 0.
2: Macrocell BS initializes �Œ0� > 0.
3: BS m 2 M initializes 'mŒ0� > 0; p

.n/
m Œ0� WD 0; ˛

.n/
m Œ0� WD 1; ˇ

.n/
m Œ0� WD 0; 8m 2 M ; 8n 2

N .
4: repeat {To solve (5.13)}
5: repeat {To solve (5.21)}
6: UE k.s; n/ 2 Ks measures and reports I

.n/

k.s;n/.p
.n/
�s Œts �/ [see (5.33)] to its BS s 2 M .

7: BS s 2 M computes and broadcasts J
.n/

k.s;n/.p
.n/
�s Œts �/ [see (5.36)] to other BSs s0 2

M nfsg.
8: BS m 2 M computes its power p

.n/
m ; 8n 2 N by:

p.n/
m Œts C 1� D

2

6664
N�mŒts �˛

.n/
m Œtp�

X

s2M nfmg

J
.n/

k.s;n/.p
.n/
�s Œts �/h

.n/

m;k.s;n/ C 'mŒts �

3

7775

P
.n/;mask
m

0

9: Macrocell BS updates � by (5.34).
10: BS m 2 M updates 'm by (5.35).
11: Set ts WD ts C 1.
12: until � and ' converge
13: Set p�Œtp� WD pŒts �.

14: BS m 2 M updates ˛
.n/
m Œtp C 1� and ˇ

.n/
m Œtp C 1� using (5.20) with Nz.n/

m D
�

.n/

m;k.m;n/.p
�.n/Œtp�/.

15: Set tp WD tp C 1.
16: until p converges

J
.n/

k.s;n/.p
.n/�s Œts�/ WD

N�sŒts�˛
.n/
s Œtp�

I
.n/

k.s;n/.p
.n/�s Œts�/

: (5.36)

3. Channel gains h
.n/

m;k.s;n/ measured and fed back by UEs k.s; n/ 2 Ks; s 2
M nfmg. Since we assume a block fading model, channel information only needs
to be sent once at the beginning of the optimization process [8, 25, 26].

For fixed multipliers � and ', it is shown in [15, Lemma 3] that the fixed-point
power update (5.31) always converges to the maximizer of L . Op; �; '/ in (5.29).
Using small values of ı�; ı' , the updates of � and ' in (5.34)–(5.35) are also
guaranteed to converge [24]. Together with the result in Proposition 5.4, it can be
concluded that the decentralized Algorithm 5.3 converges to an optimal solution of
problem (5.13).
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5.3.3 Distributed SCA-based Power Allocation with D.C.
Approximation

In this case, let � � 0 and � D Œm�m2M � 0 be the Lagrangian multipliers. The
Lagrangian of subproblem (Prob-tp) in (5.28) is now:

L .p; �; �/ WD
X

m2M

N�
X

n2N

ln

 
X

s2M

h
.n/

s;k.m;n/p
.n/
s C �

.n/

k.m;n/

!

�
X

m2M

N�
X

n2N

0

@
X

s2M nfmg
a.n/

s;mp.n/
s C c.n/

m

1

A

� �Rmin �
X

m2M

m

 
X

n2N

p.n/
m � P max

m

!
; (5.37)

where we define

N� WD



�; if m D 0;

1; if m 2 M nf0g; (5.38)

a.n/
s;m WD h

.n/

s;k.m;n/

I
.n/

k.m;n/.p
.n/�s Œtp � 1�/

; (5.39)

c.n/
m WD ln

�
I

.n/

k.m;n/.p
.n/�s Œtp � 1�/

�
C �

.n/

k.m;n/

I
.n/

k.m;n/.p
.n/�s Œtp � 1�/

� 1: (5.40)

Note here that a
.n/
s;m and c

.n/
m are fixed in the current iteration tp because they are

based on the value of p.n/�s Œtp � 1�, which has already been found in the last iteration
tp � 1. The dual function of (5.28) can then be written as:

D.�; �/ WD max
p

L .p; �; �/: (5.41)

From the stationary condition @L .p; �; �/=@p
.n/
m D 0, the following fixed-point

equation maximizes (5.41):

p.n/
m D

" N�
m C N� X

s2M nfmg

h
.n/

m;k.s;n/

 
1

I
.n/

k.s;n/.p
.n/
�s Œtp � 1�/

� 1

I
.n/

k.s;n/.p
.n/
�s/ C h

.n/

s;k.s;n/p
.n/
s

!

� I
.n/

k.m;n/.p
.n/
�m/

h
.n/

m;k.m;n/

#P
.n/;mask
m

0

(5.43)
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With an optimal power allocation found by (5.43), solution of the dual problem
min�>0;��0D.�; �/ can be determined by a subgradient method as follows.

�Œts C 1� D
"

�Œts� C ı�


 X

n2N

I
.n/

k.0;n/.p
.n/
�0/

I
.n/

k.0;n/.p
.n/
�0Œtp � 1�/

� N

C ln

 
I

.n/

k.0;n/.p
.n/
�0Œtp � 1�/

I
.n/

k.0;n/.p
.n/
�0/ C h

.n/

0;k.0;n/p
.n/
0

!
C Rmin

�#C
; (5.44)

mŒts C 1� D
"

mŒts� C ı

 
X

n2N

p.n/
m � P max

m

!#C
; (5.45)

8m 2 M , where ı�; ı > 0 are step sizes.
From the above derivations and the results presented in Sect. 5.2.3.3, we propose

in Algorithm 5.4 a distributed SCA-based power allocation scheme with the
following power update:

Qp.n/
m Œts C 1� D

" N�Œts�

mŒts � C N�Œts�
X

s2M nfmg

h
.n/

m;k.s;n/

 
1

I
.n/

k.s;n/.p
.n/
�s Œtp � 1�/

� 1

Q
.n/

k.s;n/.Qp.n/Œts �/

!

� I
.n/

k.m;n/.Qp.n/
�mŒts�/

h
.n/

m;k.m;n/

#P
.n/;mask
m

0

: (5.47)

Specifically, the inner loop is to compute an optimal power solution for subproblem
(Prob-tp) in (5.28). The outer loop is to update the D.C. approximation in (5.25)
for the next iteration, i.e., to finally solve the power allocation problem (5.13).
Rather similar to Algorithm 5.3, each step of Algorithm 5.4 can be executed by
an individual BS m 2 M with:

1. Interference terms I
.n/

k.m;n/.p
.n/�mŒts�/ locally measured and fed back by its own

UEs k.m; n/ 2 Km.
2. Interference terms I

.n/

k.s;n/.p
.n/�s Œts�/ and aggregate interference terms Q

.n/

k.s;n/

broadcast by other BSs s 2 M nfmg, where we define

Q
.n/

k.s;n/. Qp.n/Œts�/ WD I
.n/

k.s;n/. Qp.n/�s Œts�/ C h
.n/

s;k.s;n/ Qp.n/
s Œts�: (5.48)

3. Channel gains h
.n/

m;k.s;n/ measured and fed back by UEs k.s; n/ 2 Ks; s 2
M nfmg.

For given multipliers � and �, it is shown in [27] that the fixed-point power
update (5.43) converges to the maximizer of L .p; �; �/ in (5.37) under some mild
conditions. With small ı�; ı, the updates of � and � in (5.44)–(5.45) are also
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Algorithm 5.4 Distributed SCA-based Power Allocation with D.C. Approximation
1: Initialize: tp WD 1 and ts WD 0.
2: Macrocell BS initializes �Œ0� > 0.
3: BS m 2 M initializes mŒ0� > 0 and Qp.n/

m Œ0� D 0; 8m 2 M ; 8n 2 N .
4: repeat {To solve (5.13) with optimizing variable p}
5: repeat {To solve (5.28) with optimizing variable Qp}
6: UE k.s; n/ 2 Ks measures and reports h

.n/

s;k.s;n/ and I
.n/

k.s;n/.Qp.n/
�s Œts �/ [see (5.33)] to its BS

s 2 M .
7: BS s 2 M computes and broadcasts Q

.n/

k.s;n/.Qp.n/Œts �/ [see (5.48)] to other BSs s0 2
M nfsg.

8: BS m 2 M computes its power Qp.n/
m by (5.47) for all n 2 N .

9: Macrocell BS updates � by (5.44) (with p.n/
�0 replaced by Qp.n/

�0).

10: BS m 2 M updates m by (5.45) (with p
.n/
m replaced by Qp.n/

m ).
11: Set ts WD ts C 1.
12: until � and � converge
13: Set pŒtp� WD QpŒts �.

14: BS s 2 M broadcasts I
.n/

k.s;n/.p
.n/
�s Œtp�/ to other BSs s0 2 M nfsg.

15: Set tp WD tp C 1.
16: until p converges

guaranteed to converge, resulting in an optimal solution for (5.28) [24]. Together
with the result in Proposition 5.5, the decentralized Algorithm 5.4 will converge to
an optimal solution of problem (5.13).

5.4 Illustrative Results

In our numerical examples we reuse the network topology shown in Fig. 4.3, where
MUEs and FUEs are randomly deployed inside circles of radii of 500 m and 50 m,
respectively. Assume there are M D 10 MUEs in the macrocell while K D 20

FUEs are equally divided among four femtocells. In each cell, we assume OFDMA
downlink transmissions with N D 8 subchannels, each of which has a total
bandwidth of 180 KHz. At the macrocell BS, we set P max

0 D 47 dBm whereas at
each femtocell BS P max

m D 23 dBm, 8m 2 M nf0g. The spectral mask is chosen
as P mask

m D P max
m =N; 8m 2 M , and noise power density �174 dBm/Hz. Channel

gains are set as h
.n/

m;k D �.n/d
�ˇ

m;k , where �.n/ is a random value generated according
to the Rayleigh distribution, dm;k is the geographical distance between BS m and
UE k, and ˇ D 3 is the pathloss exponent.

We present in Fig. 5.2 the overall convergence process of the proposed Algorithm
5.1, which involves both subchannel assignment and power allocation. Clearly,
as the average femtocell throughput improves after every iteration, the algorithm
eventually converges after some tens of iterations. In Fig. 5.2a, it is observed that the
remaining capacity available for FUEs is actually reduced for larger values of Rmin.
On the other hand, Fig. 5.2b indicates that the total macrocell throughput is always
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Fig. 5.2 Performance of Algorithm 5.1 (both power and subchannel allocation. (a) Femtocell
throughput. (b) Macrocell throughput)

above the specified threshold Rmin. Not only is such a numerical result consistent
with our finding in Proposition 5.1, it also confirms that the proposed Algorithm 5.1
is capable of protecting the network capacity of the macrocell at all times.

Also can be seen from Fig. 5.2a is that AGM approximation in the SCA-based
power allocation (see Algorithm 5.2) gives Algorithm 5.1 the shortest convergence
time. This is most likely due to the centralized nature of Algorithm 5.2, where
the power optimization is accomplished in one shot. For a given subchannel
assignment, Fig. 5.3 shows that the distributed SCA power allocation schemes based
on the logarithmic approximation (see Algorithm 5.3) and D.C. approximation (see
Algorithm 5.4) quickly converge after fewer than ten iterations.

Figure 5.4 illustrates the convergence behavior of Algorithm 5.1 with different
initial allocations. For simplicity, we assume that Rmin D 0. In this case, any initial
power allocation is feasible as long as it satisfies the power constraints in (5.4e)
and (5.4f). To initialize the subchannel assignment, we give each subchannel to the
UE with the highest SINR on that subchannel. Our numerical results confirm that the
SCA-based power allocations given by AGM, logarithmic and D.C. approximations
(see Algorithms 5.2–5.4, respectively) always converge for all the chosen values of
pinitial. Again, Fig. 5.4 shows that the joint power and subchannel allocation based
on AGM approximation gives the shortest convergence time, whereas that based on
the other two approximations exhibit quite similar convergence behaviors. Although
starting at different values of average femtocell throughput, Algorithm 5.1 used in
combination with these three approximations converges to the same final optimal
value.

With Rmin D 0 and pinitial D Pmask D Pmax=N , Fig. 5.5 displays the assignment
of subchannels by the proposed Algorithm 5.1. As can be seen, all three approxima-
tions eventually result in an identical allocation, except for subchannel 7 in AGM
approximation.Notably, some UEs are assigned with most of the subchannels in
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their own cell (e.g., MUE 0 and FUE 26). One possible explanation is that the
channel conditions of these UEs are highly favorable in the realization that we
randomly generate.

Finally, Fig. 5.6 demonstrates the tradeoff between the per-FUE throughput
and macrocell’s Rmin. It is clear from the figure that all three SCA-based power
allocation schemes give Algorithm 5.1 very similar performance. Also note that by
reducing the minimum total network capacity required by the macrocell from 20 to
0 bps/Hz, the improvement in femtocell’s sum throughput far exceeds threefold the
amount of rate loss in the macrocell. Such a significant gain can be explained by
realizing that the FUEs are located very close to their corresponding BSs, and thus
able to achieve much higher data rates compared to those by the MUEs.
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Chapter 6
Distributed Resource Allocation in OFDMA
Cognitive Small-Cell Networks
with Spectrum-Sharing Constraints

Several recent studies have proposed that heterogeneous small-cell networks can
adopt the model of cognitive radio, in that newly deployed FUEs opportunistically
access the radio spectrum already licensed to MUEs [1–3]. In this model, MUEs
play the role of PUs whereas FUEs play the role of SUs. Different from Chap. 5
where cochannel deployment is assumed for both macrocell and femtocells [4, 5],
this chapter proposes distributed algorithms for OFDMA-based cognitive femtocell
networks with opportunistic spectrum access [6, 7]. As in any cognitive radio net-
work, the key design challenge here is to protect MUEs from excessive interference
induced by FUEs whilst providing the latter with some QoS [8, 9].

In cognitive heterogeneous networks where MUEs are highly dynamic on the
radio spectrum and the opportunity for secondary access is small, it is critical to
efficiently share the temporarily available frequency bands among the FUEs. The
fair allocation of radio resources in OFDMA-based systems has been previously
studied in different contexts, including max-min fairness [10], proportional rate
guarantee [11], minimum bandwidth assurance [12, 13], equal bandwidth distribu-
tion [14], and proportional fairness [15]. However, none of these solutions accounts
for a flexible way to control the sharing of radio spectrum in such a dynamic access
scenario.

Apart from the tolerable interference limits at MUEs, the problems formulated in
this chapter also include upper and lower bounds on the number of subchannels that
FUEs are allowed to use. While these limits specify the priority in terms of spectrum
access opportunity provided to FUEs, a notion of spectrum-sharing fairness is also
indicated. For instance, the upper limits can be used to prevent the FUEs with
favorable channel conditions from greedily filling up all the spectrum holes. On the
other hand, the lower thresholds guarantee that a minimum bandwidth is given to
other FUEs. Fairness in bandwidth allocation can be translated into that of attainable
throughput, because there are direct relations between these two parameters.

These additional constraints imply a new dimension of technical difficulty
in finding efficient solutions for the optimization problems at hand. The
popular winner-take-all approach [16, 17], which always allocates radio resources

D.T. Ngo and T. Le-Ngoc, Architectures of Small-Cell Networks and Interference
Management, SpringerBriefs in Computer Science, DOI 10.1007/978-3-319-04822-2__6,
© The Author(s) 2014
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to the most advantageous FUEs, is no longer applicable. This work applies
Lagrangian dual optimization to devise globally optimal solutions for both sum-rate
maximization and power minimization problems. It is shown that the complexity
of the proposed solutions only grows polynomially in the number of OFDM
subchannels, compared to an exponential complexity typically required by direct
search methods. From the dual framework, the devised solutions are implemented
by distributed algorithms, which do not require any central coordination. It is
proposed that the limited network cooperation is accomplished by exchanging
relevant information over a common reserved channel and by implementing virtual
timers at each FUE.

6.1 System Model and Problem Formulation

We consider a scenario in which a macrocell (primary) BS transmits M downlink
traffic flows (not necessarily OFDM) to its M subscribed MUEs. Denote the set of
all MUEs by Lm D f1; : : : ; M g. Assume that each of those data streams is intended
for only one MUE and occupies a predetermined frequency band Bm; m 2 Lm in
the radio spectrum. As the macrocell network does not utilize the entire available
spectral ranges, a femtocell network is deployed to implement efficient opportunistic
spectrum access. This secondary network, which consists of K transmitter (Tx)–
receiver (Rx) pairs, is assumed to be capable of accurately sensing the spectrum to
locate the frequency bands temporarily unused by the macrocell network. Denote
the set of all FUE pairs by Lf D f1; : : : ; Kg. Each of these femtocell Tx-Rx pairs
can model an FUE-femtocell BS connection, e.g., in the uplink the Tx is the FUE
whereas in the downlink it is the femtocell BS. The set of all UEs is L D Lm [Lf .

The spectral holes are merged into a common pool according to the spectrum
pooling approach, from which the total bandwidth B available for secondary access
is divided into N OFDM subchannels of equal bandwidth BN D B=N . Denote by
N D f1; : : : ; N g the set of available OFDM subchannels. Also let Nk represent
the set of OFDM subchannels allocated to FUE k 2 Lf , and jNkj is its cardinality.
An example of the considered system is depicted in Fig. 6.1. Although macrocell
and femtocell networks are supposed not to occupy the same frequency bands at the
same time, the non-orthogonality of their transmitted signals may lead to mutual
interference, as shown in the followings.

Denote the channel gain from the transmitting side of UE l 2 L to the receiving
side of UE l 0 2 L on subchannel n as h

.n/

l;l 0 . Let ˚m.ej w/ be the power spectral
density (PSD) of the signal transmitted by the macrocell BS to MUE m 2 Lm on
frequency Bm. The interference caused by this signal to subchannel n 2 N is [18]:

J .n/
m D 1

2�N

Z Nd.n/
m CBN =2

Nd.n/
m �BN =2

Z �

��

˚m.ej w/

 
sin
�

N
2

.w � �/
�

sin
�

1
2
.w � �/

�
!2

d� dw; (6.1)
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Fig. 6.1 Coexistence of a macrocell (primary) network and a cognitive femtocell (secondary)
network

where Nd .n/
m D jfn �fmj represents the spectral distance between subchannel n 2 N

and the center frequency fm of MUE m 2 Lm. The total interference introduced by
the macrocell BS to femto-Rx k 2 Lf on n 2 N can be expressed as:

LJ .n/

k D h
.n/

m;k

X

m2Lm

J .n/
m : (6.2)

On the other hand, the OFDM signals from a femto-Tx to its intended femto-Rx
might interfere the reception at the MUEs. Denote Ts as the OFDM symbol
duration and define p

.n/

k as the transmit power from femto-Tx k 2 Lf to femto-

Rx k 2 Lf on subchannel n 2 N . Let pk D Œp
.1/

k ; p
.2/

k ; : : : ; p
.N /

k �T and
p D vecŒp1; p2; : : : ; pK�. The PSD of the subchannel-n signal by FUE k 2 Lf

can be modeled as:
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˚
.n/

k .f / D p
.n/

k Ts

�
sin �f Ts

�f Ts

�2

: (6.3)

The interference caused by this signal onto MUE m 2 Lm is then [18]:

I
.n/

k;m D p
.n/

k
LI .n/

k;m; (6.4)

where LI .n/

k;m is defined as:

LI .n/

k;m D h
.n/

k;mTs

Z Nd.n/
m CBm=2

Nd.n/
m �Bm=2

�
sin �f Ts

�f Ts

�2

df: (6.5)

In this work, we assume a slow fading channel model such that the channel
conditions remain unchanged during the resource allocation period (for instance,
in high data rate systems and/or environments with reduced degrees of mobility)
[10, 16, 19]. This is the case when the coherence time of the channel is larger than
the symbol period of the transmitted signal [20]. The channel-to-interference-plus-
noise ratio (CINR) of FUE k 2 Lf on subchannel n 2 N can be written as:

�
.n/

k D h
.n/

k;k

LJ .n/

k C BN N0

; (6.6)

where N0 is the one-sided PSD of AWGN. The maximum attainable rate of FUE
k 2 Lf on subchannel n 2 N can be expressed as:

r
.n/

k D ln
�
1 C �

.n/

k p
.n/

k

�
; (6.7)

and its the sum rate is

rk D
X

n2N

r
.n/

k D
X

n2N

ln
�
1 C �

.n/

k p
.n/

k

�
: (6.8)

One of the main goals of this work is to devise a joint subchannel assignment and
power allocation scheme that maximizes the aggregate throughput of all secondary
transmissions. At the same time, we target to satisfy important constraints on the
maximum tolerable interference at each MUE and on the total transmit powers
of individual femto-Tx’s. It should be emphasized that since MUEs always have
priority access to the radio spectrum, the chances for cognitive FUEs to utilize
the frequencies depend heavily on the dynamics of these licensed users. In cases
where MUEs are extremely active and occupy many frequency bands for a long
period of time, the actual opportunities left for secondary access become rare.
Therefore, it is critical to share out these valuable but yet scarce frequency bands
among the FUEs in an efficient manner. To this end, we propose to constrain the
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maximum and minimum numbers of OFDM subchannels that individual femtocell
Tx-Rx pairs are permitted to use. Specifically, the design problem is formulated as
follows:

max
p

X

k2Lf

wk

X

n2Nk

ln
�
1 C �

.n/

k p
.n/

k

�
(6.9a)

s:t:
X

k2Lf

X

n2Nk

p
.n/

k
LI .n/

k;m 	 I th
m ; 8m 2 Lm (6.9b)

X

n2Nk

p
.n/

k 	 P max
k ; 8k 2 Lf (6.9c)

p
.n/

k � 0; 8k 2 Lf ; 8n 2 Nk (6.9d)

p
.n/

k p
.n/

k0 D 0; 8n 2 N ; 8k0 ¤ k 2 Lf (6.9e)

N min
k 	 jNkj 	 N max

k ; 8k 2 Lf : (6.9f)

In the above formulation, the fixed weight vector w D Œw1; w2; : : : ; wK�T is
required to satisfy 0 	 wk 	 1 and

P
k2Lf

wk D 1. A larger value of wk represents

a higher priority given to FUE k 2 Lk . With I th
m denoting the interference threshold,

constraint (6.9b) expresses the maximum allowable interference at MUE m 2 Lm.
The regulatory limit on the total transmit power at femto-Tx k 2 Lk is represented
in (6.9c), whereas (6.9d) and (6.9e) enforce a disjoint subchannel assignment in
OFDMA systems, i.e., one subchannel is assigned to at most one FUE at a time.

In particular, the spectrum-sharing1 constraints are expressed in (6.9f) where the
total number of subchannels allotted to any FUE k 2 Lk is upper- and lower-
bounded by N max

k and N min
k , respectively. These two limits can be used to specify

the priority in terms of spectrum access opportunity granted to individual FUEs.
As N max

k and N min
k increase toward N , a higher priority is given to femtocell Tx-Rx

pair k 2 Lk . Certain notion of bandwidth-sharing fairness can also be realized
with (6.9f). For instance, by giving lower values of N max

k ’s to the FUEs with
favorable conditions, it is possible to effectively prevent such users from greedily
taking up most of the valuable secondary spectrum. Other FUEs can be assigned
higher values of N min

k ’s so as to meet some QoS requirements. If however N max
k D

N min
k D bN=Kc for all k 2 Lf , the optimization formulation enforces (almost)

a strict bandwidth fairness. In many cases, the fairness in terms of bandwidth can
be translated into that of attainable throughput. Specific arrangement of N max

k and
N min

k values, in practice, can be reached a priori (i) upon agreement among FUEs
or (ii) by a secondary spectrum authority. Nevertheless, these two limits are strictly
required to satisfy

P
k2Lf

N min
k 	 N and N max

k 	 N; 8k 2 Lf .

1Within the scope of this chapter, “spectrum-sharing” means sharing of the temporarily available
radio frequencies among FUEs.
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It is noteworthy that solving the optimization problem (6.9) is challenging since
it requires the allocation of an optimal set of subchannels to each femto Tx-Rx
pair. As noted in [21], the computational complexity needed to directly resolve this
type of combinatorial problems increases, at least, exponentially with the number
of subchannels N . The new constraints (6.9f) even pose more challenges in finding
efficient solutions to (6.9). Indeed, the popular winner-take-all policies available in
the literature (see, e.g., [16, 17]) can be invalid to the problem at hand. Meanwhile,
cognitive radio applications demand optimal solutions to be delivered in a timely
fashion to cope with the quick changes of wireless environments.

6.2 Joint Subchannel and Power Allocation for Throughput
Maximization in Cognitive Femtocell Networks

Motivated by the aforementioned observations, we will develop an optimal
algorithm to efficiently resolve problem (6.9) where, instead, the solution is
derived in the dual domain. The main motivation behind this approach is that
the particular structure of (6.9) satisfies the so-called “frequency-sharing” condition
[22, Theorem 1]. In this case, the dual-domain optimal subchannel-power allocation
will become that of the primal problem for a sufficiently large number of
subchannels.

6.2.1 Optimal Design with Spectrum-Sharing Constraints

Excluding (6.9e) and (6.9f), the Lagrangian of (6.9) is defined as:

L .p; �; �/D
X

k2Lf
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X

n2Nk

ln
�
1C�

.n/

k p
.n/
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�
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0

@
X
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X
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k
LI .n/

k;m�I th
m

1

A

�
X

k2Lf

k

0

@
X

n2Nk

p
.n/

k � P max
k

1

A ; (6.10)

where � D Œ�1; : : : ; �M �T � 0 and � D Œ1; : : : ; K�T � 0 are the dual variables.
The Lagrange dual function is thus:

D.�; �/ D max
p	0

L .p; �; �/ : (6.11)

By appropriately swapping the order in the summations and using (6.9e), (6.11)
is decomposed into N independent problems, one for each subchannel n 2 N as:
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with the per-subchannel optimization problem being

D.n/.�; �/ D max
p	0
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:wk ln
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(6.13)

For each subchannel n 2 N , there is at most one p
.n/

k > 0; 8k 2 Lf . Assume
that FUE k is active on subchannel n. Given a fixed .�; �/, it can be shown that the
objective of the maximization in (6.13) is a concave function with respect to p

.n/

k .
From the KKT conditions [23], the optimal power allocation can be devised as:

p
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Substituting (6.14) to (6.13), one obtains K possible values of D.n/.�; �/ as:
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.n/�
k ; 8k 2 Lf :

(6.15)

Notice that p is also required to satisfy the spectrum-sharing constraints (6.9f).
For a particular subchannel n 2 N , the task of optimally determining which FUE
to use n cannot be done by simply selecting among the total K power allocations
from (6.15) the one that maximizes D.n/.�; �/. Instead, this involves searching
through all KN values of D

.n/

k .�; �/ to decide the optimal subchannel-FUE
matchings and subsequently the optimal power distributions for those assignments.

Towards this end, we propose a two-phase procedure that designates p
.n/�
k ; k 2

Lf ; n 2 N to their eligible FUEs in an optimal fashion while also satisfying (6.9f).
The main steps of this procedure are outlined in Table 6.1. Specifically, Phase 1
attempts to provide minimum guarantee on the number of subchannels allotted to all
FUEs. Then, to further enhance the system throughput the remaining subchannels
are allocated on a competitive basis among the FUEs in Phase 2. Effectively, the
proposed procedure ensures that all the subchannels are fully occupied by the
cognitive femtocell network. In any case, as soon as a certain FUE has reached its
maximum allowable shares of spectrum, it will be eliminated from the competition
until the end of the allocation round (for these fixed values of � and �).
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Table 6.1 Joint allocation of subchannels and power for a fixed f�; �g
Initialization

 Given �; �, compute all KN power allocation by (6.14).


 Construct A WD
h
D

.n/

k .�; �/
i

k;n
2 R

K�N as in (6.15).

PHASE 1 – Allocation to meet spectrum-sharing constraints

 If N min

k D 0, discard FUE k 2 Lf from further consideration in Phase 1.
Repeat

ı Perform a 2-D search on A to find the entry A. Nk; Nn/ with the largest value.
ı Assign p Nn

Nk
WD p Nn�

Nk
and p Nn

k WD 0; 8k ¤ Nk 2 Lf .
ı Discard subchannel Nn from all subsequent searches.
ı If jN Nk j D N max

Nk
, discard FUE Nk from all subsequent searches.

ı If jN Nk j D N min
Nk

, discard FUE Nk in the rest of Phase 1.
Until jNk j � N min

k ; 8k 2 Lf

PHASE 2 – Allocation to further enhance system throughput
Repeat

ı Perform a 2-D search on A to find the entry A. Nk; Nn/ with the largest value.
ı Assign p Nn

Nk
WD p Nn�

Nk
and p Nn

k WD 0; 8k ¤ Nk 2 Lf .
ı Discard subchannel Nn from all subsequent searches.
ı If jN Nk j D N max

Nk
, discard FUE Nk from all subsequent searches.

Until All subchannels n 2 N are assigned.

Once the subchannel-power allocation has been established, solutions to all
N unconstrained optimization problems (6.13) are readily available. As such, the
overall Lagrange dual function D.�; �/ in (6.12) can be evaluated for the fixed
.�; �/. It now remains to solve:

min
�	0; �	0

D.�; �/: (6.16)

This Lagrange dual problem is convex, regardless of the convexity of the primal
problem (6.9). Its solution can thus be determined by a subgradient method, which
iteratively updates f�; �g in the subgradient direction until convergence. For our
problem of interest, the updates may be performed as:
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with sequences of scalar step sizes ı�; ı > 0. As long as ı� and ı are chosen to be
sufficiently small, these subgradient updates are guaranteed to converge, resulting
in optimal .��; ��/ [23]. Some popular choices include the constant step size rule
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c, and diminishing rules c=t and c=
p

t for some constant c > 0. At the point of
convergence, together with the dual optimal solutions .��; ��/, the primal-domain
optimal allocation p

.n/�
k can also be recovered.

As noted in [22, Theorem 1] and [21, Sect. III-C], the optimal value of the
original optimization problem (6.9) is exactly the minimal value of D.�; �/

in (6.16), provided that N is sufficiently large. Depending on specific system
parameters (e.g., channel gains and mutual interferences), there are cases in which
the solution that gives this globally optimal value is not unique. An example is
when there are equal values of D

.n/

k ’s in (6.15), implying multiple possible optimal
subchannel-FUE matchings. This corresponds to the existence of many equivalent
optimal allocation solutions.

It is worth pointing out that the above derived procedure is of centralized nature,
since at least a 2-D search is necessary to determine the subchannel and power
allocation for all k 2 Lf and n 2 N [refer to Table 6.1]. As a consequence,
there should be a central processing unit that collects all the information regarding
the network states, performs the optimization procedures, and disseminates its
computation results to the corresponding network entities. On one hand, these
communication overheads may cause intolerable delays in environments with
dynamic MUE activities, where any optimizing solutions need to be found quickly
while secondary access is still possible. On the other hand, it can be challenging
to implement such centralized coordination in a femtocell networking scenario.
Based upon the structure of solutions obtained through Lagrangian duality, we now
propose a distributed design that only requires some limited cooperation among
macrocell and femtocell networks while offering optimal performance.

6.2.2 Distributed Implementation

The keys to realize a distributed solution for (6.9) lie in the search for optimal p
.n/�
k

to solve (6.13) while also satisfying constraint (6.9f). Observe that the computation
of p

.n/�
k in (6.14) mainly requires the local information available at femto-Tx’s k

itself, except for �m and LI .n/

k;m. Since both h
.n/

k;k and LJ .n/

k can be estimated/measured

at femto-Rx k, CINR �
.n/

k can be computed and made available to its corresponding

transmitter via a dedicate channel (to be discussed later). To evaluate �m
LI .n/

k;m, femto-
Tx k 2 Lf demands certain collaboration from MUE m 2 Lm. Specifically, each

MUE m broadcasts the updated �m and estimated channel gain h
.n/

k;m to FUE k. Upon

receiving these values from all M MUEs, femto-Tx k is able to determine p
.n/�
k and

D
.n/

k .�; �/; 8n 2 N by (6.15).
The above-proposed procedure in Table 6.1 can be implemented in a distributive

fashion as follows. At the beginning of the allocation period, individual femto-
Tx’s broadcast “MIN-SUB-REQ” flag packets to specify their required minimum
number of subchannels N min

k . Upon receiving all these packets and by summing the
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indicated values together, femto-Tx’s know that N min
tot subchannels are requested.

Then, based on the computed p
.n/�
k and D

.n/

k .�; �/, each femto-Tx k 2 Lf

constructs a length-N list of virtual timers Tk :

T
.n/

k D cT exp
h
�D

.n/

k .�; �/
i

; 8n 2 N ; (6.19)

where constant cT > 0 is made common to all FUEs. Notice that our definition
of virtual timer in (6.19) is able to deal with any real-valued D

.n/

k .�; �/. This is
rather different from the “virtual clock” values defined in [16], only valid for strictly
positive D

.n/

k .�; �/.
As there are N OFDM subchannels available for secondary access, we divide

the total allocation time into N minislots and let FUEs compete in a sequential
manner. At the beginning of competing minislot i , all femto-Tx k 2 Lf whose
N min

k > 0 pick the largest value from their own list Tk and start the virtual timer

corresponding to that value. Assume that the largest value D
.n.i//

Nk .�; �/ of femto-

Tx Nk is also the maximum over all FUEs’ virtual timer lists. The timer of Nk expires

first2, and it is allowed to transmit with power p
.n.i//�
Nk over subchannel n.i/. FUE

Nk then broadcasts an “EXPIRE” flag packet to indicate that subchannel n.i/ has
already been occupied. Since one subchannel can be used by at most one FUE,
upon receiving this message all other femto-Tx’s remove the entry corresponding
to subchannel n.i/ from their lists of virtual timers. Based on the counters of these
“EXPIRE” messages and the computed value of N min

tot , femto-Tx’s know if all other
FUEs have been assigned with their minimum number of subchannels, and switch
between “WAITING” and “COMPETING” modes accordingly. By counting the
“EXPIRE” packets, both femto-Tx’s and MUEs are also aware of when to update
their respective Lagrangian variables k’s and �m’s.

The above implementation, which shall be referred to as Distributed Throughput-
Maximization with Spectrum-sharing Constraints (D-TMSC) scheme, is described
in Tables 6.2 and 6.3. This decentralized protocol features the autonomous operation
of individual users in both cognitive femtocell and macrocell networks, with a
limited level of cooperation required. Here, we assume that the exchange of
messages is completed without errors via a dedicated control channel.

• Within the cognitive femtocell network:

1. Femto-Rx k feedbacks its estimate of CINR �
.n/

k to femto-Tx k.
2. Femto-Tx’s have two operating modes: “WAITING” and “COMPETING.”
3. Two types of flag messages are broadcast by femto-Tx’s: “MIN-SUB-REQ”

and “EXPIRE” packets.

2If two or more timers simultaneously expire, all of the collided FUEs back off and generate their
own random timers (e.g., using the uniform distribution). The one that expires first is the winner of
that minislot. This approach is similar to CSMA [24].
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Table 6.2 Proposed D-TMSC algorithm – At the cognitive femtocell network

PHASE 1 – Initialization

 Each femto-Tx k 2 Lf broadcasts a “MIN-SUB-REQ” flag packet to indicate its required
minimum number of subchannels N min

k . Upon receiving all of these “MIN-SUB-REQ” packets,

femto-Tx’s know that N min
tot subchannels are requested. Each femto-Tx k computes all p

.n/�

k ’s
[by (6.14)] and constructs a list of virtual timers T.k/ [by (6.15) and (6.19)]. Femto-Tx k

initializes k , and sets t WD 0; i WD 1.
PHASE 2 – Subchannel-power allocation for minimum-bandwidth guarantee

 Femto-Tx k with N min

k D 0 switches to “WAITING” mode and remains in that mode until
receiving N min

tot “EXPIRE” flag packets. Other femto-Tx’s switch to “COMPETING” mode and
start their respective largest virtual timers for this minislot i .

 Femto-Tx expiring first (denoted as Nk) is eligible to use subchannel n.i/. It then broadcasts an
“EXPIRE” flag packet to indicate that subchannel n.i/ has been occupied. Upon receiving this
packet, other femto-Tx’s stop their virtual timers, back off, delete the entry corresponding to n.i/

from their virtual timer lists, and move to time slot i WD i C 1.


 Femto-Tx Nk starts transmitting with power p
.n.i//�

Nk
on subchannel n.i/.


 If femto-Tx Nk recognizes that jN Nk j D N max
Nk

, it will switch to and remain in “WAITING”

mode until receiving N “EXPIRE” packets (including those generated by itself). If femto-Tx Nk
realizes that jN Nk j D N min

Nk
, it will switch to and remain in “WAITING” mode until receiving N tot

min

“EXPIRE” flag packets (including those generated by itself). Otherwise, femto-Tx Nk deletes
the entry corresponding to subchannel n.i/ from its virtual timer list, and moves to time slot
i WD i C 1.
PHASE 3 – Subchannel-power allocation to enhance throughput

 Femto-Tx’s switch to “COMPETING” mode, start their largest virtual timers for minislot i .

 Femto-Tx expiring first (denoted as Nk) is eligible to occupy this subchannel n.i/. It then
broadcasts an “EXPIRE” packet. Upon receiving this packet, other femto-Tx’s stop their virtual
timers, back off, delete the entry corresponding to subchannel n.i/ from their virtual timer lists,
and move to time slot i WD i C 1.


 Femto-Tx Nk starts transmitting with power p
.n.i//�

Nk
on subchannel n.i/.


 If femto-Tx Nk recognizes that jN Nk j D N max
Nk

, it will switch to and remain in “WAITING” mode
until receiving N “EXPIRE” packets (including those generated by itself).
PHASE 4 – Lagrangian update

 Upon receiving all N “EXPIRE” packets, each femto-Tx k 2 Lf updates its own k based
on (6.18), resets its “EXPIRE” message counter, sets t WD t C 1, and resets i WD 1.

 Return to Phase 2 and repeat until convergence.

Table 6.3 Proposed D-TMSC algorithm – At the macrocell network

PHASE 1 – Initialization

 Each MUE m 2 Lm initializes and broadcasts �m.
PHASE 2 – Lagrangian update

 Upon receiving all N “EXPIRE” packets, each MUE m 2 Lm updates its �m by (6.17),
broadcasts this value to all FUEs, resets its “EXPIRE” counter, and sets t WD t C 1.

 Return to Phase 2 and repeat until convergence.

• Between macrocell and cognitive femtocell networks:

1. MUEs listen to “EXPIRE” packets from FUEs to decide when to update �.
2. MUEs broadcast the computed � and the estimated h

.n/

k;m to all FUEs.
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6.3 A Dual Approach to Power-Efficient Resource Allocation

Recall that (6.9) aims at maximizing the rate-sum of the cognitive femtocell
network, while specifying certain priority and/or fairness in sharing the secondary
spectrum access opportunities among FUEs. In many other settings where FUEs
are power-limited, it is even more important to achieve the power-efficient goal.
Here, system throughput does not need to be enhanced at any cost. Rather, only a
minimum data rate needs to be assured, giving a higher priority to power saving.
These observations motivate us to formulate the following power-minimization
problem.

min
p

X

k2Lf

wk

X

n2Nk

p
.n/

k (6.20a)
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and (6.9d), (6.9e), (6.9f):

Unlike problem (6.9) which is always feasible, (6.20) is infeasible if all Rmin
k ’s

cannot be supported. Since (6.20) also satisfies the “frequency-sharing” condition,
dual optimization can as well be employed to provide an optimal solution. The
Lagrangian of (6.20) is defined as:
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with 	 D Œ�1; : : : ; �M �T ; 
 D Œ�1; : : : ; �K�T � 0. The Lagrange dual function is:
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with the per-subchannel problem being now:
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for all n 2 N .
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Applying the KKT conditions and noting the exclusive channel assignment in
OFDMA, we arrive at the optimal power allocation for active FUE k 2 Lf on
subchannel n 2 N as:
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Since there are K FUEs in total, this solution gives rise to K possible values of
ND.n/.	; 
/ as:

ND.n/
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(6.25)

To meet the spectrum-sharing constraints (6.9f), a procedure similar to that
outlined in Table 6.1 can be used to provide an optimal subchannel-power allocation
for each per-subchannel optimization problem. A distributed implementation can
also be realized, similar to the throughput maximization scenario in Sect. 6.2.
However, because the per-subchannel problems in this case involve the minimiza-
tion operation, the virtual timer needs to be redefined as:

NT .n/

k D cT exp
h ND.n/

k .	; 
/
i

; k 2 Lf ; n 2 N : (6.26)

The overall dual function ND.	; 
/ in (6.22) can now be evaluated for the fixed .	; 
/.
Finally, to solve the dual-domain problem

max
		0; 
	0

ND.	; 
/; (6.27)

the subgradient method can be employed as:
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with ı�; ı� > 0 being sequences of scalar step sizes.
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Note that problem (6.20) can be infeasible due to the constraints on minimum
attainable rates in (6.20c). In such cases, admission control should be performed
to guarantee its feasibility. Among all FUEs whose throughput being below their
respective threshold, we propose to drop the FUE with the largest deviation
jrk � Rmin

k j, and relinquish radio spectrum to the remaining FUEs. This procedure
is repeated in at most K competing rounds3 until all admitted FUEs have their
minimum QoS requirements satisfied.

In this work, the resulting decentralized scheme is referred to as Distributed
Energy-Efficient with Spectrum-sharing Constraints (D-EESC) algorithm. It is
based on the D-TMSC design with the following modifications.

• In the cognitive femtocell network:

1. Optimal power allocation for the per-subchannel problems is computed
according to (6.24), instead of (6.14).

2. Virtual timers at FUEs are defined in (6.26) with the optimal value of per-
subchannel problem being now ND.n/

k .	; 
/ [see (6.25)].
3. Each FUE k 2 Lf updates �k by (6.29), instead of (6.18).
4. Admission control: At the end of each competing round, if all FUEs’ Rmin

k

are satisfied, the algorithm terminates. Otherwise, the FUEs with rdev
k D

rk � Rmin
k < 0 broadcast/exchange the information regarding their rate

deviations. The FUE with the largest jrdev
k j will then voluntarily give up in

all subsequent rounds and notify other FUEs and MUEs about this fact. The
algorithm restarts and repeats until all rdev

k ’s are non-negative.

• In the macrocell network: MUEs update their cost variables 	 according to (6.28),
similar to (6.17).

6.4 Reduced-Complexity Schemes for Throughput
Maximization

For the purpose of comparison, we develop two reduced-complexity resource
allocation schemes to solve the throughput maximization problem (6.9). First, we
propose a worst-case conservative design, which aims to satisfy the optimization
constraints by applying the following two-stage procedure:

1. Subchannel assignment: The N available OFDM subchannels are allocated
(in blocks) to individual FUEs to meet their minimum requirements on the
number of subchannels N min

k . The remaining subchannels are then assigned in
a random fashion to fully occupy the available radio spectrum. At this stage,
constraints (6.9d)–(6.9f) are readily satisfied.

3One “competing round” means the time duration it takes for the algorithm to converge.
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2. Power allocation: After subchannels have been designated to different FUEs,
power needs to be distributed on those subchannels such that the constraints
on interference (6.9b) and on total power (6.9c) are not violated. For (6.9b),
upon noting that there are at most N subchannels to be occupied, it is clear thatP

k2Lf

P
n2Nk

p
.n/

k
LI .n/

k;m 	 p
.n/

k

�
N LI max

m

	
, where LI max

m D maxk;n
LI .n/

k;m. Thus, a

conservative design is to use p
.n/

k D minm

˚
I th

m =
�
N LI max

m

	�
. To satisfy (6.9c), one

may consider to equally split the power budget to the subchannels designated
for each FUE, i.e., p

.n/

k D P max
k =jNkj. Finally, the suggested heuristic power

allocation is min
n
minm

˚
I th

m =
�
N LI max

m

	�
; P max

k =jNkj
o
.

Although the power allocation in the above worst-case design is simple, its
conservativeness would likely offer a low system throughput. We propose another
two-stage scheme that gives better performance with an affordable complexity.
Specifically, the first stage of this heuristic design is identical to that of the worst-
case solution. Once all the subchannels have been assigned to FUEs, it remains
to solve the convex power allocation problem over those subchannels. For this,
convex optimization softwares (e.g., CVX [25]) can be utilized to find the global
optimum. Because of the separate optimization of subchannel assignment and power
allocation, this scheme too can only give suboptimal performance.

6.5 Performance Evaluation

6.5.1 Asymptotic Complexity Analysis

Assume that searching through an unsorted 1-D list of dimension M requires a
worst-case complexity of O.M/. To resolve (6.9), the proposed centralized scheme
needs to compute K � N matrix A, entailing KN operations. For a fixed f�; �g,
this scheme involves N 2-D searches over A and thus demands O .N.KN // D
O.KN 2/ operations to find the solution of (6.12). Suppose that the subgradient
method used to update f�; �g in (6.17) and (6.18) converges after � iterations. It is
reported in [21,22] that � is a polynomial function of N . Computational experience
also suggests that � is relatively small for appropriate choices of step sizes ı� and ı.
On the other hand, the communication overheads incurred by the centralized design
consist of the collection of network information to compute �

.n/

k and LI .n/

k;m. While
constituting a complexity of O.MKN /, this needs to be done only once for the
whole allocation process. The complexity of the centralized scheme then totals to

O
�

.KN C KN 2/�„ ƒ‚ …
CMP

C MKN„ƒ‚…
OVH

	 D O.KN 2� C MKN /; (6.30)

where CMP and OVH denote computing efforts and communication overheads,
respectively.
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For the purpose of efficient processing, individual FUEs in the distributed scheme
D-TMSC may sort their list of virtual timers in a decreasing order. This calls for
O.N log N / operations. During every one of the N competing minislots, each FUE
searches through its own list to find and remove the subchannel that has already
been used, implying a O.N / complexity. Hence, the number of operations needed
for computing efforts at each FUE is O ..N log N C N /�/ D O .N log.N /�/.
In contrast, for MUE it is simply O.�/ since there is merely one update of �m per
iteration.

The proposed distributed algorithm D-TMSC requires a very small amount of
signalling information per iteration. From Table 6.2, each femto-Tx k 2 Lf in
Phase 1 needs to send only one flag message that contains the value of N min

k .
In Phases 2 and 3, there are at most N “EXPIRE” massages to be broadcast by any
single FUE. Similarly, each MUE m 2 Lm is required to broadcast its computed
Lagrangian �m only once in each iteration of the algorithm. As seen from Table 6.3,
KN estimated values of h

.n/

k;m are to be fed back from MUE m 2 Lm to all FUEs
k 2 Lf only once per allocation period. In total, the D-TMSC algorithm entails an
asymptotic complexity of

O
�

N log.N /�„ ƒ‚ …
CMP

C 1 C N�„ ƒ‚ …
OVH

	 D O .N log.N /�/ (6.31)

at individual femto-Tx’s, and

O. �„ƒ‚…
CMP

C KN„ƒ‚…
OVH

/ (6.32)

at individual MUEs.
On the other hand, admission control might be needed in the power-efficient

scheme to ensure the feasibility of problem (6.20). While there are at most K

competing rounds in this case, the computational complexity of each of which is
similar to that in the throughput maximization case. It can be shown that the total
worst-case complexity for the centralized power minimization scheme is

O
�
K.KN 2� C MKN /

	 D O.K2N 2� C MK2N /; (6.33)

whereas in the best case (i.e., without admission control) it is simply

O.KN 2� C MKN /: (6.34)

By similar arguments, we can also conclude that the worst-case complexity
(including all communication overheads) of the distributed D-EESC algorithm is
O .KN log.N /�/ at each femto-Tx, and O.K� CK2N / at each MUE. If admission
control is not needed, the best-case complexity of D-EESC scheme is identical to
that of D-TMSC.
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Table 6.4 Asymptotic complexity analysis

Scheme Total complexity At each FUE At each MUE

Rate Maximum Optimal direct O.KN / – –
Centralized O.KN 2� C MKN / – –
D-TMSC – O .N log.N /�/ O.� C KN /

Power Minimum Optimal direct O.KN / – –
Centralized O.K2N 2� C MK2N / – –
D-EESC – O .KN log.N /�/ O.K� C K2N /

The foregoing asymptotic complexity analysis is summarized in Table 6.4. It is
likely that direct approaches to solve (6.9) and (6.20) in the primal domain involve
finding an optimal power allocation for every possible subchannel assignment.
The latter operation alone imposes an exponential complexity, making these
exhaustive-search resolutions computationally intractable for practical OFDM-
based systems. On the contrary, the complexities of the two newly devised schemes
are shown to only grow polynomially in the number of subchannels. This represents
a substantial reduction in the complexity burden.

6.5.2 Illustrative Results

Consider a wireless communication scenario, in which a macrocell BS transmits
downlink data to its M D 2 MUEs over predetermined frequencies in the available
spectrum. All the macrocell signals are assumed to be elliptically filtered white noise
with equal ˚m.ej w/ D 1. The frequency bands left unused by macrocell network
are filled with N OFDM subchannels, over which K D 3 cognitive femtocell Tx-Rx
pairs are allowed to communicate to exploit opportunistic spectrum access. In each
simulation run, independent channel gains are randomly generated according to the
Rayleigh distribution. The average channel gains, N0 and BN are all normalized
to 1. We further assume that w1 D w2 D w3 D 1=3.

6.5.2.1 Example 1: N D 8; Nmax D Œ8; 8; 8�T ; Nmin D Œ0; 1; 2�T

This example aims to compare the performance of our proposed solutions with
that of the globally optimal exhaustive search. The total number of accessible
subchannels is limited to 8. The global optimum can be found by examining all
possibilities of subchannels assignments, followed by solving the associated convex
power-allocation problems. With N D 8 subchannels available, the total number of
cases to be investigated by this direct method is KN D 38 D 6; 561, assuming every
single subchannel is given to some FUE.
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MUE 1

1-3 4-5 6-8Subchannel:

MUE 2

MUE 1

17-249-16

(a)

(b)

1-8Subchannel:

MUE 2

Fig. 6.2 Allocation of radio frequencies in the numerical examples. (a) Example 1 (b) Example 2

Figure 6.2a depicts the distribution of radio spectrum in Example 1. According
to (6.1) and (6.5), the mutual interference between macrocell and cognitive
femtocell networks depend on the spectral distances Nd .n/

m . We generate the
normalized interferences from MUE 1 to the 8 OFDM subchannels as

J1 D Œ0:0678; 0:1525; 0:2712; 0:2712; 0:1525; 0:0678; 0:0169; 0�T ; (6.35)

and those from MUE 2 to all OFDM subchannels as J2 D J1.8 W �1 W 1/.
For simplicity, we assume that the interferences from signals transmitted on these
subchannels (excluding the effect of channel variations and power allocation) to
MUE 1 and MUE 2 are OI1 D J1 and OI2 D J2, respectively. It is then possible to
compute the mutual interferences LI .n/

k;m, LJ .n/

k , and the CINR of individual FUEs �
.n/

k .
As can be seen from Fig. 6.3a and b, the performances of the proposed dual

schemes are almost indistinguishable with those of the direct exhaustive search.
Note that in Fig. 6.3b, the values of minimum throughput Rmin have been selected
such that problem (6.20) is always feasible. While the results shown in these two
plots are consistent with the theory in [21, 22], these negligible duality gaps are
actually attained with only 8 subchannels. As the number of OFDM subchannels
increases, the difference between primal optimal value and its dual counterpart is
expected to become even smaller. We also exhibit in Fig. 6.3c, d the convergence
process of both D-TMSC and D-EESC schemes. In all simulations, we have used
the diminishing step size rule ıŒt � D 1=

p
t and tolerance 
 D 10�4 for these

two algorithms. As seen, the devised schemes take merely around 100 iterations
to quickly converge to stable solutions.
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Fig. 6.3 Performance of the proposed schemes in Example 1. (a) System throughput by D-TMSC
scheme. (b) Power consumption by D-EESC scheme. (c) Convergence of D-TMSC scheme.
(d) Convergence of D-EESC scheme

6.5.2.2 Example 2: N D 24; Nmax D Œ12; 24; 12�T ; Nmin D Œ4; 8; 4�T

This example assumes N D 24 subchannels available for use by the femtocell
network, whose specific locations in the frequency domain are shown in Fig. 6.2b.
Note that it is already computationally prohibited to perform exhaustive search in
this case. Similar to Example 1, we generate the mutual interferences as follows:

J1 D �
0:0274; 0:0346; 0:0427; 0:0517; 0:0615; 0:0722; 0:0838; 0:0962; 0:0962;

0:0838; 0:0722; 0:0615; 0:0517; 0:0427; 0:0346; 0:0274; 0:0209; 0:0154;

0:0107; 0:0068; 0:0038; 0:0017; 0:0004; 0:0000
�T

;

J2 D J1.24 W �1 W 1/, OI1 D J1 and OI2 D J2. Here, the final result of each simulation
run is averaged over 100 channel realizations.
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We investigate the performance of our proposed method D-TMSC by comparing
it with that of the worst-case conservative and the heuristic designs presented
in Sect. 6.4. In these comparisons, perfect knowledge of network conditions is
first assumed. While this assumption can be valid for many applications, we
also evaluate the performance of D-TMSC when there is only imperfect network
information available, possibly due to erroneous spectrum detection, user mobility,
and limitation of channel estimation algorithms. As can be seen from (6.9), the
quality of our proposed solution is affected ultimately because of the variations in
LI .n/

k;m and �
.n/

k . Further investigations of (6.5) and (6.6) reveal that the robustness of
the devised approach relies upon both the spectral dynamics of PUs (which results
in varying Bm) and Doppler effect caused by geographical mobility of both FUEs
and MUEs (which leads to varying h

.n/

l;l 0 ; l; l 0 2 L ; n 2 N ).

To examine this, we allow imperfect values NI .n/

k;m D LI .n/

k;m.1 C 	I ) and N�.n/

k D
�

.n/

k .1 � 	� /, where 	I and 	� are random variables uniformly distributed in
the interval Œ0; 	max

I � and Œ0; 	max
� �, respectively. In practice, the error thresholds

	max
I ; 	max

� can be set based on (i) performance bound of the underlying spectrum-
detection algorithms, and (ii) the maximum predictable speed of UEs. Figure 6.4a,
b show the achieved throughput of all schemes for fixed values of I th D I th

1 D
I th

2 D 0:05W and P max D 3W , respectively. It is clear from these figures that
the distributed algorithm D-TMSC outperforms both conservative and heuristic
designs. Interestingly, a significant performance advantage can still be realized even
if the optimization at the cognitive femtocell network is based on imperfect network
information.

Depicted in Fig. 6.4c is the total number of OFDM subchannels allotted to
individual FUEs by the D-TMSC scheme, averaged over all channel realizations.
It is straightforward to see that our proposed D-TMSC approach, in any case,
guarantees to fulfill the desirable spectrum requirements of each FUE k 2 Lf ,
specified by N max

k and N min
k . Yet, these subchannels are not equally utilized as

some are distributed with more power than the others. This can be best observed
in Fig. 6.4d, where most of the OFDM subchannels adjacent to the MUE spectrum
(from subchannel 7 to 18) are shown to be allocated with very little power, as a
result of being highly interfered by macrocell network signals.

For these subchannels, their corresponding D
.n/

k entries are likely zero. In
the case that all the remaining entries are zero, there are unnecessary ties in the
competition among the FUEs. Here, we propose to designate these ineffectual
channels to the FUEs in the order of priority, until all spectrum-sharing constraints
are satisfied. In our simulation, FUE 1 and FUE 3 are given the highest and
the lowest priority, respectively. Since these channels are useless anyway, the
performance of the distributed scheme is not affected while a back-off mechanism
is avoided. This also explains why FUE 1 appears to possess more subchannels than
the other two FUEs in Fig. 6.4c.

To verify the performance of the proposed D-EESC scheme, the worst-case

power allocation p
.n/

k D minm

n
I th

m =ŒN LI max
m �

o
; 8k 2 Lf ; n 2 N is used to provide

a baseline. Also included in the comparison is the heuristic design that involves a
fixed assignment of subchannels followed by an optimal power allocation, similar
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Fig. 6.4 Performance of D-TMSC scheme in Example 2. (a) Achieved throughput for fixed I th

(assuming 	max
I D 	max

� D 	max) (b) Achieved throughput for fixed P max (assuming 	max
I D

	max
� D 	max) (c) Assignment of subchannels (averaged for P max D 3:0W and I th D 0:05W )

(d) Allocation of power (averaged for P max D 3:0W and I th D 0:05W )

to that in the case of throughput maximization. Recall that problem (6.20) will
become infeasible if all Rmin

k ’s cannot be supported. To circumvent this issue, in our
numerical examples the data rates attained by the worst-case solution are used to set
the minimum required throughput of individual FUEs. Doing so will guarantee the
feasibility of (6.20) and, as a consequence, admission control is no longer necessary.

Figure 6.5 displays the amounts of power consumed by all the considered
schemes for a given I th. Apparently, the proposed D-EESC algorithm requires
considerably less amount of power to satisfy the minimum QoS compared to the
other suboptimal designs. The improvement is even more pronounced at high values
of interference threshold. For instance, at I th D 0:3W the saving in power is
well-above 60% and 30% over the worst-case design and the heuristic solution,
respectively. Furthermore, although the performance of D-EESC scheme in the case
of imperfect network information is degraded, it is still noticeably better than those
of the other two approaches.
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